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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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City

Remains
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Holland Michigan Thunday, October 22, 1931

HOLLAND CARES AND SHARES

On Central
Standard Time

There

Is

Sure
News Items Taken From the

No Depression

Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five

In Hamilton

ALDERMEN WONT CHANGE
GUMENTS FOR AND
AGAINST

TODAY

FIFTY YEARS AGO

Numbor 44

Ottawa Retains
Health Unit

And Farm Agent

and Fifteen Years Ago Today

VILLAGE TO THE SOUTHEAST
OF HOLLAND SITTING ON
•TOP OF THE WORLD"

VOTE AFTER HEARING AR-

Files of

HOLLAND SUPERVISORS FOR
tomey. He was also a candidate
for circuit court judge two years

Uf»

RETENTION BUT HELP
ABOLISH MISS LOTT’S

FORMER FILLMORE MAN
FALLS DEAD IN THE WEST
John Nykamn of Rapon,

Unemployment 1
Committee

Califor-

Locate

nia, formerly of Ebinezer,near Holland, dropped dead of heart failure

after a hunting trip. He was 68
years old and a great lover of the
great outdoors. Many deer, mountain goat and mountain lion have
been brought down ,by this Michigan nimrod, formerly of the Michigan woods.
Mr. Nyknmp leaves a wife, four
daughters, and one son, all but one
living in California. His oldest
daughter is Mrs. John Naber, living
in this vicinity. The widow, Mrs.
Alice Brower NyVamp, ia a sister
to Dr. A. J. Rrdwer of Holland.The
funeral took place In California.

To

j

Work

COUNTY GROUP WILL NOT
HIRE DIRECTLY, BUT WORK
THROUGH CITIES AND

Mr. Jas. A. Brouwer a promising ago.
OFFICE
TOWNSHIPS
anything but an appear- young man of Holland was married
* » »
Fair Ground Grand Stand To Be
ance of a dejpressionor lack of to Miss Noordhuis of Grand Haven,
Mrs. P. Zanting, mother of Arie Dr. Westrate Appears Before (he
Noted to North Side of
work in Hamilton and vicinity at They are to make their future
Maintenance of regiitrationfilai
Zanting, local officer, died at the
Board and Speaks for
the present time. In every direction home in this city.
Rheniew Park
of the unemployed of Ottawa
age
of
60
at
the
nome
of
her
Health
Unit
farmers are busy harvesting the
county and an effort to And jobs
daughter, Mrs. Fred Peterson.
late crops.
Mr. Cornelius Nyland and Miaa
for them which will be awarded
* • •
The Council meeting l«at evening
The
Board
of
Supervisors
sure
is
"Several hundred men are busy Mary Van Putten, both of Holland,
through the townahipe and dty
was rather protracted eince there
Joe Borgman sustained a dis- on Sy rampage to reduce expenses
in the celery fields trenching the were wed Thursdayat the home of
welfare department* are to be the
waa a (rest deal of business to be
heavy crop which is far superior in the banker, Jacob Van Putten, Sr., located hip while working on the with county agents pay slashed, his
two chief functions of the execudone. The matter of reacindin*
line
of
the
citizens
Telephone
Co.
traveling
expenses
cut,
and
the
ofquantity and quality over last year. on Tenth and Pine streets. Note:
tive committee on county unemtheir action, going back to Central
near
Prof.
D.
B.
Yntema’s
place
on
fice
stenographer’s
pay
amputated
"In the south end of town a crew The father of Miss Van Putten waa
ployment, according to announceStandard time as was voted on two
considerably.
of men are building the beautiful Holland'spioneer banker, first con- the Zeeland Road. In the fall, he
ment* made by the committee after'
weeks ago, was taken up and after
The home demonstration agent,
new
community
hall. The exterior ducting a private bank in a one endeavored to save himself by
a long and earnest meeting.
listeningto nearly a doxen speakMiss
Lott
is also out of luck for
jumping
but
the
climbers
caught
work has been finished. It is ex- story building on the site now ocCarl Bowen, county engineer,ia
ers, some for and some against
she lost her job entirely, for the
the
The energetic, puWie-apirited,pected that the dedicationwill take cupied bv the Jake Fris Book Store. on the pole and thus the strain "Home
chairmanof the committee.Other
Central Standard Time and reading
Demonstration”
office
is
wrenched
the
right
hip.
member* are Mayor Ernest Brook*,
warm-hearted men and women, who place during the next month when This bank later became the Holland
several communications
, » • •
abolished thus putting still more
Select
Holland. Mayor William Ver Duin,
mothers for Central Standard time, are backing up with time and mon- an elaborate program will be ren- City State Bank.
John K. Van Lcnte has purchased money in the county coffers, acdered.
Grand Haven; G. P. Rooks, Zeethe councilby their vote refusedto
• • •
cording to the supervisors.The
the
dry
goo<Is
store
on
Central
ey the Community Chest Drive for
“In the north end of town the * Company C of the 2nd Regiment
land; William Slater,Nunica; and
reconsider their action taken tyro
for the
Ave. near 16th street from Steren- action of the Ottawa County board
William L. Stribley, Grand Haven,
weeks ajo and Holland will be the fiscal year, have chosen for their new building of Roy Ashley is near- of Michigan state troops in uniform berg & Roelofs. Mr. Van I^nto
secretary.All were appointed by
back on Central Standard time No- slogan “Holland Cares and Shares’' ing completion.Roy will lie remem- passed through Holland yesterday
ZEELAND WANTS PEOPLE TO the chairman of the Ottawa county
will remain a letter carrier in the
bered as one of Holland’s former
vember 1st.
and have selectedfor their poster baseball stars. A few weeks ago en route for Muskegon where 2000 local postoffice,but his brother, LATEST ON BOARD OF
HELP IN CHOICE OF READboard of supervisor!.
saw mill men and "lumber jacks”
Those who participated in the
SUPERVISORS— RECONthe picture of the little lads here Mr. Ashley lost a servicable slaughING MATTER
John H., also interested in the store
are on a strike and the soldiers will manage it.
The committee went on record
speaking for and against the time
SIDER
ONE
OFFICE
a* opposed to importation of labor.
question and those who sent in shown. Both the slogan and the ter house by fire. He had made a were sent to keep order. It is hard
The board of education of ZeeThe unemployed will be reriscommunications are all enumerated poster strike right home and that is large number of improvementsand to control this rough crowd for it
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY Just as the Holland City News land at a recent meeting decided tered, the committee decided,
in the officialcouncil in this col- to the heart of the Holland people. had a splendid plant when misfor- had gotten beyond the control of
goes
to
press
the
Board
of
Super(o
offer
the
public
the
opportunity
tune overtook the former Holland the local authorities.The strike
umn.
The Komforter Kotton Co. in- visors reconsideredtheir vote on the of helping select library book* to through the supervisors in the
Your editor has been in newspa- man.
Some of the members of the
however was won by the men. It stalled a $5,500 machine, a compli- Home Demonstrator, Miss Lotts. be added to the school library, townships and the welfare dep«KCommon Council feel that a per work in Holland for forty years "The community was happy when was for "a 10-hour day or 'no saw- cated affair, hut will increase the Yesterday the board abolished the which is also a public library for ments in the cities.The committee
great deal of publicitywas given and has had a tremendous lot to do Mr. Ashley announced that he dust.’ ” Most of the mills on the capacity of the plant at least 300
departmenthut today reconsidered other citizens. In tho past the pub- will not hire anyone, but will find
the time question before it was fin- with drives of this kind. Whether planned to rebuild. The new build- lake from Muskegon to Grand Ha- per cent. The local firm was forced
and Mise I^otts will be retained at lic has had no opportunity of rec- jobs possibleand call on the dty
ing is to lie used for a combination
ally sited upon and merchants, not
in good times or in bad times. of purposes and is substantialin ven tried to make a practice of to make some move since they are a reduced salary however, fixed at ommending books to the board for welfare department*and townihip
a few manufacturers,the school ausupervisors to furnish their per- ’
startingup 10 or 15 minutes early way behind in their orders.
$800 by the county and $1800 by purchase.
whether in war times or in peace appearance. It consists of a killing
thorities, the poetofflce department
rentage of men needed.
in the morning and at noon, and
• • •
the state and the U. S. Government,
At present the library is fairly
and many individuals expressed times, Holland never failed to be or j floor, meat cooking room and a that way got in more hours than
The planing and saw mills of or a total of $2600, but Miss Lott well stocked with juvenile fiction All payments for labor performthemselves as favorable to Central to do what this slogan implies, . praKe- for wve™! days Mr. Ash- the 10 without too many noticing it.
Mayor G. Moeke burned to the must pay her own expenses includ- and reference books, but it is lack- ed will go to the city or township
. ....
j *ey had been handling celery shipStandard time. The matter was
that furnishes the labor. The mar.
namely that “Holland Cares and | ment8 for the lo<,a, Krowerg He The strike was on this practice and ground at Zeeland and a loss of ing travelingout of this amount.
ing in an adequate supply of adult
held over a meeting and still no
employed will be paid by the dty
it was discontinued.
$16,000
was
sustained.
The
amount
The
supervisors
also
pawed
on
fiction. By allowing the reading
said that he will be ready next
protestagainst the change until Shares.'
or township with ordera for f ood, v
• » •
of insurance was $7,000.The News the salaries of all county officers public to recommendbooks, the
The first reel call for Caring and week to handle live stock and poulafter a vote had been taken when
clothing, etc.
Mr. John Panels has sold to E. devoted about a column to the story and these will remain as before
board
is
of
the
opinion
that
the
protests came in from some mem- Sharing was Just sixty years ago try in his packing house. Before F. Sutton the lot at the rear of the
Other actions taken by the comsince the salary decided on last number of fiction books will be
telling
of
the
noble
work
of
the
the fire that burned him out he was
bers of the Chamber of Commerce.
mittee were that only resident*of
when fire swept into the dty and enjoying a very fine business,but City Hotel at the southeast corner firemen, the surrounding building year covers a period of two years. greatly increased.
The aldermen feel that a. great deal
Ottawa county will be hired and
of Market and Seventh streets for saved, etc. The city was also
left our citizens destitute. There without doubt, Hamilton will be
If Zeeland folks know of some
of time was given all to be heard at
that men employed on highway
the sum of $375. Mr. Sutton will plunged in darknessbecause the
good
book
that
they
believe
ought
have been many occasions since with him stronger than ever after commence the erectionof a handthat meeting.
work will have to have a physical
firemen had to cut the main cable showo after the battle is over that to l>e in the library, they are priviAnyway Mr. A. W. Wrieden, Mr. when Holland's benevolent spirit showing such enternrise.
examination.
some residencethis fall. The build- to prevent electrocutions
of
firemen
the
Ottawa
County
health
unit
was
leged to make such recommenda"The loss was indeed discourag- ing will be veneeredwith brick.
Everett Dick and Mr. <Wm. Olive
Registration blanks are being
was tested and never did Holland
ing hut Mr. Ashley has shown his Note: Market street is now Central who were playing streams on the retained by a vote of 17 to 10 by tion to the librarian. In making the printed and will probably be in the
were appointed as a Chamber of.
fail.
big
blaze. Jurors from Holland, the board of supervisorsyerteyduy recommendation, they are to write
faith
in
the
community
by
re-estabCommerce committee to present
hands of supervlson by Monday,
Ave. and the lot is now used for
The citizens who can are going to lishing himself and erectingso fine parking by Warm Friend Tavern. chosen to serve in circuit court at with no change of personnel or on a piece of paper the name of the October
their viewpointto the Common
* *
Grand
Haven,
Judge
Cross
presidsalaries
.
The
county
agricultural
book
thev
wish
to
recommend,
the
Council, which they did at the meet- Care this year and are going to a buildingin times that are rather The house was never built on that
The object of the committee, acing,
are:
Gerrard
Cook,
Peter
agent
was
continued
with
a
cut
of
author, the publisher, and your own
ing last evening.
stressful.
cording to Chairman Bowen, is to
location but a better site for a
Share with those less fortunate and
"However it is this confidence home was chosen across from Cen- Brieve, Jacob Van Putten, Sr., $1,200 in travelingexpenses and a name, and then hand this slip to find jobs rather than to let them
In all probability the fairgrounds
are
going
to
financially aid those and courage that will bring us hack
cut
of
$400.00
in clerk hire. The the librarian. These recommendaJoseph
Thompson,
Gerrit
Barendse,
grandstandwill be moved to the
directly. He explains that no work
tennial Park on the northwest cornorth side of Riverview Athletic purposes and ideals which, we as a to prosperityand Hamilton it ap- ner of Tenth and Central Aves. It H. C. Bontekoe— from the six dif- home demonstrationdepartment tions will be considered in prepar- will be awarded through the comwar.
discontinued.
ferent
words
in
the
order
named.
ing
the
list
of
books
for
purchase
pears is showing the way."
park and in that case the baseball community hold so dear.
mittee itself. While the committee
is rather interestingto note the Dick Pyle of Holland Township,
(Later— The board reconsidered and must be made before Novemdiamonds will be switched around.
will keep record* of the unemployWatch Holland and you will find
price of $375 for a lot worth 20 Marinus Brandt of Zeeland town, the Home Demonstrationdepartber 6th. The board cannot promise
The details have not yet been worked and has made the plans as to
times as much today. City Hotel Gerrit Van Dyke of Zeeland city ment. See item elsewhere.)
3,200 MEN BACK AT WORK
that the slogan will come true.
to
purchase
all
the
books
that
are
ed out up to this time.
The vote for the county agent recommended because there would how the information win be seAT SAGINAW AUTO PLANT later became Hotel Holland, which wore also chosen.
The American Legion Auxiliary
was wrecked to make room for
was
unanimous, the vote for the possibly not be enough library cured, it desires to work through
• • •
asked the Council to lease them the
Warm
Friend
Tavern.
Bom to .Mr. and Mrs. Andrew home demonstrationdepartment money availableto make such pur- establishedcounty agendas rather
old hospital site on the corner of WOMAN OF 99 FRACThe Chevrolet Motor Company’s
than to set up machinery of its
o
Twelfth street and Central avenue,
TURES HIP IN FALL Grey Iron Foundry at Saginaw, TWENTY-FIVEYEARS AGO Hyma— a son. Born to Mr. and was 23 against five, and the county chases. Besides the financial limit- own. Thus the organisation will
health
unit
won
by
a
majority
of
Mrs.
Geo.
Dalman,
College
Ave.,
a
ations,
the
State
Librarian
goes
formerly known as the Dr. Kremers
practicallyclosed since mid-Sepco-operatewith the welfare departTODAY
son. To Mr. and Mrs. Chris Becker seven, CorneliusRoosenraad of over the list and often recommends
home.
tember, will resume operations
ments and supervisory, dlrectiiig
Mrs. Marie Kuhlman ,aged 99
Zeeland
not
voting.
West Twelfth street— a son.
that certain books be not pur- policies and keeping records of «nThese and a greet many other inMonday with 3,200 workmen. A
years, fractured her left hip TuesNuton Askins, local printer, sold
•
•
*
Charles
E.
Misner,
chairman
of
chased. Then again, some books
terestingdetails are found in the
employment,ami locating all Urn :
day morning when she fell at her thousand core room workers re- his home at 51 West Fifteenth st
Ed. St. John of Central Park, the health committee, In prewnting recommended may not be suitable work possible.
official council proceedings as comhome at 1 1 East 28th St. The ac- turned to work last Wednesday. to Martin Oudemolen for $1,425.
the
recommendation
of
the
commit-t
sustained
a
broken
leg
in
Odd
Felfor
a
public
library.
piled by City Clerk Oscar Peterson,
The plant, it is announced,will
« • •
Headquarters for the commlttea
cident occurred as she was descendlow’s Hall Saturday.The fall of a tee that the unit be continued,made
The store of books in the library will be at the Grand Haven chamand found below:
work three eight-hour shifts either
ing the stairs. She slipped on the
Louis H. Oostcrhous, of Grand step ladder was the cause.
an
eloquent
plea
to
the
hoard
to
has been added to considerablythe
Holland, Michigan, Oct. 21, 1931
bottom step. Physicians reported three pr four days a week.
Haven, was admitted to the bar
continue the department on its mer- last four or five years and the pat- ber of commerce office.
The Common Council met in regher condition as .serious as they be
after a very satisfactory examHerman Garvelink, who saved its of economy, humanityand good ronage has greatly increased.At
ular session and was called to order
lieve it will be impossibleto set the BUILDING LOOKOUT
ination at the state capitol at Lan- the fast, Pere Marquette train sense. He produced figures to show
FINED IN COURT FOR LARby the Mayor.
present the library has 31 periodUP IN ALLEGAN sing. He is now a full fledged at- from going through a broken that under the present system the icals and 4,758 books availableto
CENY OF GUNS
Present: Mayor Brooks, Aids. the bone due to her age. Mrs. Kuhltorney. Note: Mr. Osterhoushas
townships had been saved $4,318.- the general public. Books circulated
Prins, Kleis, Woltman, Brieve, man is confined to the Holland Hospital.
turned out to be an excellent at- bridge at East Saugatuck a short 19 and were receivingfrom outside
Ray Conklingwaa arrested by
Vandenberg,Hyma, Habing, StefSeveral new houses have been torney and served Ottawa county time ago, was rewarded with a sources, $6,000. Previous to tho during the month of September tothe sheriff’sdepartment for the larens, Jonkman, Huyser, Thomson,
taled 1,861.
built in Allegan this season, a num- several terms as prosecuting atcheck from the company for $50.00. creation of the unit it cost the
Veltman and the clerk.
THE ZEELAND 1932 SCHOOL ber of houses have been remodeled
The general public is using the ceny of a gun from Emeet Ellman,
townships approximately $5,000.00 library more and more and it is Robinsontownship. Ed Schmetier
Minutes considered read and are
ANNUAL IS ASSURED
and rebuilt and modem screened-infor public health,he stated. "Now the wish of the board that the li- was arrested for the larceny of a
approved.
porches have been added. The
with the expenditure of hut $1,000 brary service to the public should gun about a year ago from the
HOLLAND
MAN
TO
DRIVE
Devotions were led by Aid. VeltMUST
PAY
FOR
OUTSIDE
Third ward school building has been
more there is three times the ser- increaseand become of still greater same party. Both guns were reAlthough there has been some
man.
TO CALIFORNIA
FIRE HELP
enlarged and improved at a cost of
vice, with an additional $6,000 comdoubt as to the publicationof the
Petitions and Accounts
value to the community of Zee- covered for the owner. Conkling
$15,000. Buildingcontractorsreport
ing into the county."
was arraigned and pleaded guilty
Clerk presented card of thanks 1932 Stepping Stone, the Zeeland contracts for a number of new
At
the
regular meeting of the
Uenry Lugers, veteran auctioneer
He cited that saving public land.
to the charge. He paid court coats
frdta the woman’s Relief Corps for high school annual, it is now as- homes in 1932.
fire departmentof Allegan it was
is
to
go
to
California
for
a
six
health could not always he counted
of $6.60 and is under suspended
use of courtroom during recent sured, according to an announcedecided to make a minimum charge
FORMER
ALLEGAN
MAN
91
o
months
stay.
He
will
be
accomin dollars and centa ,the checking
ment by Mr. Muller, faculty advisentence for 30 days. Schmetier
convention.
of $25 for a run to the country with
YEARS
OLD.
HEARD
LAST
STANLEY
DE
PREE
panied by his son-in-law and his
of epidemic can never be accursor. In announcing the decisionto
paid a fine of $22.60.
Accepted and filed.
fire engine; if chemicals are used.
SHOT
IN
THE
CIVIL
WAR
WINS THIRD PLACE
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Vine Clem
ately valuated; saving one child
Jay Ennenga,Fred Ennengaand
Clerk presentedOath of Office the student body, Mr. Muller said
IN RADIO AUDITION mens of Grand Rapids. They ex- $5 per tank, and if water is used from being a cripple due to infanand Bond of Peter Lugten for con- that in all fairnessto the seniors
Fifty years ago. Mr. E. J. Bever- John Systma, who were in comby the pumper, $15 per hour and $5
pect
to
take
the
southern
route
and
tile
paralysis,
is
worth
hundreds
the annual should not be dispensed
stable of 6th Ward.
stock was in business in Allegan pany with Conkling,were arraigned
Stanley DePree of Zeeland won go by easy stages to the land of per fractionover the full hour will
of actual dollars in the future rewith because,while the annual conAccepted and bond approved.
third place in the state contest of flowers and take in everything be charged. The departmenthas a lief of that cripple,he continued. with a partner, Mr. C. E. Smith. on a drunk and disorderlycharge
Clerk presentedcommunicationcerns the entire school, it especially the national radio audition. First
and fined $7.40 each.
worth seeing on the way. Mr. fire club formed by 100 or more Mr. Misner produced a telegram They manufacturedwooden pumps
from American Legion Auxiliary has to do with the senior class.
nlaces were awarded to Williaip Lugers and childrenexpect to leave members in the rural district and from State Health Officer Slem- — this was before drilled or driven
requesting the Council to lease
wells were known. A friend sent a MACATAWA DRIVER FIGURES
by holding membershiptherein the
Mendenhall of Detroit and Dorothy November 1st.
mons assuring the committeethat clipping telling an interesting
them the old hospital building and HUNTER FROM HOLLAND LS
IN BYRON CENTER CHILD
price is from $1.50 to $3 for the
Holbeck of Lansing. Second place
the diminishing fund provided by
site on the corner of Central Ave.
FATALITY
SHOT IN THE SHOULDER winners were Emmet J. I>eid of
story about Mr. Beverstock. He
protection. The Allegan fire departfederal, atate and Rockefellerfounand 12th St. for a period of about
Jackson and Huberta Hunn of Mt. GANGES FOLK GO AROUND ment extend this courtesy to the dation would not be cut during 1932. now lives in Washington, D.C., and
While
her
sister,Anne, helplessly
60 years to be used by these two
is ninety-one years old. He was in
farming district in behalf of the
Charles IRiemersma, 38 of Hol- Plear-ant.
WORLD
"Your vote today, gentlemen,” the Civil War and heard the last looked on, JeanetteNiewiek,9-yearorganisationsfor a home. If such land Route 4, was accidentallyshot
o
city of Allegan.
he continued,"will single out those
an arrangement is entered into, the Tuesday morning while hunting CATTLE FEEDING MEETINGS
shots fired about Appomatox where old daughter of Mr. and Mn. Herwho
are in favor of the general
man Niewiek of Byron Center,waa
above two organisations will pro- with a group of four hunters in the
Mr. and Mrs. John A. McKeever
IN ALLEGAN COUNTY
ZEELAND
SENIORS TO PRE- public health plan because this I/ee surrendered. He has tacome fatally injured by an automobile
ceed at once to erect a suitable woods near Lake City.
of Ganges left Saturday for Califordeaf and had a notion that the
plan is a part of the great national noise of an airplane trip might im- yesterday afternoon in front of her
SENT “COLLEGE HOBO"
memorial, in Centennial Park, or
A study of feeding practices, feed nia with stops in Chicago and New
The accident occurred as memmovement to improve health con- prove his hearing. So he flew from home.
some other suitable location, in bers of the group were shooting at prices and comparisons with dairy Orleans.Dec. 11 they will embark on
Up to the present time the sen- ditions over the land. It is by far Washington to Cleveland,hut E. Grant Squires,retired insurhonor of the World War Veterans. partridge and their vision was ob- prices will be made in a series of the Dollar line steamer President
the cheapest and best system yet
ance man, who came from Iowa to
Such memorial to erected from scured by thick foliage.
feeding meetings occurring in the Pierce for a trip around the world iors of Zeeland High have been evolved for county hralth service. whether with improvement is not
make his home at Macatewa last
funds now on hand that have been
Mr. Riemerama was given treat- following locations:Monday, Oct. with stops at various points of in- working hard to decide on the class You either believe in public health stated. He is still active and now
gradually accumulated for this ment at a hospital in Lake City. He 26th, 8:00 P. M. fast time Hamilton terest. They expect to he gone play to be given November 19 and
wishes to take a trip in a subma- fall, stopped his car after striking
or you do not.
purpose.
rine. He had long wished to fly but the child and drove her with her
was brought to Holland Tuesday Co-Op.; Thursday, Oct. 29, 8:00 P, about six months. Their many 20. With the aid of the facultyand
‘‘Bees mur-t be protected, poultry this was his first experience.
parents to St. Mary’s hospital. She
Referred to the American Legion evening in an ambulanceand taken M. fast time, FennvilleHigh school. friends wish them bon voyage and the play committee, the "College
shows must be promoted, but when
died before they arrived at the hosAuxiliary Memorial Committee.
to Holland hospital where it was Friday, Oct. 30th, 8:00 P. M. fast a safe return to their delightful Hobo" was chosen and the char- it come to little children,and huacters selected.
Clerk presented communicationreported a large number of pellets time, Court House, Allegan.
THESE CHICKENS SEEMED pital.
home in Ganges.
Jeanette,with several other chilThe play is a farce, quite light, man beings some are willing to
from R F. Malta, secretary of the entered his arm and shoulder>The Jim Hays, Extenrion Dairyman,
TO LACK SEX APPEAL
dodge
the
issue,” he declared.
dren from her neighborhood, had
Great Lakes Harbor Association wounds are considerednot serious. Michigan State College and A. D.,
yet it has the ability of a real outHOPE
GRADUATE
TO
BE
Dr. William. Westrate, city
requesting the City to contribute
come. The setting includes life
If you desire either cockerelsor attended Byron ChristianReformed
Morley, County Agr'l Agent are
WED TODAY, FRIDAY from the country to college. Any- health officer of Holland, spoke in pulletswhen you buy baby chicks church. She waa driven home by
membership dues in the amount of HOLLAND CHRISTIAN
conducting this series of dairy feed$160.00 as its share of the expense
one interested in fun and enter- behalf of the county system and next spring, one farmer in the Nicholas Hunderman, who resides
ing meetings.
ENDEAVORER8 ATTEND
told of the splendidwork that waa
to canyon work of harbor developMiss Ann Boter, daughter of John tainment ought to see the play.
eastern part of the state has dis- across the street from the Niewiek
done by the health department
FETE AT MUIR
ment on the Great Lakes.
You
are
assured
of
an
enjoyable
S.
Boter,
Grand
Rapids,
has
chosen
covered a fool-proofsystem which family.
ZEELAND MAN LACERATED
which avoided an epidemic of inAs Hunderman stopped his car to
Referred to Ways and Means
Friday evening, Nov. 23, as the evening.
he claims works unfailinglyin deBY
OWN
KNIFE
fantile paralysisand that alone was
The fiftieth anniversary of the
Committee.
time for her marriage to Herman
termining poultry sex at once after allow Jeanette and the other chilenough to warrant retaining the
dren to alight, Anna, 21, Jeanette's
Clerk presented communications first Christian Endeavor society in
ALLENDALE MAN HURT
the chick is hatched.
While employed on the job of J. Hoek, son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter
health unit I/etterawere read
from the Buss Machine Works and Michigan waa celebrated at Muir transplanting the city trees last Hoek, Giddings Ave., S.E., Grand
IN FALL TUESDAY
In ordering twenty-five chicks sister, was watching from a winby
the
clerk
which
were
prethe W. E. Dunn Mfg. Co., request- Sunday.
Thursday, Robert Beukema of Zee- Rapids. The ceremony will he read
Frank Wierda, aged sixty-three, sented by Peter Damstra. member from a Zeeland hatchery last dow of the Niewiek home. She saw
Those from Holland and vicinity
ing the Council to rescind their
land had the misfortune of severely at 8 o'clock in Fifth Reformed was critically injured on Tuesday of the health committee from par- spring he specificallystated he Jeanette walk behind the car and
into the path of Squires’ speeding
former action and remain on East- atending were Miss Anna Koeman, lacerating his left arm with a sharp church,with a reception in the Bo- morning in a fall while he was at
1 wanted all pulletsbut one. To deents, loud in their praise of the efern Standard Time the year Miss Edythe Boeve Miss Lucille knife. He was in the act of trim- ter residenceafterward.
work in the bam on his farm loca- ficient and quick work done in I termine this he instructed the car. The child waa carried121 feet,
around: also
communicationBoeve, Miss Marian Luidens, Miss ming some tough roots when his
Miss Boter has asked her sister, ted three miles west of Allendale.
hatchery man to pick up the chicks according to sheriff’s officers.
Dr. Simeon Le Roy, coroner, said
from Mrs. Fred Stols, in behalf of Lois Marsilje,Miss Julia Poelak- knife slipped,causing the injury. Miss Margaret Boter, to be her He had been constructing a new bringing serum to children and of by the toes, and when it raised Its
its
remarkable
results.
death was caused by a broken neck.
the mothers of Holland, favoring ker, Miss Ruth Meengs, John Cotta, He returned to Zeeland after hav- maid of honor, and the bridesmaids bam to replace the one burned
head
it
declared
itself
to
be
a
pulDuring the roll call Roy Lowing,
Central Standard Time. A. W. Jerry Gaillard, Jack Juist, John ing received first aid, and a phy- will include
Mrs. John R. Nye,
,
. Mrs. .earlier this summer. As he was relet. Cockerels were supposed to be No inquesthas been called for. The
Wrieden of the Holland Furnace Vanden Beldt, John Dykhouse, and sician at the Zeeland hospital in- MornsTurnwall,Miss Teresa Hoek, I moving a board from the loft he Georgetown,arose, voted yee, and sufficientlylistlessto make no driver was held blameless.
explained
it
by
saying,
that
altho
Co. presented a petitionon behalf Wilbur Brondyk
and lost his footing and fell eight feet
serted several stitches to close the a sister of the bridegroom-elect,
his township was opposed to the de- move.
o
of the Chamber of Commerce setSUPPORT CHEST HERB
Miss Margaret Boter, daughter of to the concrete floor of the stable,
wound. \
After raising these to maturity
partment, for the sake of the balting forth several reasons for re- HOLLAND HOST TO
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Boter of Hol- striking his head on the cement. ance of the townshipshe would he writes in for twenty-fivemature
maining on Eastern Standard time
Support of the Community Chest
land, a cousin of the bride-elect.
LADY MACCABEES PAIR NABBED IN TWO
He was rendered unconscious and change his declaration,made sev- pullets saying that cither the
which Is now the officialtime for
OTTAWA
RUM
RAIDS Mr. Hoek has chosen his brother, the physician who was summoned eral days ago that he was not in hatcheryman failed to understand canvass October 28 and 29 from tha
the State of Michigan. Mr. EverJohn Hoek, as best man, and the at once pronounced his conditionas favor of the proposition,and vote his instructionsand sent him all Holland Exchange club was disCrescent hivo No. 874, Lady Macett Dick spoke at some length on
closed in a communication sent to
Sheriff Steketee’s men raided two followingushers: Morris Tiimwall, critical.
cabees,was host to the county oryes. Cornelius Roosenraad of Zee- the listless chicks, or he deliberthe history of the time question in
William C. Vandenberg, in chargo
John
Bultema,
Henry
Hondorp,
Egplaces,
one
in
Grand
Haven
and
one
ganisation Wednesday, about 60
land refused to vote, saying he was ately used the proffered informaMichigan. Mr .Dick’s remarks were
of the drive, by Dr. William Weat- *
ALLEGAN CO. FARMER
members, representing four hives in , Robinson Tuesday afternoon, bert Fisher and Peter Boter.
m
favor of some of the activities tion to defraud him.
in favor of maintaining E. 8. T. the
rate. Exchange Club president.
placing Ollie Burdell of Pennoyer Miss Boter is well known in Holattending.
GETS LIFE FOR CRIME
but could not subscribeto the enyear around. Mr. Gene Ripley,loThe letter was as follows:
AGAINST HIS DAUGHTER tire department.
Officers electedare: Commander, Avenue and Joseph Van Cura of land, having attended Hope college
Ray
Conklin
of
Howell,
former
cal manager of the Mich. Bell Tel.
"The Exchange dub Is heartily
Albert Brundage, age 38, of AlleAddle Annan, Conklin; lieutenant Robinson township under arrest for severalyears and graduated.
TTie supervisors voted on the Grand Haven resident,is held by
Co. spoke for E. S. T. from a telein sympathywith the efforts of the
o
gan
county,
was
sentenced
to
life
commander,Grace Bamum, Hol- They were arraigned on sale and
health unit ae follows: yeas, Roy the sheriff’sdepartment charged
phone standpoint Mr. 0. S. Cross
in Jackson prison by Judge Fred Lowing, Georgetown;Frank Hen- with the theft erf a shotgun from Community chest plan to take earn
land; past commander, Viola Hale, possession charges. Burdell is 60 JENISON FARMER VICTIM
represented the Rotary Club and
OF INFANTILE PARALYSIS T. Miles. Brundage was found drychs, Grand Haven township; Ernest Ellmann of Robinson town- of the charitable obligations of the
Grand Haven; chaplain, Anna Thur- years old and Van Cura is 52 years
spoke in favor of E. S. T. Mr. Cross
guilty of statutoryrape committed Albert Hyma, Holland township; ship. Conklin visitedthe Ellmann city of Holland and especially now
ston, Grand Haven; mistress at old.
that so much attention will be given
stated that when the matter was
Infantile paralysis claimed anoth- on his oldest daughter, Eleanor, 18. Dick Smallegan, Jamestown. Hen- place with three other young men
arms, Della Mulder. Grand Haven;
The officers reported seizing 60
recently brought up in their orto emergency relief work- The ExThe
jury
waa
out
one
hour.
sergeant,Addie Carlson, Grand gallons of wine, two gallons of er victim in Kent county early last
ry A. Marshall,Polkton; Abe Anys, who are held on drunk and disorchange dub feels that tee officers of
ganisation,there was only one disArrested originally
----- , for
— an
---offense
....
Haven; record keeper, Alice Hig- moonshinewhiskey, and 76 bottles night, when John
Port Sheldon ;Fred Graham, Rob- derly charges and during a disorder
theCommunRyChest are doing a
senting vote. Mr. Wm. Woldring
ley, Conklin; sentinel, Emma Wild- of beer at the Burdell place and 24, a farmer reaidingnear Jenison, ' againsthis youngest daughter, Dorthere is alleged to have taken the fine
<4 189 E. 6th St, gave s stirring
othy, 18, the charge was changed,
ey, Nunica; picket, Jennie Hiler, 200 bottles of beer dnd a barrel of died in Butterworth hospital.
gun. He waa arrested In Ferrys- and we
, collectivetalk on behalf of the shop men in
alleging offense against the elder rooy, Philip Rosbach, C. E. Mis- btirg.
Grand Haven: first lady guard. wine at Van Cura’s.Van Cura was
ly and
favor of going back to Central
girl.
Brundage,
who
has
a
wife,
Clara Elferdink, Holland; second released on $600 bond to appear for
HOLLAND SCHOOLS CLOSE
ner, Grand Haven; Peter H. Van
Comr
Standardlime. Mr. Garret Heyns
three daughters and two sons, is a Ark, Henry J. Luidens, Beniamin
guard, Lillian Eustace, Grand Ha- arraignment, which has now been
now, Wright Gradus Lubbers, Zee- ingyear.’’
from the ChristianSchools advocatven.
The schools in Holland will be well-to-do fanner living a mile Brower, Peter Damstra, Holland; land township; Edward Vanden
held and they were bound over to
ed Central Standard time. Mr. W.
Grand Haven hive will be host at circuit court for trial.
dosed Oct 29 and 80 while the from Otsego.
Fred Klumper,Zeeland City; naya, Berff, Holland City: Henry SlaughMr. and Mrs.
J. Olive advocated E. S. T. George
o ----------The defense tried to establish an Roelf Dravt, Allendale;(William ter, Tallmadge.Roosenraadnot
the spring meeting in 1932. Hazel
teaching staff attends the annual
land and
Pelgrim of the Bay View Furniture
Guyer of Grand Rapids, deputy
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Boylan of De- Teachers’ Institutein Grand Rap- alibi that he was at the home of Havedink, Blendon; Floyd Harrison, voting.
Co. was in favor of going back to
gnat commander, represented the troit are the guests of their mother, id*. Every teacher is expected to Vera Niles when the assault was Chester William Slater, Crockery; The vote to abolish the home
C. 8. T. for another winter at
great hive of Detroit at the meet- Mrs. Mary De Graaf, 75 West 15th attend the meetinm. The rural alleged to have occurred,but Mrs. Albert Stegenga, Olive;
; Geo
George demonstration department was five
i. (Continuedon Page 4)
NUes denied this.
Heneveld, Park; Charleai Goode- to 23.
Street
schools are also included.
There
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FORCES
Since the new chief, Peter Lievense has been named a alow reor-

MULPEB. Bdtor

emy ThwcUy e^oint
Steond Clus Matter Police Board ii for the betterment
of the service.
»
««<« *t BoIUid, JJWi,
At the semi-monthly meeting on
K» «< C^nrrM., March Monday evening a great deal of
business was transacted.
Edward DeFeyter, of the fire department, who some time ago was
relieved of the work of cleaning the
city jail, wa sagain given this task
the pay being $10 a month.
Relief from burdensometaxation
It was announced at the meeting
will be obtained when voters insist that John Galien of Holland has
that their elected representatives been appointedas clerk in police
provide a dollar’s worth of service headquarters.His salary will be
determined after a check of hours
for every dollar expended.
put in for the work during a cerWaste, incompetence and dupli- tain period is secured.
cation of effort are commonplace
Peter Bontekoe requested the
in governmentalmachinery.And board that he be reinstatedto his
former position on the police dethe taxpayer receives the bill.
partment. Mr. Bontekoe was placed
More business-like efficiency,not on probationand made night officer
more tax money, is what is needed a little more than a year ago. The
ingovernmentTo achieve this every probation period has expired. The
request was denied by by the comtaxpayer must scrutinizegovernmissioners for the time being at
mental programs. He must use the least.

m
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WATCH GOVERNMENT

!||
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Much coal is being stolen from
tores and incompetentofficials. variouscoal companies it is said, in
Holland. It is planned that officers
He most see that government does patrol these coal yards on their
baOot to oppose needless expend!*

not go outside its legitimatesphere night “beats.”
of activity to experiment with busi-

ness at the public expense.

An unwatched bureaucracy

can

The board authorizedthe erection
of a sign to he placed at the corner

r
|

t

IJlli

of Michigan avenue and State St.,
showing the direction to Holland

hardly be expected to worry about Hospital.
Fire Chief C. Blom, Jr., reported
the sensible expenditureof the taxor. a smoke mask for the departpayers’ money.
ment. A plan to purchased six of
-o
the masks as an experimentwas
Good Sportsmanship Will discussed,but no action taken by
the board. The mask consists of a
Only Save the Ducks
small covering for the mouth and
containsa sponge which is moistenof America
ed with water.
It was brought out that the police
This is one time when seeing department is being placed on a different scheduleto give special proshould not be believing, duck hunt- tection to the businesssection,
ers are being warned in the latest equal to that offered when Chief of
statement of Paul G. Redington, Police Peter A. Lievense served as
specialnight officer before he was
chief of the Biological Survey, the
named to nis present office.By the
bureau of the U. S. Departmentof new schedule no extra man will be
Agriculture charged with protect- employed, in order to practice
economy in the department, it was
ing migratory birds.
"By comparison with former sea- stated.However, with the approach
of winter two policemenwill be
sotis the ducks on their southern taken from motorcycle beats and a
flight will find great tracts of new schedule will be posi
ssible that
waterlessland,” Mr. Redington will cover this part of the service.
For the the good of the service
dd. “With comparativelyfew suitthe following committees were
able water areas left by drought named at the regular meeting on
and drainage the ducks will be Monday night.
The committees as announced by
forced to concentratein Urge numCommissioner William Deur, chairbers. Many hunters and especially
man, at a meeting of the board yesmembers of gun clubs, which are terday afternoon in the city hall as
usuallyadvantageously located, are follows:
Motor Vehicles and signs comapt to conclude that waterfowl are
mittee: Commissioner Deur and
more plentiful than ever before.
Chiefs Lievense and Blom.
“Actuallyunimpeachable evidence
Trafficand marking committee:
has proved,” he said, “that many CommissionerHenry Vander Schel,
apedee, including those most highly and Chief of Police Peter A. Liev-

found Plaggenhoef unconsciousupon the flpor.
A physician said it wyi a timely
rescue aa a few moments delay
TELLS OF CLINIC
Sam Plaggenhoef, driver at en- would hava ended Plaggenhoef a
gine houae No. 2, narrowly escaped life. MV. Plaggenhoef Tuesday
That every Community cheat death from asphyxiationby gas showed no ill effects from his exfund dollar of Holland has been while takin
iking a oath in a room on
perience.
working to the benefit of the entire the second
nd floor.
floo
community is shown in the report
Mr. Plaggenhoef had heated the
Mr. and Mrs. GerrR Warmelink
of the Civic Health league governed water, closed the door and jumped
throtigh the civic health committee into the tub. He felt dizay as ho and daughter, Elsie, and Mr. and
of the Woman’s Literagr club.
later emerged from the tub. He Mrs. Herman KamiWaad ,and son,
collapsed while drying himself.
had in its baby clinics a wiai oi duo Fred Zigterman and other members Chris, are on a trip to Kenosha,
infante. In 1930 the clinics cared of the company heard him fall and Wisconsin.
for 603 babies. Of these cases 138
were new ones.
"If residentshere would go into the homes from which some of
these infants come and see the meager facilities for rearing the child
which the parents must contend
with in a determined effort to properly care for their young, those
contributingto the chest fund would
have a finer appreciationof what
this clinic is doing,” chest officials
stated today.
With an explanationof the work
of the chest money, Holland is expected to have little hesitancy in
contributing liberallyduring the
canvass which will be conducted
here October 28 and 29, it was said.
"Holland Cates and Shares” is the
slogan in the campaignthis yean
An example of cases before the
clinic was that of a nine-monthsold baby, weighing nine pounds and
16 ounces,w!hich had not been fed a
drop of milk. The child was the fifth
to oe taken to the clinic this year
from the same family.
A worker in the state department
Look at those •harp-edged dangerousdriving months of
of health has stated that Holland
and Cadillachave the lowest infant
blocks of rubber on the most the year. But they can’t do
death rate in Michigan due in a
famous tire tread in the world. this unless you put th^n on
large degree to the years of educaThey’re there to «ave you your car now. Come In— trade
tion through the clinic in these two
trouble— to pull you through your old tires for safe, new
cities.

CHILDREN AND BABIES GET HOLLAND FIREMAN
HELP FROM OUR COMMUNIS NEARLY GASSED
ITY CHEST COMMITTEE

SLOWLY PERFECTING AND
REORGANIZING ITS

new

under control during the most

GOODYEAR
ALL-WEATHERS

Each month, 140 patients are
cared for in the che&t clinics on the
health league program. About one
half of these are new cases.
From a top positiontuberculosis
has dropped in this community to a
low place, it was said.
In May this year a five-day preschool clinic was held and 200

realms of

and music, beauty and leisure. He has fulfilledto the
highest degree known to man the duty of an individualand
social being; — the advancement of the group. Can there be
given a finer tribute than this, wdiich wn say of Edison in
light

gratefulsincerity, “he was a friend to Man

slippery ruts— to keep your car

The clinic here is not a medical
unit, it was explained. It is an educational clinicon the care and feeding of infants.

The world mourns the loss of one of its first citizens, a
remarkablegenius, and the greatest benefactor of the century. For fifty years the name Edison has been a symbol of
courage, perseverance, creative intellect,and philanthropy,
embodying the spirit of true scientific progress. This man
increased the treasures of civilization with

SAFE WINTER DRIVING

children were examined. The
greatest demand was for glasses
and tonsil treatments.Defective
eyes, teeth and tonsilshave been
found to have retarded pupils in
school work here. Failure of one

!”

Holland Super Service

child in school costs the city $70
when the grade is repeated,it was
stated. Yet the chest has been un16th St. and River
able to provide more than a meager
NORTHSIDE GROCERY
Shortcomingsof Pheasant both teams would play champion- amount of money to this work in
ship ball. But these brief periods
GAS STATION IS
Phone 2545
as a
Bird
ROBBED OF GOODS
were interspersed with frequent equipping needy childrenfor study.
Only
one
of five requests can be
fumbles by the backs ami a lack of
cared for. Each penny given the
Robbers entered the North Side
From the strictly sporting view- drive by the linemen. In fact,
chest for the work of the health
grocery located just across from the point, the pheasant is not as good neither outfit played the brand of
new bridge, between Sunday and a game bird as the raffed grouse or ball of which they were capable. league goes into this work. Not one
penny is paid for clerical or adminMonday, by breaking the glass in a prairie chicken.
Two of Alma’s touchdownswere istration work, it was said.
side door. They got about 40 boxes
results
of
breaks
of
the
game,
The pheasant’s points of desiro
and cartons of cigars and cigarets, ability lie in its extreme hardiness, while the third was made possible
About 100 members and friends
a quantity of chewing tobacco and big and successfulbroods,ability to by a determinedmarch down the
attended the Christian Endeavor
180 River
iproximately 130 packages of survive in semi-settledareas, and field.
meeting at Trinity Reformed
ewing gum, mints, peanuts and excellenceas a table article.No
Near the end of the second church Sunday evening. Arnold
other articles.
Phone 3926
ense.
one denies that the alien is the quarter, Borton broke through on Dykhuizen, student at Western
prised by hunters, are dangerously
Engine house and equipment The robbery was reported by Of- logical choice for the restorationof the Hope 20 yard line and blocked Theological Seminary, was in
scarce. Shooters who choose to be- committee: Commissioner John ficer Neal Plagenhoef, who found southern Michigan’s game covers to one of Tysse's punts. A series of
charge of the meeting and gave an
other goods packed in a basket but productivity.
lieve what they see and take their Luidens and Chief (Blom.
line bucks brought the ball down interestingtalk on the topic, "Anleft
behind
when
it
is
thought
the
Personnelcommittee: CommisAs a target the pheasant is far within the last stripe, and Brown swering Wet Arguments.” The
limit of ducks in the areas of consioner Henry Geerds and Fire Chief officer frightened the robbers.He from a test of marksmanship. It charged across on the next play. Stryker risters, students at Hope
castrationwill, without exaggeraalso found the door of the stoor op- gets away slowly, almost labori- His kick from placement was wide.
C. Blom, Jr., and Chief Lievense.
College, furnished the music for
tion, be Jeopardizing their sport
Office equipment and publicity en.
After an exchange of punts in the evening. Lively discussionson
ously at times, and launched in full
Chief of Police Peter A. Lievense flight seems as large as a barn. The the second half, Alma took the ball
for all time.”
committee: CommissionerEdward
the topic were held during the open
who is assistingin the probe, said gunner used to such marks as the in midfield. Brown and Borton then
While the shortage has been Brouwer and Chief Lievense.
meeting.
an
automobile
bearing
Indiana
lico
grouse, which flashesquickly into alternatedhitting the right side of
brought about by the cumulative
ense plates was seen near the grocobscurityin the thickets, the wood- our line until they had again pushHolland Chapter No. 40 will hold
effects of drainage and drought, aa
ery Sunday.
cock and the jacksnipe finds the ed the ball across. Borton also a rummage sale Saturday beginning
The robbers first broke into the pheasant a sinecure.
well as by shooting, and an augplunged for the extra tally.
at 9 o’clock in the Masonic Temple.
Sunoco filling station a few yards
mented restorative program is
At this point the Japinga offense
Snap shooting,the only successaway, before entering the grocery,
f al solutionof the grouse’s rapid began to function and Hope picked
Mrs. Dick Tanis is spending the
Beaded, the bureau head declared,
according to Rufus Cramer, deputy
the most immediate emergency All Boy Scouts of Holland are re- sheriff, in charge of the investiga- departure, need not be resorted to up 58 yards in seven successive week in Muskegonvisiting relatives.
when dealing with the big Chinese plays. But with a Hope touchdown
measure and one in the power of quested to report at the Chamber of tion. A gallon of oil and a pair of importation. As the pheasant ! apparently in sight, Brown interCommerce
office here Saturday
liers
were
taken
from
the
station,
every sportsman is to help in avoidmorning at 8:30 o’clockto aid in ’he pliers were found in the groc- habitually tenants open ground, cepted a pass; and with no one being a heavy kill of the ducks this the Community Chest canvass. The
there is no impediment to vision, tween him and the goal, galloped
ery store, showing the oil station
On a straightaway shot, providing 85 yards for Alma’s last touchseason,which is now open in most boys will distribute pamphlets had been entered first.
throughout the city.
The North Side Grocery is own- the bird flushes within reasonable ' down. He kicked goal from placeof the north.
range, the hunter has opportunity ! ment.
ed by John Koopman of Holland.
“For the true sportsman the kill
to draw a fine bead, and on a quar- ! Near the middle of the last quarMrs. Florence Bittnerentertained
is only part of the joy of hunting,”
tering shot, may gauge his lead to ter, another series of fumbles ocwith a party Monday evening at
Hindtifkt
a niceity and slowly swing ahead cured, whereupon Hope finally took
he reminded. "There is the thrill her home at 79 East Seventeenth
We would be several thousand of the
I the hall on the Presbyterians 30that cornea of just being in the out- Street in honor of her son, William
miles nearer the millennium If peoThe pheasant's repeated refusal yard marker. A sweeping end run
doors, the tang of the frosty morn- Bittner, the occasionbeing his Ilth ple expended ns much energy try , lu I1C
IO
ajlulI1Ci
,
i to lie to dogs is another of its 'and *4 series of line plays carried
Saved and Deposited
birthday anniversary. Games were
ing, the glamor of 'blue bird'
as, ,hpy ex' I shortcomings. This fault has seri- 1 the pigskin to the 25. From here,
played and a delicious lunch was
weather,the whirring of wings served. William received many pend trying to explain them and ously interferedwith the effective- 1 a beautifully executed side line
in the First State
is wealth that
place the responsibility.
ness of many setters and pointers,pass, Japinga to Damson, brought
gifts.
overhead.”
works.
trainedto quail or grouse. Instead the only Hope touchdown. Louie’s
Way of the World
of squatting, the popular game kick from placement was blocked. J(
Dr. W. G. Winter is on a hunting
trip to Kelly, Wyoming.
When a man’s childrenturn out fowl of the southern tier of coun- For Alma, Brown and Borton
that
is CapIt Won’t Be Long
half as had ns he was at their nc*- ties invariably takes to his legs performed most creditablywith the
“How to Answer Wet Argu- he thinks the world Is growing with the intentionof not stopping former having a slight edge in
ital.
brain
muscle, it
According to financial history our
until he puts a safe distance be- yardage gained. Louie Japinga,
ments” was discussed by Judge F. worse.—Capper’s Weekly.
present financial difficulties will T. Miles at the Christian Endeavor
tween himself and the gunner. The Hope’s backfield ace, again appeardoes not wear out or deteriorate, alsoon be over. Almost any prediction meeting of Fourth Reformed
speed with which it can spring J t?d likely "AH M.l.A.A." timber, by
from now on can become true. Here church Sunday evening. G. _
through tangled weeds and vegeta- averaging 11 yards for every time
though it works all the time for you.
are few statistics to think about. Groenewoude led the song service Smilin'
tion is astonishing.
he carried the ball. Zwemer and
1867— depressionlasted .......12 mos. read the scripture and introduced
This habit of the pheasanthas Fox looked good on the line.
It is a slave on the Job as it were.
1161— depressionlasted -------8 mos. the speaker of the evening. About
caused the use of beaters in South
The summary:
187Z— depressionlasted. ....... 30 mos. 75 members and friends of the soDakota, where the importations Hope
Alma
1884— depressionlasted ........ 22 mos. ciety were present.
It grows and improves as it works,
have increased to such numbers Damson
Graham
L.E.
1887— depressionlasted ........ 10 mos.
they are often considered a nuis- Beaver
L.T.
Potter
1898— depressionlasted ..... 25 mos.
A group of relatives gathered at
ance. With natives driving the
Koechlcin
1908— depressionlasted. ... .25 mos. the home of John Rotman, 382 West
Norlln ..
L.G.
birds before them, the hunters wait
1907— depressionlasted ... 12 mos. 20th street, Monday evening in
..... Byron
C.
at the edge of the fields for flight Slagh ......
1914— depressionlasted ..... .. 8 mos. honor of Mrs. Rotman’s birthday
shots. The principleis that of the Zwemer
R.G..
... Wilkas
1988— depressionlasted -------- mos. anniversary.
pleasantevening
English grouse shoot.
R.T.
.........
Grey
Fox ------wag spent and dainty refreshments
Though not difficult to kill, the
Dawson
KROGER ISSUES MENUS
R.E.
Meengs
were served. Those present were
pheasant is tenacious and when
FOR BUDGET-SAVING Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Wolbert, Har.. Kippert
disburses
at
Q.
wounded frequently runs to a hid- Nettinga
vey Lyle and Donna Mae Wolbert,
... Wehrly
ing place far from where it fell. Japinga
L.H.
Distribution of budget-saving Mr. and Mrs. C. Spykhoven and
your direction, a secretary
keeps your accounts, a
Many such birds are lost to dogless Dalman
...... Brown
R.H.
menu phamphlets is being carried children,Marie, Jeanette, Harriet
gunners. Despite its bad qualities,
on by Hollsnd Kroger stores in and Arlene Spykhoven, Mr. and
F.B.
..... Borton
Tysse ....
carrier
delivers to all corners of the country
all
hunters below the grouse territory
connectionwith the budget-saving Mrs. Edward Wolbert, Harris and
Score
by
periods:
would
find themselves in difficult
menu service just inaugurated by Jay Wolbert, Mr. and Mrs. John
these and
other ofiBces are
the
straitswithout the large framed Hope .........................
0 ( 0 6— 6
the Kroger Food Foundation. The Rotman and Marvin and Vernon
Oriental. Pheasants may be found Alma ........................
14
0-20
0 <
pamphlets contain food buying pro- Rotman.
Bank.
^’arisMttfpaperaikf in almost every field and marsh, Touchdowns: Brown 2, Borton,
grams intendedto show housewives
even at the city’s outskirts,and | Damson,
how to “cut the corners on food A sacred program will be given
does
you wish to send within this city or
despite the heavy pounding they
Substitutions:
Bortf
costs snd still maintain their food by the Jubilant trio of Muskegon
receive, are holding their own nu- Painter for Beaver, J. Wiegerink
dress?
staadarde, on reduced budgets.’
at Fourth Reformed church, Tuesto distant points is
by
check, simply,
merically.
for Painter, Slighter for Dalman.
Completemenus for a family of day evening, October 27, at eight didn’t
they did
0
Alma, Crawford for Dawson, Shim' four for three meals a day over a o’clock. The program is to be given
safely and cheaply.
AUTOMOBILESINCREASE mers for Grey, Leadbetterfor
very
dressing
' two-weeks period are presented as under the auspices of the Ladies
FISHING
(oecklein,Matteson for Leadbetwell as recipes and marketing lists. Aid society. A silver offeringwill
days
.
checking account is only one of the
er, Bushnell for KippeH, Sharp
There are two divisions, one for a be taken.
Unlimited opportunities opened or Bushnell,Jacobson for Wehrly.
budget of $16 a week and another
up to fishermen by the automobile Officials: Referee, Hasselman,
diums through
this bank serves its customers.
for $10.
have made necessary more exten- Wesleyan);Umpire, Kobs (Hamsive effort in fish propagation and line); Headlinesman, Aycock (Okconservation, according to Henry lahoma).
O'Malley, United States commisThis Saturday the varsity will
sioner of fisheries.
rMcmM
"Before the days of the automo- journey to Orchard Lake where it
bile and the thousands of miles of will ylay a big team from St.
dufxrfint
paved road,” says Mr. O’Malley, Mary's college. For a number of
there has
nas been
neen a
a keen bas
"anglers were distinctly limited as years mere
live
to tho territories accessible to them ket ball rivalrybetween Hope and
By Saving $1930 a Month
80 EitflravtdSheets
v*l MtTMcrrvi auuu huuuti I
for the pursuit of their favorite St Mary’s, and now for the first
75 Envelopes
form of recreation.Under the con- time the football teams of the two
wkltt “Mutiny.
Resources Nearly $4,000,000.00
diitons existing today, it is possible colleges wilF oppose each other.
MONEY” ssphim
Even though St Mary's has been
to
fish
not
only
in
the
next
county,
4 Piss. Wills sr sad
Distinctive
representedon the gridiron for only
neighboring state or take a trip
P
across the entire continen or even three years ihe has become respectto visit the favorite lakes and ed by all the colleges in the state.
1.
Tuner, DhL Manger
Priced
streams within the boundaries of The Catholic boys are no setup for
any team and the Blue and Orange
our neighbor on the north.
lUCMtttrtf ftTMt
eleven will have to be fightingevery minute if they hope to come
HOLLAND, MICH.
PERSONAL
through with s victory.
Co.,
Coach Hinge Has been drivinghis
Hope College
STEEL DIE
men hard all week in order ,£o have
Holtand, 71 E. 8th St.
teem in the best condition possiValue$ up to $7.50
Phone 8838
ble for this game. Tbs team has
the
15
pounds
to
Outweighed
26
been working conscientiously
after
Established1888
Select your own dt$ign
Allegan, Cor. River and Grand
gndders
wei
went
to
mah, the Hope
its Isat setback and hopes to be in
rday and reto
Grand Rapids, 1184 Walker
winning form by Saturday.A vicwith the short end of a 20 to
tory over St Marys would put the
MR. JOHN
score; having met an aggregation team in a perfect spirit for the
Territory representative
which should make a strong bid for homecoming game next week,
at all, dear. You see, this is the one
another NJLAA. championship.
N. W.f Phone 68022
The game was spotty. At times I always uae,”
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Lewis. A pheasant flew out
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Michigan Gets “Can Bug”
stra of Fillmore and Albert Lubbera brush between tne two men and the
son, in the excitement of the moof Moline.
.
Funeral services will be held Fri- ment. shot directly towards his fsth
Fall Canning Drive Engages
day afternoon at 12 o’clock at the er, hitting b*in in his left side. Forof Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. tunatelythe distance between them
Attention of Entire State home
Lubbers in Overisel,which will be wju considerable,however, a large

News

•

The Men’s Federation tfill meet
in the Third Reformed Church on
Monday evening. Rev. Joshua 0.
The King’s Daughters (4 very town private,and at 1:30 o'clock at the number *of shot penetratedhis
Randall, pastor of the Methodist
Lanaing, Oct 17. — That reply of
has them) gathered up the empty HudaonvilleChristian Reformed clothesand lodged in his body.
Episcopal church, will give an ad- Mark Twain to the Englishman
Josephine Bclks, Mrs. J. A. IRogjars that jiad been given, filled,,to church. Rev. E. J. Krohne and Rev.
dress and several numbers will be who asked what was done with all
indigent families the previous win- G. J. Vande Riet will officiate. Bur- gen and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing atthe
fruit
in
this
country,
that
“we
given by the Men’s Chorua of the
ial will take place in Bkndon cem- tended the meeting of League of
eat what we can and what we can’t ter. In fact, the hunt for canning etery.
Third Reformedchurch. >
Woimn at VoorheesDormitoryat
equipment
went
so
far
that
at
o
we can,” might apply to Michigan
Holland last week Wednesday aftHillsdaleand Eaton Rapids seekBorn to Mr. and Mrs: Harold B. this year. The whole State haa beOVERISEL
ernoon as delegatesfrom Women's
ers for somethingwith which to
Getnmill,378 Lincoln Avenue, on come can conscious,and the expesocieties of the First Church.
‘October 20, a daughter,Mirian rienced housewife who always had can visited the cemeteries,dumped
Among those attending services
Mrs. Donald Dangremond and
out
the
withered
flowers
that
had
Joyce; to Mr. and Mrs. Lester Van to have her special kind of jars
been placed on graves last Memo- with us on Sunday were Mr. and son Norman of Allegan,were at
der Meulen of Rural Route ten, on with which to do her preserving
rial Day and carted away every Mrs. Frank Peters and two chil- Mrs Sena Maatman’slast week
October 17, a eon, Walter John; to has been using round jars, square
dren from Jamestown, Mrs. Teus- Wednesday and Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Rutgers of jars, jars with tricktops, wide- usable glass jar.
ink and eon, Mrs. Dennis Nyhuis
Mrs. P. H. Fisher and daughter,
Now
Group
Enterprise
mouthed bottles, or anythingelse
Graafschap, on October 14, a aon.
But once the canning impetus got and family from Dunnlngvilleand Hazel, and Jess Kool visited at the
that would hold fruit or vegetables.
Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Mulder and Carol Stilwell home at Ionia SunNo longer can the old-timehouse- started, it did not stop with the daughter from Holland.
day.
individual
household.
The
urge
to
wife laugh at the June bride for
Myrtle Lampen of Holland spent
Gladys Borgmnn of Kalamazoo
can began to manifest itself in
eating out of b can, for if the peogroup endeavor.Having canned the week-end at the home of Harry was in Hamilton with relatives and
|On/y JJ. doten $.').
ple of the State ever expect to use
friends Sunday.
everything the family could pos- Lampen.
Monthly Small
all of the foodstuffs that have gone
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Edw.
Tanis
and
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Tony
sibly eat or give away, the canners
Carrying Chargt
into cans this fall, every household
family visited at the home of John
T re ye— a son.
will have to live out of a can all began lookingfor new opportunities
Mr. and Mrs. John Drngrcmond Peters and Mrs. H. Tanis last week
winter. There are enough fruits and to can.
Including Airline
Installed
So what could be better than to will observe the 69th anniversary Tuesday evening.
vegetables canned in Michiganto
Nicholas Burggraaff of the Wescan
for the unemployed?Gov. Wil- of their marriageSunday at their
America’s greatest5 tube mantel radio set — (or quality
When you find yourself eating give an acute case of indigestion
ber M. Brucker named a committee home in Overisel. Their children tern TheologicalSeminary led the
I United
Ut
—lor pcrlormance — and (or price! Test it and value it
more bread than usnal at dinner to every statistician in the
of 89 to help the unemployed, but are: Louis of Lima, O.; Henry of C. E. societyof the First Church
there’s usually a reason: bread | States,
alongside ANY— rcgatdless o( name, lame or higher
if he started to include all of the Seattle,Wash.; Edward of Hamil- Sunday evening.He spoke on the
made from I-H flour has a flavor
Depression Is Factor
prices. Just see what Airline now offers— made under
that is most
| This flair for canning, like every- canners on his committee he would ton, and Mrs. Edward C. Colts and subject: "Answers to Wet ArguNew PENTODE Tube
have a directory of most of the Mrs. Henry Hoffman of Holland. ments.” Mr. Burggraaffwas a
licenseby R. C. A. and Hazeltine. world's largest radio
z=;:=3 ; thing else that has happened for
Triple Screen Grid
churches, schools, women’s clubs Dangremond was born in New member of the Hope College Debatlaboratories. PENTODE Super-Power Tube — most
jthe last two years, can be blamed
and societies in the State.
ing club and spoke in a very conYork
state
and
Mrs.
Dangremond
in
Variable Tone Central
FOR SALE-60 acres of oak tim- directly on the country’sbest-adver- The Grand Rapids Associationof
powerlul ever developedlor enormous distance getting
Overisel.They have spent their vincing manner before a large
miles from Hamilton.|t>»«ddepre88ion.Withawell-adverSuper Dynamic speaker
and finer tone., Three Super-SensitiveScreen Grid
Commerce went in for panning in a entire wedded career on the place number of young folks.
Will give 6 years to Uke it off. All t'sed depression,each housekeeper
big way. With 65 women and 25 formerly occupied by hia .father.
Mrs. Parker Gronewold of ChiTubes with 5 to 7 limes the power ol ordinary tubes.
Illuminated Dial
for |20O cash. H. C. Fiance, 121 from the biggest city to the smallmen who were getting relief from
cago spent a few days last week at
Other great featureslisted at right. Never before has
Adams street, Allegan, Michigan. est. hamlet had heard that it was the city as a working force, the as- Dangremond started his career as the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Walnut finlih Cabinet
a blacksmith,then entered the
such quality been priced so extremely low. Come—
lt44p I K,,mK to 'M* a hard winter. So what
sociation starteda 24-hour canning hardware and implementbusiness Ashley.
could be safer than to can everyconvince yourself.
turning out 1600 cans of and four years ago sold the busiHarvey Zee rip was in Petoskey
WANTED— 11000. Will give three thing in sight against the nossibil- program,
foodstuffseach day. The work is ness to 'BroekhuisBros. Although this week attending a state I. O. O.
year first mortgage at 6!4% on my ity of a few new lows in the stock
under the direction of Guy E. 82 years of age, Dangremond still F. convention.
home. Call
3tc46 market during the winter.
Amy Voorhorst,Gladys Lubbers,
The result was anything but dc- Northrup, director of social service, ia working for the firm. Mrs. DanFOR SALE — A registeredO. I. C. ‘pressing to the grocery and hard- and the materialis all donated.The gnmond is 77. The family group John Brink, and Chester Voorhorst
boar, 7 months old, $18. Henry: ware stores. The largest wholesale largest source of supply is the city includes20 grandchildren and five were in Ann Arbor last week Saturday to see the Wolverines lose a
High rink, R. 1, Hamilton. Itp44 grocery distributorsin the State market, where all of the unsold great-grandchildren.
fruit and vegetables are turned
Store Hours— 8:30-530. Sat. 8:30 to 9:30
Rev. Hager and Rev. and Mrs. football game to Ohio State.
I report that they hatfb sold twice as
Merton Dangremond injured in
Klaaren from Chicago visited at
FINGER WAVE includingdrying. | many jars and cans as last year. over to be canned.
Flint
is another town where the Rev. Pyle’s home in Overiselrecent- an auto accidentInst week Saturday
25 cents; Marcelling,25 cents; Oil 'The largest chain store company in
25-27 E. Eighth St. Phone
is stdl at the AlleK«" hospital, but
treatment with massage, shampoo the State reports the sales 125 per Welfare Commission took over the lywork
of
canning
sundus
food.
A
and curl, $1; Facials, $1; 376 Cen- cent in excess of any previous deSeveral Overiselconsistorymem- is recovering.
number of other Michigan cities bers attended the synodicalconfer- Andrew Ixthman and John Brink,
tral avenue, upstairs over store, mand.
also handled the canning as a part enoe at Holland Tuesday and Wed- Sr, were in Grand Rapids on businear Sixteenth St, phone 2086.
So great was the demand that
of the organized city welfare work.
ness Monday.
nesday.
J
3tp45 shortages of cans and jars were
Cause of Charity Helped
Student Theodore Schaap of Hope
Milton Hoffman of New Jersey
common all over the State until
FOR SALE — Onions, carrots and factories could be informed of Midland did its canning through was a caller at Holland and Overisel Collegehad charge of the service at fifty years ago Over the radio
a Community Center in cooperation the past week.
the First Reformed church last came the voice of President Hoovtable beets. B. Tanis, R. 1, Hamil- Michigan'scanning activity. At
with the Ktng’s Daughters, while
er. He said that without WashingAt a consistory meeting held at Sunday afternoon.
ton,
3tp46 Muskegon in one day a carload of
public school economics classes the Reformed church recently it
ton the war would not have been
fruit jars arrived.One carload of
Will Kroger, section man. was won He also paid tribute to the
NEED MONEY QUICKLY? Cash fruit jars is 144 gross. That is 1728 helped.In Alma the Churches coop- was decided to have the house visi
quite
seriously
injure*!
when
the
aid sent by France. At Yorktown
loans of $300 or less, without delay. dozen cans or 20,736 individual erated in organized canning for the tation divided, the elders to visit
hand car struck a switch and threw America became free to be Amerbenefit of the needy, while the AlSmall monthly payments. Holland jars.
half of the familiesand the pastor
bion Federation of Women’s Clubs the other half. On Thursdayeven- him against a bar. Mr. Kroger is ica, he asserted. He said that even
Loan Association, Model Drug Bldg.
Cans in Big Demand
sufferingfrom internalinjuries.
during times of temporary troubles
SStfc
Did such u shipment glut the canned 850 quarts of foodstuffsbe- ing the elders and their wives and
You Can Buy For Less and Get the Beat
Young Peoples Bible Classes we must not forget that rimilar obmarket? It did not. When the fore a shortage of cans caused them the pastor and his wife met at the ofThe
the First Reformed church have stacles had been overcome in the
FOR SALE
FOR RENT stores closed on the day after the to stop.
M. A. Nienhuis home to make plans
in Quality and Service at the
CARDS for sale at the News.
The Salvation Army and other to begin house visitationin the resumed their work this week on past. After the speech by the nacarload of jars arrived, there was
Thursday evening. The two classes tion’s chief executive, the school
religious groups in Port Huron had
not one left on the shelves and
near future. The pastor begins
have an enrollment of about 100 saluted the flag. The singing of
. 18090-Exp. Nov. 7
merchants were promising their charge of the canning work there, this week and the elders will likewhile
at
Ypsilanti the churches,
young people.
‘•America'’concluded the program.
customers
that
there
would
be
some
ly
start
in
another
week.
The
eldSTATE OF MICHIGAN— Th* ProProf. C. Kkis and familv of
clubs and schools organized individThe sophomoreclass of the Zeemore
in
“day
after
tomorrow."
ers are Messrs. Dan Klcinheksef,
beta Court for tha County of Ottawa.
ope College were giserta of Mr. land school lead the high school in
But the increase in sales of jars ual canning groups and then turned Ben Maatman, George Koopman,
At a teiaion of laid Court, held at
and- Mrs. Henry D. Strabbing last athletic ticket drives with fil*f ; of
the canned material over to the
the Probata OfBca in tha City of Grand and cans only tell a part of the
James Kollen, W. Fokkcrt, Martin
city.
Sunday.
their members purchasing tickets.
Haven in tha laid County, jn the 21st story. Almost every house where
A. Nienhuis, Ed. Gunneman, Harry
In the northwestern part of the
Henry Schutmaat and Harry The senior members were a close
the housewife has the canning habit
day of October, A. D., 1931.
Lampen
and John Voorhorst.ReState several American Legion
Brown returned home Saturday af- second with 66'/, , while the juniors
Our Poultry Mashes and Dairy Feeds are mixed
Prelent, Hon. James J. Danhof, is supplied with at least 50 per cent Posts sponsored the group canning freshments were served.
ter enjoying a few days hunting in and freshmen rank next with 64 G
more jars than are used. This
The
first PTA meeting of the
Judge of Probate.
according to formulas proven and recommended
comes from the fact that all jars activities.Kalamazoo, Battle Creek, season will be held on Monday ev- the vicinity of Cadillac. Despite a and 647r respectively. This is a
In the matter of the Estate of
and cans are not alike nor of a size. Benton Harbor and Niles are other ening, October 19, at the Overisel rainy .time they returnedhome comparatively good sho^ng, even
by your Michigan State College Poultry and Dairy
loaded.
though the tirket sale is n»t as sucMARINUS VAN KLINK, Deceased There are half pints, pints, quarts towns which sponsored organized school district No. No. 1.
Elizabeth Fischer of Portage vis- cessful us it has been in previous
and two quarts; in square shapes canning activities.
Specialists.
Women’s Missionary Society
It appearing to the court that the
Locally Holland, Zeeland, Grand
ited Janet Tanis last Saturday.
years. ,
and round shapes; with patent tops
meets on Wednesday afternoon at
time for presentation of claims against
Haven,
Fennville,
Saugatuck
and
The Hamilton celery growers are
Zeeland will play its lart home
of different makes.
2:00
o’clock.
The
topic
will
be
uid eatate should be limited and that
All of our Poultry Mashes contain Nopco
Hamilton got the fever. And why
busy trenching and a large number game at the Legion field on SaturSo when the chief canner finds a not? when we are right in the “‘ConferenceEchoes.” Loaders are,
a time and placa be appointedto reof men are being -employed.The day when it meets Coopersvillefor
Cod
Liver Oil. This insures uniformity in cod
Mrs.
I.
R.
DeVries,
Mrs.
G.
Barkel,
ceive, examine and adjust all claims new kind of top or a preferred heart of the "fruit belt" and fruit
numerous rains and favorable wea- the class C title of the county.The
and demands against Mid deceased by shape or changes in sizes, the sur- obtained this year for the asking and Sena Veldhuis.An invitation
ther for the last month have been game will be a homecoming event.
liver oil feeding, not to mention the convenience
has also been extended to the Misplus jars are carefully stored away
and before said court;
almost.
of surprisingbenefitto the celery All grads have been invitedto atsion Circle and the Girls’ League
on a shelf to be kept against some
of not handling the cod liver oil yourself.
But these are just a few of the
with the result that it is very good. tend the annual affair. Both teams
It is Ordered, That creditors of said
to meet with us.
possible future need. Until this year
towns which got in on the canning
deceased are required to presenttheir
Shipping is also in full swing with have been beaten by Fremont by
^
nothing was quite so valueless as a this fall. Every town big enough
claims to said court at said Probate
On account of our large volume, you can feel
fair prices:
similarscores. Coopersvillehaving
second-hand fruit jar.
OLIVE CENTER
to boast of an indigent family also
Officeon or before the
This vinicity was visited by Jack taken a 25 to 0 trimming while the
Then suddenly the State went in was big enough to have a club or
assured that we carry a very fresh stock of inFrost Saturday night and very few locals were given a 27 to 0 heating.
24t!i Day af February A. D., 1932
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. DeJongh and
for canning in a big way. Fruit jars oraganization to can for it, and
things escaped his clutches. How- Coach Dewey will he minus the u*c
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, said came out of their hiding places.
children
from
Grand
Rapids
Visited
gredients and that most of our mixed feeds are
there are few places small enough
ever, we appreciatethe fact that he of Caball, veteran lineman who was
time and place being hereby appoint- Cobwebs were dusted from dark
to have no family dependenton at the home of Jacob DeJongh and came about three weeks later than injured in the East Grand Rapids
sold the same day they are manufactured.
ed for the examinationand a jjuitment shelves and thousandsof spiders
charity or some society to furnish Mr. and Mrs. P. Gronewoud Sun- last year
game, and Doerner, fullback who
of all claims and demands against said routed from their happy homes.
the charity.
The Ladies Missionaryoociety was injured in practicethis week.
deceased.
We solicit your inspection of our feed mixing
The stork was busy in this vicinand Church League of the First Bouma and Bouwens will work in
It is Further Ordered,That public
ity last week and left a baby boy
Church held an all afternoon sew- their places.
plant and the quality of ingredients used in our
soticethereof be &iven by publication
Both teams played erratic football named Walter at the home of Mr. ing meeting last Thursday.
Organization of a Speech club
of a copy of this order for three sueand
Mrs.
Peter
Gronewoud,
Oct.
13.
mashes.
and neither team seemed to tak£
Andrew LuMers and children took effect in the Zeeland high
cessive weeks previous to said dey of
advantage of the other’s errors. And at the home of Mr. and Mrs. visited at the home of John Van de school Tuesday. The club’s project
hearing in the HollandCity News,
Will
Not Start Your Pullets Off Right?
Alma got one of the few breaks of John Wedeven a girl named Alma Kolk at MiddlevilleSunday.
is to attain better public speakers
newspaper printed and circulated in
the game when early in the first Jean, Oct. 13. And also a baby was
Last
Tuesday
evening
a
dairy
and
provide
speakers
for
high
eaid county.
quarter Hope fumbled on her own born to Mr. and Mrs. John Brower feeding meeting was held at the school activities. Officers are: Presthree-yard line and Alma recov- l&st week.
Co-op garage. James Hays, exten- ident Willis VanFarrowe;vice
JAMES J. DANHOF,
Mr. and Mrs. Markus Vinkemul- sion dairyman, Michigan State Col- president,Lester DeKoster;secreJudfceof Probate.
Large Body of Alumni Expected ered. However, the Dutchmen held
and the Presbyterians failed to der and Mrs. Phil Vinkemulderand legt is assistingA. D. Morley, the tary, Lester Wolterink; treasurer,
A true eop>—
to be Present for Two-day
Cora Vandewiter
score. Alma played a slightlv bet- daughter Berdiena from Holland county agent in a geries of these Elizabeth Van Eden.
Fesitvities
Rekiiter of Probate.
ter game during the first half and are spending a few days in Chi- meetings throughoutthe county.
The French club was organized
cago visiting relatives and “sight- The main problems discussedwere on Friday, October 9, with Miss
Everyone get set for a real she kept the ball in the Orange and
home-coming!!Great preparations Blue's territorymost of that per- seeing”. Jake Jacobson is taking home grown grains in the dairy ra- Van Kersen as sponsor. The folExpires Jan. 10
care of the milk route for Mr. Vink tions and proper methods of feed- lowing officers were elected: presiare under way for homecoming, iod.
MORTGAGE SALE
In the second half again neither emulder during their absence.
ing. It was pointed out that the dent, Donald Kooiman; vice-presiOct. 31. “Lynn” Sabo as chairman,
« WHEREAS, default has been
--------team threatened to score. Most of
Mrs. De Haan from Borculo has present condition make it possible dent, Juletta Yntcma; secretary,
made in the payment of moneys
auKnt„edJ0,r, hpcr commtttee: the action was in Alma's territory, returned to her home Monday after
for farmers to obtain good profits Miriam Bnehr; treasurer, Glenn
Kay Skillern, Watty Spoelstra, Edcured by a mortgage dated Decenthowever. The ball carrying of Te spending a week at the home of her provided good feeding methods are Schaap; editor, Jenny Wyngarden
ith Drescher, Howard Schade, Bob
ber 27, 1913, executed and given by
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Slums of HolNotier, and Ruby Aiken. All of Roller and the defensive-play of daughter Mrs. Groenwoud,and now
Arie Hoffman and Jennie Hoffman,
Klomparens did much to keep the Mrs. Gerrit Groenewoud from Zeeland spent the week-end here vishi. wife, ef Olive Township,
rCpi>rl th“ thinKS arc fu" ball in Alma's half of the field dur- land is taking her place.
iting Mr. and Mrs. J. Andringa at
ZEELAND
County, Michigan, as mortgagors,
Mr. John Knoll visited at the
their home on South Church St.,
Friday night, Oct. 30, the main ing the last period. Hope seemingto the First State Bank of Holland,
Dr. L. Sale-Harrisonis scheduled Zeeland.
event will be the float parade led ly was on the way for a touchdown home of John Johnson at Zeeland
Michigan, a corporation,as mortto speak at the Bible Witness Hall
Rev. J. Van Peursim will considby the Legion Band. Then there in the last minute of play having Monday.
recovered a fumble on Alma’s fifon the followingsubjectsnext Sun- er the followingthemes at the 1st
lll-Zrtt "ill bo a "tass meeting at Car- teen yard line just as the game
NORTH HOLLAND
day. In the morning. "The Vision Reformed Church next Sunday. At
Deeds for Ottawa County, Michi- ncK'c Gym where the winner of the ended.
that changed a seemingly tragedy the morning service“A True Refloat prize will be announced. A
gan, on the 6th day of January, A.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sieraema of into a glorious deliverance.” At 3 semblance" and at the evening serone-act play and some lively stunts
D., 1914, in Liber 90 of Mortgages;
North Holland observed the 49th p. m. “Unassailable Proofs that the vice, "A Grass-eating Man.” or
will be the main features of this LEGION AUXILIARY HOLDS
on page 176, on which mortgage pep meeting. After the play we’ll
INSTALLATION RITE anniversary of their wedding on Bible is the Word of God.” At 7:30 “How Sin Plays Havoc with Man "
there is claimed to be due at this
Saturday. Mr. Siersema is a for- p. m. “Christ’sComing and the The fourth sermon in the series on
gather around a miniature Empire
time the sum of One Thousand. Building on fire for some snappy Thp members of the American mer drain commissioner of this Parable of the Ten Virgins.”He Daniel.
Legion Auxiliary enjoyed a pot- county and is well known over the \YiU continue Monday, Tuesday and
Mr. and Mrs. John Klenbaas have
iFo0/Uir^HnUnnredJr,n,t?;threCan(! speeches. 'ydls* 'antTsongs'.
12/100 Dollars (142312), principal | Saturday ,Oct. 31, the Frosh will luck supper at 6:30 o’clock Monday entire county and in this city, Wednesday at 7:30 p. m. on the fol- adopted a baby boy.
j»nd interest, and an attorney fee of
HillsdaleFrosh at 1:00 P. M. evening in the G. A. R. rooms. The where had an offloe for the many lowing subjects "Has the tribulaThe Zeeland Garden Club is
Twenty-five Dollars ($25.00) being iHfter which comes the Varsity supper was served by Mrs. Maude years he held this office. Among tion begun? Will Christiansbe in planning a flower show for next
the legal attorney fee in said mort- j,ame wjth Hillsdale.At the game Dogger and her committee.
the visitors at their home that day it?” "The Federation of the Na- spring. Any persons intcrcBtedin
gage prdyided,and no suit or pro- souvenirsin the form of small footAfter the supper the following were Miss Ann Bottje and Frank tions
contribute irom
from
ions and the future
Future or
of raienine;
Palestine;” gardening may conirmuie
ceedlngs having been institutedat bnI1 with Hope’s colors attached program was given: two solos by Bottje, register of deeds, of this “With My Bible in Hand — 'What I their gardens and help to make this
law to recover the debt, or any part wijj be BOid
centB. go save Louis Jalving,acompaniedby Miss city.— Grand Haven Tribune.
Sawin Palestinein 1931." Mr. Jan a civic success. We would suggest
thereof, secured by said mortgage, upt von
your pennies to buy ono.
Jean Rottschaefer; two accordion Mr. and Mrs. Tony Nienhuis at- Sevensma will speak tonight and that you plant the flowersyou wish
whereby the power of sale contained
tended
the
services
at
the
North
This year Hope will'prove that it numbers were given by Andrew
every evening at 7:30 p. m. the re- to exhibit in a separate bed to that
in said mortgagehas become opera- is a hospitable college for we are Van Liere after which Mrs. Mable Holland church, Sunday afternoon.
mainder of the week includingSat- you will not spoil the general aptive,
At a meeting of the Ladies’ urday evening.His messages are in ncarancc of your garden. The next
going to entertain the Hillsdale Vanden Berg gave a short talk conTHEREFORE, notice is team and guests at the “Koffee cerning the work of the Red Cross. MissionarySociety of the North the Holland language. His Friday meeting will be held October 22 at
hereby given that by virtue of the Kletx” to be held at Voorhees Hall,
The following officers were in- Holland church, Wednesday after- evening address will be interpreter! 8 p. m. at the home of Mrs. Jack
said power of sale and in pursuance after the game Saturday afternoon stalled by Mrs. Nellie Stanaway at noon, Miss Nellie Zwemer, a well
into Englie-h by Dr. H. Bultema of Boonstra. The topic will be in garof the statute in such case made as well as the students and faculty the close of the program: President, known missionary, was the speakden design.
Muskegon.
and provided, the said mortgage ' of.Hope.
The second of a series of three
Mrs. Nellie Slagh; first vice-presi- er.
The Misses Leona Britton and
will be foreclosed by sale of the' More of the details of this great dent, Mrs. Eugenia Slooter; reWhilmina Poll brought two pea- Alta Hendricks and Mrs. John Hen- musical programs will be presented
Blankets, size 72x84
premises therein described at pub event will be forthcoming in next cording secretary,Mrs. Marguerite nut plants to school which were dricks were hostesses at a green by the Zeeland Literary Club next
lie auction, to the highest bidder, week’s Anchor. Expect a big sur- Klomparens; corresponding secre- shown to the children,who were
kitchen shower at which Mis# Una Tuesday, October 27th at 3:30
for
at the north front door of the priDe— Watch for that big sign on tary, Mrs. Gertrude Mcuwsen; surprised to learn how a peanut
Messer, who is a bride-to-be, was o’clock at the club rooms. The
court houw in the City of Grand Main street!! Be a loyal Hopeite treasurer;Mrs. Marie Roos; chap- plant grows.
program
i»
In
charge
of
Mrs.
H.
the guest of honor last Friday evHaven, Ottawa County, Michigan, and paste a Homecoming sticker on lain, Mrs. KatherineVan Duren;
Hallowe’en decorationsare being ening. Miss Messer was the recip- Borst and Miss A. Van Koevering.
that being the place where the cir- your windshield. Talk it up for it’s sergeant-at-arms,Mrs. Esther made and used in the rooms now. ient of many beautifulgift#. Those The Symphony Orchestra and its
cuit court for the County of Ottawa going to be the biggest Homecom Fremont; board members, Mrs. R.
A ball game was played between attending besides those already history will be presented including
is held, on Monday, the 18th day of|ing
inf
the Middle West has ever Spolding, Mrs. Katheriite Elbers the boys of the North Holland High named were, the Misses Kathryn “Fifth Symphony”by Beethoven,
January, A. D. 1932, at twq o’clock seen.
schpol and Crisp on Friday after- Boonstra, Antoinette Van Koever- and "UnfinishedSymphony” by
and Mrs. Jeanette Ver Meulen.
Seniors and Juniors don't forget
in the afternoon of that date, which
Don’t Fail to See These
Mrs. Stanaway, in behalf of the noon. The North Holland boys were ing, Hannah Mae Borst, Anne Wyn- Schubert.The SymphonicPoem
premises are described in said mort- that big Alumni dinner for Hope- unit, presented the president,Mrs. victorious by a score of 5-4.
garden, Gladys Moeke, and Marian will be illustrated by "The Flight
and friends to be held at Grand Slagh, with h gift in appreciation The boys and* girls of Harlem
ites an
gage as follows, to-wit:
Dadles, Mrs. Janet Van Dam, Mrs. of the Bumble-Bee" by RimskyThe followingdescribedlands
school eagerly are observing a to- Elizabeth Borst and Mra Laura Koreakow. Members will please
and premises situated in
take notice that the meeting will
| year. Mrs. fciagn, in turn, present- mato larva. It is now feeding on
Steggerda.
Homecomingprogram Friday
the township of Olive, Coun.
. ed Mrs. Stanaway with a gift in ap- tomato leaves, but in a short time
Bert Poest of Zeeland, who sub- be held in the club room and not in
Saturday of that
ty of
State
is expected to burrow itself in the mitted to a major surgical opera- the school as scheduled in the club
This affair b
ofi*r Mr,icm “
of
viz.: The
ground. Next miring it will break tion at the Zeeland hospitalabout program. Mrs. B. Berghorst will be
The Old Reliable Furniture Store
the meeting of the Fifth District of
South one-half (S.tt) of the
out of its hard shell and turn into a two weeks ago, was sufficientlyre- the hostess.
the Michigan Education Associanorth one-half (N.\4) of the
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Staal were
Edward Van Tatenhove submitted moth.
covered to return to hia home on
212*216 River
Holland
tion and will take place at the
northwest Quarter (N. W. (4)
very agreeably surprised at the
Mr. and Mr& Phillip Vollink and LincolnSt, last Friday.
to an operationat Holland hospital
and also the south one-half Central Reformed Church, corner Tuesday.
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willard
family, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit SterMra. S. Wierda of Zeeland, celeFountain and Barclay.
(S.tt) of the northwest quart- - O'
ken and family visited at the home. brated her 72nd birthday annivers- Clam on West Cherry rtreet, on
The
program
will
include
a
vocal
ter (N. W. %) of the northeast
Mr. Ted Schaap, presidentof the ary quietly at her home on East last Thursday evening by the ZeeOVERISEL
solo by Mrs. Marion Strinh Blandquarter (tN. E. K), all In SecC. E. Union of Holand, led the C. Main rtreet, last Monday, October land postal employees in honor of
ford
and
the
main
feature
will
be
an
tion thirty-three (33) .townhis completing 25 years of continMrs. Gerrit J. Lubbers, aged 75 E. meeting at North Holland, Sun- 19.
address by our own prexy, Dr. Wyship six (6) north of range fifMr. and Mra. Frank Huizenga, uous servicea# mail carrier. Mr. as carrier on route number five present were, Postmaster and Mrs.
years, died Tuesday noon at the day evening. Special music was
nand Wichers.
teen ((15) west, conUiningtoof her daughter, Mrs. Henry rendered by the Misses Sina, Ger- Mr. and Mrs. Garret Huizengaand B. Vandef Heide, who has been a which ltd his travelsin the direc- W. Claver, Mr. and Mrs. L Kivirt,
The Alumni' Associationhas home
gether sixty (60) acres of land
G.
Lubbers
at Overisel.The de- trade and Margaret Lievense ac- Mr. Jacob Meeboer and ,Miss fellow worker for almost an equal tion of Allendale which route he Mr. and Mra. Albert Johnaon, Mr.
more or less, accordingto charge of this, and anyone wishing ceased is survivedby five daughters companied by Elmer
Elmei Lievense at Gladys Meeboer, spent the past period of time, gave a brief inter- also served for nine years. At the
to go please see Prof. Kleis who ia
United States survey.
and five sons: Mrs. Jennie Flier, of the piano. There was an unusually week-endat the home of Mr. and esting historical sketch of Mr. close of this second nine year perDated this 23rd day of October, treasurer.
Modderaville,Mrs. John Schout, of Urge attendance and the meeting Mra. John Visch at Charlotte to Staal’s travels in the servicedur- iod he exchanged his work with Mr.
A. D. 1981.
help them celebrate their 29th mar- ing all these years. During the S. Van Haitsma and became a city
TE ROLLER
KLOMPAR- Zeeland, Mrs. Hannah Karsten of waa a marked auccesa.
first nine year® beginning in 1906 letter carrier in Zeeland. Other
FIRST STATE BANK,
riage anniversary.
Hudaonville,
Mr®.
Minnie
Folkstra,
ENS SHINE FOR LOCALS
Mortgagee.
Monday
morning
the
Zeeland he carried rural mail over a sixth numbers on the program were a troeue and Mr. ai
of Beaverdam, Mrs. Grace Lubbers
ON THE TEAM
Holland, Michigan.
high school listened to a radio pTO- route through the vicinity of reading by James Sturing and a
of Overisel,Bert Lubbers, CornelDiekeraa, Crosa A Ten Cate,
John
Ter Avert had a narrow es- gram from Yorktown, Va. This Drenthe. After nine years this dialog by a trio composed of Mrs.
ius
Lubbers,,
Geo.
Lubbers,
all of
Last Monday afternoon the Alma
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
program wa® in memory of the de- route was consolidated with five Herman Johnson, Mra. A. DeKoster served by the hoste
and Hope yearlings battled to a Beaverdam, Henry Lubbera of Hud- cape from death last week Thurs
and Mrs. James Storing. Those enjoyable
Business Andrew:
sonville
and
Herman
Lubbera
of
day
while
out
bunting
with
his son feat of Cornwallisone hundred other routes and he was transferred
scoreless tie at Riverview Park.
Holland,Michigan.
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Mra. Robert De Bruyn. one of FORMER HOLLAND PASTbR TO
PARENTS-TBACHBBSCLUBS
Zeeland’*old and respecteddtiaeni,
PREACH IN ZEELAND
MEET
celebratedher eightieth birthday
On next Sm'«ay the servicesat HOLLAND EXPECTING TO
anniveraary at her home last Sun- the Second Reformed Church of
GET A NEW PLANT The Parents-Teachers’Club meetday. She is well known in Holland Zeeland will be in charge of Rev.
ing at VanRaalteSchool Tueaday
and
is
the
mother
of
David
DeBruyn
John W. Rooks of Union Ave.,
Henry J, Veldman,D.D., pastor of
opened with group
Negotiations virtually bava been evening
owner
and
manager
of
the
DeBruyn
Grand Rapids, suffered cuts and
the Central Reformed Church of completedfor the transfer of a singing led by 0. J. DeKoster. Oerhndses Monday at Eighth and Dry Good* atore at Zeeland.
Muakegon, in an exchange of pul- manufacturing plant to Holland,ac- rR Vender Hll11 had charge of the
Riter Ave., when his car collided
The following Grand Haven wo- pits whereby Rev. Richard J. Van- cording to Charles A. Gross, secre- devotions.
with one driven bjr Miss Bertha men were in Holland today to at- den Berg will occupy the Muskegon tary of the Holland Chamber of
Mr. E. E. Fell, superintendentof
Crispell <rf Holland.One of the cars
tend the Ottawa rally of the Lady church pulpit. In the morning. Rev. Commerce. The concern manufac- the public schools, gave a short talk
was turned over.
Maccabees:Mra. Peter VanZylen, Vddman will preach on the theme, tures specialtiesand will employ in which he stressed co-operation
Mrs.
Cora Bosch, Mrs. Gary Raak, "The Vision Glorious,’’ while in the about 40 men. The company will between parents and teachers.SevMr. and Mrs. Garret Van Lopik
Mrs. John Hale, Mrs. Tom Madigan, evening he will speak on “God’s occupy the Poole printing plant, eral remarks were also made by
of Zeeland and Mr. and Mrs. ChesAssured Help." No doubt not a few near the west limits end Is expect- Fred Beuwkes, presidentof the
This year,
are sharing our profits
ter Van Lapels of Holland were in Mrs. G. Carlson, Mrs. Lou Gorham, of Dr. Veldman’a former parishionto be in operationwithin a few Board of Education, c
Grand Haven among the many Mrs. John Johnson, Mra. William ers of the First Reformed Church ed
The
musical
numbers
on
the
proweeks.
Pellegrom. — Grand Haven iSdbune
guests who came to congratulate
patrons, and offering
far
greatest savat Holland will go to Zeeland to
gram consistedof a piano solo by
Mra. Katherine Ekkens on her 75th
attend one of the services.
Miss Elaine Meyer, a group 6f
Duncan
Weaver
of Fennville atwedding anniversary.Mr. Van Loings in the history of this institution.
deHigh Sch.
tended a dinner of the Grand Rappik, Sr., is credited with being the
founder of G. Ekkens and Com- ids Rexall club in Holland Wednespartment participates, offering marvelous values.
day noon.— Fennville Herald.
pany, Grand Haven’s oldest grocery
cordion selections by. Andrew Van
establishment in Grand Haven,
Is
Liere. Miss Helen Giebink enterZeeland will be host to the fourth
establishment
tained with a reading.
annual convention of the League of
The program was in charge of
Reformed Mem’s societies, Oct. 29
Miss Jeanette Veltman. A social
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Siersema of in Third ChristianReformed church.
North Holland observed their 49th Sessions will be held afternoon and ZEELAND MAN AND HOLLAND SAYS DEPARTMENT IS UNNEC- hour was enjoyed after the program
wedding anniversarySaturday. Mr. evening. Dr. Harry W. Jellema GIRL TAKE WEDDING VOW IN ESSARY; MISS BRESNAHAN, and refreshments were served by
the followingcommittee: Mrs. GerSiersema is a former drain commis- of Calvin College, Grand Rapids,
DR. TEN HAVE REPLY
THE SIGHT OF RELATIVES
rit Riphagen, Mra. Thomas Kane,
sioner of Ottawa county. Among the will be the main speaker The league
Mrs. Raymorx
lond McFall and Mrs.
guests at the Siersema home were numbers 76 societies. J. Gritter of
Zeeland Record: The First Re- SUPERVISORS FROM THIS VI- PrescottParis.
Prank Bottje and Miss Anna Hottje Grand Rapids is secretary.
formed Church of Zeeland was the
CINITY TAKE SENSIBLE
of Grand Haven.— Muskegon ChronAbout 300 fathers and mothers
The new bridge across Black riv- scene of a very happy wedding on
icle.
STAND
attendedthe Parent-Teachera meeter, near the city’s north limits on iast Thursday evening, when one
— Senta and Pebble cloth Coats
ing at Longfellow School Tuesday
US81, virtuallyis completedand of Zeeland’s sons entered into the
What would the big colleges do will be opened for trafficas soon as state of holy matrimony with a
with lapin, caracul, kidskin
C
The leading issue before the evening.
for practice if they did not have
Prof Paul McLean of Hope Colthe approaches have been construct- young lady from our neighboring board of supervisors this session,
Manchurian wolf trim.
the Uttle colleges to pick on during
city of Holland.
at Grand Haven, the matter of re- lege was in charge of devotions.
ed, within two or three weeks.
Sizes 14 to 52.
the early days of the football seaThe happy couple were Mr. tainingor discontinuingthe county The Holland High School Boys’
son?
health
unit,
home
demonstration
Harry
Brower,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Glee
Club,
under
the
direction
of
Dr. Henry Luidens of Janesville,
Wisconsin, is spending a few days Lambert Brower of this city, and and county agriculturalagent -de- Eugene Heeler, tendered several
The first wildcat shot in this in Holland at the home of his par- Miss Jean Frens, daughter of Mr. partments, was brought sharply to numbers. Miss Ruth Verhey entercounty in vears was bagged Sun- emte, Mr. and Mra. Peter Luidens. and Mrs. J. B. Frens of Holland the attentionof the board Tueaday tained with two readings, after
—Spongy woolens with lapin,
city, both of whom are well and ex- when Dr. Henry Mooes of Hudson- which Mrs. Phillip Brooks accom:
day Sy Alvin Gowens of Benton
Manchurian
Wolf, marmink,
Harbor, who was hunting with his
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stokes have tensively known and highly re- ville, a practicing physician over panied by Mcs. Earnest Brooks at
spected
throughout
this
section.
the
piano,
rendered
two
vocal
numnephew, Ross Gowens, on the Heath moved from 184 East Fourteenth
three of four of the townships in
caracul. Sizes 12 to 42.
The church was beautifully deco- the southeasternpart of the county, bers.
township, Allegan county farm, street to a residenceat 208 Maple
rated with palms, ferns and can- branded the county health unit as
Mrs. Elsie Gunn was the speaker
owned oy the younger Gowens' Avenue.
delabra, and precedingthe cere- a useless expenditure of money and for the evening and gave an interfather. Gowens took the wildcat
mony Miss Margaret De Groot declaredthat the work could be en- esting talk on Child Training.
home and will have it mounted.
—Sable, dyed squirrel,caracul,
The annual sophomore-freshmanplayed “A Dream.” Miss Johanna tirely accomplished, as it hM in
Mayor Earnest C. Brooks waa
Piers sang “I Love You Truly” and the past, under the capable man- then called upon to speak On the
seal, marmink and martin trimThe lowest temperature and heav"Beloved, It Is Morn.”
agement of the former county Community Chest and the work it
iest frost of the fall in Ottawa
med coats of boucle, pebble cloth
—
^wU«uu .on ijicic ui mic At promptly eight o’clock the nurse, Miss Madge Bresnahan.
is accomplishing.
county was recorded Sunday mornand chonga. Sizes 12 to 48.
sophomore
class will act as toast- bridal party entered to the strains
A
short
business
meeting
was
Miss Addle Clark, former teaching. At six a. m. the weather bumaster. Miss June Kieft will repre- of Mendelsohn’s "Wedding March” er in the local public schools, now held and it was decided to hold the
reau reported a temperature of 33
sent the freshmen and Charles Wal- when Rev. J. Van Peursem pro- living in Robinson township, Mrs. next meeting November 10, which
degrees, two degrees lower than the
do will present the sophomore nounced the ceremony that made Julia Lillie, Coopersville,Maurice will be during National Educational
— Three remarkablegroups! And we’re proud of
previous low mark. The frost was
toast. PrincipalT. A. Dewey will them husband and wife, witnessed Luidens, Olive, brother of Super Week. Mrs. Phillip Brooks, Mrs.
heavy enough to kill any tender rpsnnnH
them. Every type that makes this season’s coats
fm* tViA
—ill k,.
o number
-..—I----of relatives
____
__ j ,
respond for
the fapulfir
faculty. Music will
by a
and
close visor Henry Luidens, a supervisor; Earnest Brooks and Miss Dora
plants.
be furnished by Paul Wilterink,the friends.
* * *
Strowenjana
will
be
in
charge
of
interesting . new, broader thoulders, large colAlbert Hyma and A. J. Knight of
sophomore quartet and Miss WiniThe bride
unuc was
n aa charmingly
mai iiiiugiygownguwn- Robinson, each addressed the board the program.
The price of milk again has been * J n
lars, dolman sleeves, buttons and lavish furs.
fred Boone of the freshmanclass, ed in beautifulpink satin, wearing urging the retention of the home
Refreshments were served during
reduced in Allegan. The new price,
Miss Gladys Van Haitsma is gener- slippers to match. Her bridal veil demonstration agent and the county the social hour by the following:—
effective Tuesday, ia 6 cents a quart al
--- * #
a —4
M 4 'T'L.
_ M
was of eggshelltulle,trimmed
with agriculturalagent Petitions with Mrs. A. Hoeksema,Mrs. F. X. Lake,
lace, and the headdress was caught 417 names from all parts of the Mrs. G. Van Zyl, Mrs. R. E. Chapwith orange blossoms. White lace county were presented asking that man and Mrs William Westrate
gloves completed her costume, and these two departments be retained.
pint
she carried a shower bouquet of
Another petitionwas read from
white roses and swansonia.
the Ottawa County farm bureau
Council
The Brotherhoodof the First
Miss Ruth Geerds of Holland was indorsing the work of the county
Reformed Church met Monday eveAn October Sale value worth getting excited about. Just 18
maid of honor, and she was attired farm and home demonstration
Dr. Albertus Pietersof HoiThe members of the League for in a green chiffongown, carrying agents.
swagger
sparts and utility coats of stunning imported and
addressed the meeting on the Service of the Sixth Reformed
(Continued from Page 1)
a bouquet of pink carnations.
subject, "The Nameless Book.”
domestic
tweeds, with all silk lining and warm interlining.
Recommendationsfrom the Otchurch were entertained Tuesday The Misses Margaret Tibbe and
Usually $25
evening bv Mrs. (B. Scholten and Bertha Risselada of Holland were tawa county medical societysigned least. Mr. B. P. Donnelly stated
Mr. and Mrs. Albert B. Gebben daughter, Miss Bernice Scholten at bridesmaids and wore gowns of by the secretary, Dr. W. B. Bloem- that we were all citizensof the
endal, were read urging the super- great state of Michigan and should
of Holland were guests at the home their home, 95 East Fifteenth St.
pink chiffonand bouquets of pink
visors to continue the county health be loyal to that state and adopt the
Silk
of Mr. and Mrs. James Bruizeman The Hallowe’en color scheme was carnations.
Silk
unit.
legal E. S. T. which he stated was
on last Thursday evening.
used in decorating the rooma FolThe little Misses Mary Vande
now being done by 85% of the enWith hand-fagottedinsets
With convertible cravet
lowing several stunts, the group enThis Group of 98 Dresses
Wege and Ruth Risselada were Dr. Ten Have, Miss Madge BresMrs. James Cook, formerly of joyed playing bunco. Prizes w*re pages. They were very becomingly nahan and^Miss Marion Dadles of entire population. When all those
— you’ll find every import
prerent who cared to speak had
collar and new wool fishnet
of contrasting color. Brown
Holland, now of Zeeland, left last awarded to Miss Kathryn Witt,
dressed in yellow georgette and the health unit appeared before the been heard, Mayor Brooks called for
fabric and fashion al this
Monday evening for Miami, Flor- Miss Joan Knoll and Miss Jeanette pink flat crepe, respectively.
board outlining the cost of the
extraordinary price—
an expression from the conucil.
with tile, etc.—
trimming—
Ida, where she expectsto spend the Coster.
delicious two-course
The groom was attired in his health unit and the work accom- It was moved by Aid. Hyma, 2nd
fall and winter with her children, lunch was served by the hostess.
clerical suit He was attended by plished during the past six months,
by Woltman,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward De Free. Her The guesta present were the Misses
Titus Van Haitsma of Zeeland as during which time the unit has
That the councilreconsidertheir
trip there was hastened since her Rolene Van Voorst, Elsie Wybenga,
functioned.
The
cost
to
the
county
best man, and John Ypma of Zeeprevious action on this question.
daughter, Mrs. De Free, is to un- Margaret Knoll. ChristineSpykhois
812,000
of
which
$6,000
is
paid
land and Gerrit Rozeboom of Sioux
The motion was lost amd the matven, Alice Ryzenga, Frances Van
dergo a serious operation.
City, Iowa, wearing tuxedo suits, by state, national and Rockefeller
Voont, Anna Wierda, Eleanor acted as ushers. Mr. and Mrs. R. foundation funds. The cost of a ter was not reconsidered.
The time for those requiring
HeleS Shank, Kathryn Van Eenenaam of Holland were county nurse with supplies,trans- Reports of Standing Committees
Committee on Claims and Acdrivers’ license before November Witt, Agnes Zuverink, Genevieve
Master and Mistress of ceremonies. portation, etc., is roughly estimated
counts reported having examined
1st is growing very short The in- Ter Haar, Bertha and Jeanette Cosat
$4,000.
Following the marriage cereclaims in the sum of $3420.67 for
formation is given that no one will **
^no^» Omel Palmer, Cor- mony a reception was held in the
Following the arguments pre- extra payrolls, amd $6811.05 for
bo permitted to drive without lic- nelia Van Voorst, Helen White, and
church parlors which were decora- sented by Dr. Mooes and the coun- regular claims and recommended
W Hiense and officershave been in- Frances Van Langeveld.
ter in orange and brown tissue and' ter argumentsmade by Miss Brespayment thereof. (Said claims on
structed to enforce the law. Any
fall flowers, and a bounteous wed- nahan and Dr. Ten Have, Roy Lowfile in the Clerk’soffice.)
The Woman’s Literary Club held
driver’s licenseissued during 1925
37 East Eighth St.
ding supper was served to the one ing of Georgetownsaid he was conHolland
Allowed.
or before becomes invalid on Nov. a meeting Tuesday afternoonin the
hundred and fifty guests,relatives vinced that there was duplication Welfare Committeereported poor
dub
rooms,
Mrs.
Jay
Den
Herder
1, 19J1.
in the departmentand he, as one
and friends.
orders in the amount of $593.50 for
presided.Mrs. J. Donald French
After the services the happy cou- supervisor was opposed to the de- regular aid and $777.03 for temporBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lem- ave two violin solos, accompanied ple left on a short wedding trip, partment.
ary aid .total of $1370.63.
men, 85 West Seventeenth St, on y Mrs. Harold Karsten. Mrs. J. and upon their return will make
Dr. Mooes said the costs of vacVsander Veen gave an interesting
Accepted and filed.
October 20, a son, Robert Mark; to
of the
their home in Detroit where Rev. cination and toxin-anti-toxin
Committeeon Public Lighting to positionand had gone ahead and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Smeenge, book review on "Shadows of the Brower has accepted a call to be- health unit against his charges
a
whom
was referredthe petition for obtained as much informationas he
Rock,
by
Willa
Gather.
258 East Fourteenth street, at .the
come pastor of the Nardin Park were far too great. He said the a street light on the corner of 27th could get relative to the feasibilitp
Holland hospital, on October 20, a
Mr and Mrs. Herman G. Vanden Reformed Church. Mr. H. Brower unit was as unnecessaryand ex- and Lawndale Court reported hav- of such an undertaking. Mr. Klomson, George.
is a former residentof Zeeland, a travagant method of doing what is ing investigatedthe need for such parens further stated that Mr.
Brink, who were married recently
graduate of Zeeland high school, daily accomplished by the doctors a light and recommemded that the Plaggenhoefhad agreed to take
were
the
guests
of
honor
at
a
dinMrs. Minnie Meengs is spending
charge of moving this structure
Hope College and of Western Theo- of the county. He spoke of a re- petition be denied.
several days in Chicago visiting her ner party given by the Holland
cent epidemic in this section.
which would have to be moved in
Adopted.
Chapter, No. 429, Order of the logical Seminary.
sister,Mr*. C. Yoemans.
Dr. Ten Have, in his rebuttalreSaid committeefurther reported four (4) sections at a coat of about
Eastern Star, at the Masonic Temmarks, stressed the point that no recommendingthat a street light be $500, providing the. unemployment
ple
Tuesday
evening
Mrs.
Vanden
Michigan
Now
is
Troubled
Harold West, Glen Bear, Frederwidespread epidemic had arisen this placed at the corner of Washington committeewould furnished the exick, Harold and John Kolenbrander Brink, formerly Miss Florence
With Fish
___the vigilenceVi
W1C
year, _
due to
of the
Avenue and 25th as petitionedfor. tra men needed in addition to himare on a hunting trip near Cadillac.
of
self and his trucks and equipment.
Bootlegging from Canada is not health unit. He also stated the OtAodpted.
confined
to
liquor, officials of the tawa county medical association Communication from Boards and Mr. Klomparens furtherstated that
laaac Kouw, 98 W. 17th St Hol- tr actively decorated and covers
he had gone ahead and receivedtenMichigan conservation departmentwas grateful for the assistanceof
City Officers
Specials for Saturday
land, recently visited the Moody Bi- uere 1f'i,or 75 members. Mrs.
tative pledges from the Hope Colhave
informed
the American Game the unit in the recent infantile
The
claims
approved
by
the
LiHarry Mills, associatematron, actble Institute, Chicago.
Association.“Fish-running” across paralysisepidemic.
brary Board in the sum of $776.12; lege Athletic Ass’n, High School
ed as hostess for the evening. In
Beef Roast [best chunck cuts] ............... IJ^c
Dr. Mooes was highly in favor of Park and Cemetery Board, $1642.T Athletic Association,and the AmerMr. and Mrs. John Karreman and behalf of the chapter, Mrs. Eldon the border into Detroit and other
Choice
Pork Roast ............................
ican
Legion
and
was
assured
that
Great
Lakes
cities
is now the object the tuberculosisclinics, at Grand
daughter, Jacqueline Karreman,of Dick, past matron, presented the
95; Police and Fire Board, $2543.22;
this city, will soon move to Char- bridal couple with a beautiful sil- of a drive by conservationofficers. Haven and Holland, but does not Board of Public Works, $8929.39; he could raise an amount sufficient
Fresh Hams, whole or half ....................
|2Hc
lotte,where Mr. Karreman has con- ver set. Following the dinner two Perch may be taken legally on the believe they are naressary in other were ordered certified to the Com- to defray Mr. Plaggenhocf’scost for
Picnic Hams, Sugar Cured ....................11JC
ducted
business for several numbers were sung by Mrs. Jean- Ontario side of Detroit river, but parts of the county, he said. The mon Council for payment. (Said moving the structure.
Mr. Klomparens further stated
the American side is closed to perch school health inspectionhe dubbed claims on file in Clerk’s office for
months.
ette Brumbaugh. The remainder of
Bacon Squares [sugar cured] .................. Il4c
that this grandstand would fit in
ffehing and the sale or importation as ridiculous. He said “the health public inspection.)
cardIV*nln* was spent in playing
Swiss Steak Tender ...........................|$c
very nicely at Riverview Park and
of these fish. As a result the price unit was busy trying to keep busy.”
William Van Etta was a businees
Allowed.
received for smuggled perch has
visitor in Lansing Wednesday.
He strongly criticized the pre- B. P. W. reported the collection of give the City of Holland an ideal
Fancy Round Steak ............................17c
leaped to a relatively attractive fig- natal work and said that confi- $32,478.70;City Treas., $6143.62. athletic field.
Sweden'*
Antiquity
Rolled Roast [no bones or waste] ................ 18c
ure.
Miss Margaret Watson was in
dences given to doctors on such
On motion of Aid. Prins, 2nd by
Accepted and Treasurer charged
Fishing regulationsof Wisconsin, matters should not be given to with amounts.
Holland Wednesday where she is
Thomson,
Fresh Dressed Chickens .......................20c
c<m,ldere'i the Hr,! hi,
Ohio and Michigan are also said to others.
organizing her dancing clas-ses for tSi ,ref"re?ce t0 Sweden Is con
Clerk presented Int. coupons due
The Unemployment Committee
Cheese
Cream, Longhorn or Brick .............. 20c
be so much at variance that a fish
the year.
He said the work of crippled in the amount of $237.50.
fuK
"CerroiiBla.” Polwas empowered to go ahead and
"shed In A. D. 08 or 99.
o
which is safe in Michigan waters children’sdepartmentwas largely Adopted.
Oysters,
fresh from the Coast, qt. ............... 00c
move the grandstand from the
may swim directly across the lake exaggerated and said Miss Bresna- City Treasurer submitted the Fairgrounds to Riverview Park unFOR SALE — 55 A Douglas |500
Nut, Oleo, 3 lbs. for.: .........................29c
and be taken legally,then make han alone did the work that is be- following report covering the col- der conditionsas outlined by Mr.
Gash; 70 A Fennville Buildings 3
the trip back to Michigan on ice ing done now.
acres strawberries water in house
Big Ben Laundry Soap, 6 bars for .............. 20c
lection of City and School taxes for Klomparens, viz., that the $500.00
and be confiscated because its
81650, 20 A house fruit timber
Charles E. Misner suggested that the summer of 1931:
expenses of Mr. Plaggenhoef be delength is eight and a half inches a member of the Ottawa medical Total of roll .................... $388,455.61
1700. Terms Elgin Myers, Allegan.
Government Inspected Meats.
Groceries of
frayed by funds collected from outinstead of nine.
Itc43
society be brought in to tell the Collected on
side sources.
o
National
Repute.
supervisorshis opinion of the value
before
On motion of Aid. Hyma, 2nd by
Advice ia Versa
of the unit Dr. Mooes upon a ques- Sept. 16th $336,347.42
Prins,
We deliver anywhere in the City for I cents.
tion
directed
by
Miss
Madge
BresDelq. to be
And whether you’re 'a yachtsman
Mr. Andrew Klomparensand Mr.
Phone 0001
bold or a flying fellow you won’t nahan, said he was not a member re - assessed
Vaudie Vandenberg, members of
winter
get very far unless you’ve got a good of that society.
the former Stadium Committee,
C. P. Milham called attentionof rolls
52,108.19
propeller. And, otherwise, you won’t
were appointed to act in conjuncthe
supervisors
to
an
error
in
the
get far up the heights of your
tion with the Unemployment ComEggs, dozen ----------------------27 @ 30c
Inc,
8t.
$388,455.61 $388,455.61 mittee in moving and placing this
wish In’ unless the car you’re riding county clerk's report, given earlier
Butter Fat —
------- ------ - ------ .81c
On motion of Aid. Kleis, 2nd by grandstand.
In Is engined by smbltlon.—Houston in the session, charging the county
Bmt (Steers and Heifers)...ll@12c
I’ost-Dlspatch.
agent with $4,609 and the demon- Vandenberg,
Carried.
Pork, light ----------- ----------- ------- 7c
strationagent with $1,901. All of
Report acceptedand Clerk inOn motion of Aid. Jonkman, 2nd
>NE 3651
the
expenses
connected
with
the structed to credit the Treas. with by Hyma,
First to Croti Australia
Veal, No.
office, including the derk’s salary, the returned taxes, and certify the
City
Atty.
McBride
was
added
to
Veal No. 2...
The first Journey across Australia are included in the agriculturalunpaid amounts to the City Aseesthe committee appointed at the preLamb ...
..14c
was made In 1844-45 by Frederlch agent’s figures, he stated.
sor for assessment and collection vious Council meeting relativeto
£<g)10c
Wilhelm Ludwig Leichhardt, who
Mr. Milham said the agent actu- with the next general tax roll. • i the matter of straighteningout
Chickens, hv. 6-lbs. and over.,..17c
went from Germany to Australia In ally received $f,800 in salary and
Pursuant to the provisionsof
sem of Arabia. The Executive Com- fers the following organ numbers,
Chicken*, Leghorn*
...... ...10@12c
1841. Setting ^OTrt Xrora Darling $1,200 in expense money from the Sec. 10-11-12of Title 27 of the City Black river.
We
wonder
why
a
woman
at
a
Aid. Vandenbergsuggested that mittee rendered the special music "Adagio” by Vivaldi and "LarghetSroUw.,
Downs, In the south of Queensland,
Charter, Clerk reported the amount the councilsubmit to the voters at
county
appropriations.
accompanied by Mrs. Van DerMeer to” by Purcell.
rule cannot gracefully throw a be made his way to Port Esseugton
The board convened again today to be assessed for Delinquent the next election the matter of the and Mrs. H. Teusink and Mra. F. J.
Wheat /dd ------ - — ----- ------40c •cone at a hen or sharpen * pen- (Northern territory), the most
Light,
Power
and
Water
Bills
with
at 2:00 p. m. and adopted recomtime question. However no action Van Dyk were the hostesses.
j
Wheat, new — --------------------40c cil? A travelingman told us last northerlytip of Australia.
mendationsmade by the agricul- the next general tax roll.
on the proposition was taken at The LakeviewSchool P. T. meetBye ----- ----- -------- ------- ----- — 80c
o
Clerk instructed * to certify the this
tural committeeallowing $200 for
week that he was afraid of his
,
was held Tuesday evening.Mrs.
Corn, bushel
..............
45c
The following relatives and
IMMANUEL CHURCH — Services county apiary inspectionand $250 names, amounts and descriptionsto On motion of Aid. Steffens, 2nd ing
TheodoreKnoll rendered taro very friendswere entertained at the
Oats -------- .. -------------- 25c wife, that she had threatened to
in the Armory, Corner Central Av. to the Zeelaildpoultry associationthe Board of Assessors to prepare by Kleis,
pleasing readingsand two vocal home of Mr .and Mra. Herman KorHide Market*
kill him with an axe. HHuh,why
tho necesary assessment rolls thereand Ninth St. Rev. J. Lanting, to promote a poultry show.
Rule 1, of the Rules of the Com- numbers were given by Mr*. R. tering last week Wednesday: Mrs.
------ 11.50 worry*', we asked, “did you ever
Pastor.
for.
mon Council, relative to meeting Schaddelee and Mra. James M. Henry J. Kleinheksel,Mrs. Jake
2c
Carried all voting aye.
eee a woman try to chop a stick Saturday Evening—Cottage Prayer SIXTH REFORMED CHURCH-4.
time, was altered to that the meet- Cook. Rev. F. J. Van Dyk gave the jKIeinheksel, Mra. Marie Ihrman of
Pelt*
.10 to 25c
services.
of wood?"
Vanderbeek Pastor, Comer I Clerk presentedcommunicationing . of the Council during the address of the evening on the sub- Missouri,Mrs. George Nyhuis, Mrs.
Skin*, (Country). --5c
Sunday, Rev. D. L. Stohc of St
LincolnAvenue and 12th St. from the Appeal Board referring winter months, when the City of ject, “Some Bridges We Have to John Brower, Mrs. John J. Boevo,
Johns, Michigan will be in 9:30 A. M. — Morning Worship. back to the Council without recom- Holland ia on Central Standard
That ian’t evidence that a woCross” Eugene Teusink will be the land Mias Pearline Nykerk.
charge of the services.
Sermon: "A Day of Good mendation the applicationof Peter Time, shall be held at 8:30 o’clock speaker at the Junior C .E. meetman can't appreciate the econoThe childrenof Mr. John H.
10:00 A. M. — Morning Worship.
Tidings” Special music by Mass for permission to ereot a gat- legal time or 7:30 Holland time.
ing Sunday afternoon.Auguita Boeve gathered at his home Tuesmy of building her own garage *e
Sermon, “How May I Know
the Church Choir: "Come oBhe filing station at the S. W. corAdjourned.
Heneveldwill be in charge of the day evening,the occaalonbeing his
well Many man. The resultant
That I Am Born Again?”
Thou Fount of Every Bless- ner of River Ave. and 10th St
OSCAR PETERSON,
Senior Endeavor meeting Sunday birthday anniveraary. The children
Sale
Matter
deferred
until
the
next
nvings in rent and the material 11:30 A. M.— Sunday School
ing.”
City Clerk. evening.
present were Mr. and Mrs. Henry
regular Council meeting.
investment represented means 3:00 P. M.— Allegan Jail Service. 11:00 A. M.— Kunday School.
The Junior Choir will sing two W/ Boeve and family of Muskegon,
Motions sad Resolutions
7:80 P. M.— Evening Worship.
2:30 P M— Junior ChriatianEn
CENTRAL
PARK
numbers at the evening service. The Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Boeve and son,
distinctannual dividends- Con*
Sermon— "A Real Photograph of
deavor under the leadership Aid. Prins reported that the matminister’* sermon will be on the Mr. and Mra. Herman Korterine
suit u* for definite plane and apter
of
moving
the
grandstand
from
the Heart of Man.”
of Misses Frances Van Vorat
Mra. George E. Fletcher received subject, "The Withering Grass and and ion, Mr. and Mrs. Nick Dyk.
the
Fair
Gronnda
to
Riverview
proximate coats. Convenientpay- SpecialMusic.
' and Henrietta Terpstra
word of the death of her brother the Abiding Word.” Organ Pre- huis and family,Mr. and Mra John
Rev. J.
will return to his
8:15 P. M.— Christian Endeavor Park had been taken up with the at An Arbor, Michigan.
meats arranged if
T Lanting
‘
lude, "Autumn Song,” by Gretch- J. Boeve and aon, Mr. and Mra. EdUnemployment Committee by Mr.
n
pulpit
puipu next
next week
again
--- ---after
Societies.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Siam aninoff, Postlude, "Adagio Choral” ward Boeve and children and Mr.
7:30 P. M.— Evening Worship. Andrew Komparens and others who at their home, Tuesday morning, a by Cantionala.
Harold Halsman.
ln
oBain Gospel Tabernacle.
Sermon: “Comfort Ye, Com- were interested. Mr. Klomparons baby girl, named Lovina Ruth.
The morning sermon will be on
MIm Harriet Oonk, Hri Hertnen
being
present
waa
called
upon
to
On Sunday afternoon, Nov. 1st,
fort Ye, My People”. SpeThe Ladies’ Missionarysociety the text, "He would not for a Sluyter and Mra. Herman Kortercial Music by Jean Brandt outlineto the Council his views in met at the church Wednesday aft- while” and will discuss the often
Sixteenth and QeveUad Ave.
Jan Sevenima from tba Netherand the Choir: "Let qs Sing the matter. He stated that he was
lands will conduct an entire Dutch
splendid
perplexing
PboM 9517
very much interested in auch a proUnto the Lord.”
Program in the Armory.
mov wovuiuoy.
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Grand'HavenHas GHOST REPORTED TO BE
'

Night

•

SEEN IN OLD CEMETERY

Spectacular
Hold-up Sunday

Hawk

BANANA SQUASH, M, IN.
LONG, ON DISPLAY

Wings Way

One thousand persons Saturday
night gathered at a Chippewa In-

Southward . A

giant banana squash

is

22nd of October

ON

.

C

>:

***

4-»

>:

^ T»v.

>•

-

*

be of unusual benefit to the ,
men of these two counties.'The
course consists of twelve lessons
between October and March. The
meeting place will be held in one of
the college btildings and some of ^
the collegefaculty will aid In this
Work.
Fall information is given in
circular sent out bjr Mr. Norg, the 4
import of which foUowa below:
<

the Holland

oi

roaoi
^ ®

your taiy

i

-Keep ^Jur^chooTs
•keep
your ecnooig
^iveyou protection.

U‘IIUM2!i

l

lib

/

I

The committee having charge

to the “Big

response to

of the organizationof the

taT-

•

-which 1$ the

subscribed $21,707.63, and of this amount $20,045.08has been paid in.

With

all bills

paid

as of

the close of the twelve months period ending October 31st, 1931, there will be a balance in the

bank

of

$4,499.18. [This balance includes an
The Committee

1.

a year ago asked for

for the year just
2.

coming

interest item of $140.08].

$1400.00

to a close the

The City Mission organization asked

Red

for the

work

of the

American Red Cross;

Preparations

ENDORSE CHEST DRIVE

Mr. Vandenberg, chairman
Qross was paid the sum of $1400.00.

$4000.00, and received during the

for

this year’s drive, will within a

year’s drive.
Mr. Dick Boter, president of the
Holland Chamber of Commerce and
secretary C. A. Gross of the Holland Chamber of Commerce have
volunteered their services of the
organization 100 per cent and have
placed at the disposalof the Community Chest the entire organization’s staff and equipment.
It is the plan this year as last
year to give all organizationsand
individualsan opportunity to serve
during the campaign. It is hojjed
that every available organizationor
individual will lend support for this
year of all years, everyone who can
should come forward to help. The
need is great and those who are
able should not be slow to respond.

$3972.13.

The Boy Scouts-^^ca Scouts

3.

the year
4.

asked for $5726.73; these organizationsreceived during

$5407.33.

•

The Civic Health League- responsiblefor the Baby Clinic and the Chest

Clinic,

asked for $1750.00 to carry on their work during the year; they voluntarilyreduced
that

amount

to

Dick Boter, presidentof the Holland Chamber of Commerce, has
this to say about the Community
Cheat: "If ever there was a time for
united effort along all lines— now is
the time. That is what the Holland

own

The Campfire Girls organization asked
this amount to $300.00.

6.

The City Mission Christmas Baskets and Contingent Fund asked for $2000.00; they
actually received

$2392.03. Of

this

for $1000.00; of their

accord they reduced

amount $997.48 was expended for Mission

Christmas Baskets, the remainderwas spent for emergency relief work.

The AdministrationFund, included

7.

campaign and

in putting on the

also the ccst of all office work and expense in keeping the records of the

Chest and making

collections during the year,

ending we have paid
In our opinion

to cover the expense involved

all

for this

aims of our

work

first

with pleasure that we render the above

\

was

$1000.00; for the year

set at

$1014.49.

Community Chest have been

accomplished, and it

Yours very

HOLLAND COMMUNITY* CHEST,

Inc.

A. Leenhouts, President
Otto P. Kramer, Treasurer

-

Bernard P. Donnelly, Director

DickBoter
Wynand

M

Wichers

Winter

him.
M. McLean,

a Director and Vice-President of the

during the year, he always maintaineda keen interest in the
misses

is

truly,

A. Vander

Board of

“

u

Veen

Women

Holland

Passes

w

Mm***”

“Matkofe of

coaooT *

Away

MRS. WM. J. GARROD WAS
ACTIVE IN CHURCH WORK
AND A SOCIAL LEADER

:*|IorbI Okjorthta"
t Mctkofe af

Novoatar II

“Plor In Eferat!**” •
"TTw Protaet MotM aal

Scoot Treof"
Dccoatar II

Relatives and friends in Grand
Haven, Holland and Allegan were JiRurr T
grieved Sunday in hearing of the
death of Mrs. Ruby Sherwood Garrod, whose home la at 94 West 18th
street, Holland.
VaririaialCalfeac* R* IPropRrRttaafor
i
Mrs. Garrod
Gxrrod pasted away earl
early
ScoRtlMIfcrit
MorH Bofeo
“Sesattaf
Br4«* I:
Bipcrinaata aa*
Sunday morning at Blodgett hospiVrcrUmuI Kz#l*
tal, Grand Rapids, followingan op- FSktaarr 4
eration which ahe underwent two
'J*?*** AfeaiM^ta an* totiallaattaa*’

rattan" _

weeks ago Thursday. For many

"Treat Afeabtatrattaa"
Fakraare II
_

days the family and many friends,
^ Treat ta tk. Faraal
in the three neighboring cities in
"TV Warkla* Balattan Batwwa tk*
which the deceased had been well
Treat CaaiaUtta*aa* tk* Treat”
known for several year* had watch- Marek
I
ed the aituation of Mra. Garrod *2*s Mnaan af a Oaa* Treat"
with great anxiety aa shortly fol•* • G**4 S««nMeta»”
lowing the operation her condition
“JlTSSS Freer** KatWattaa"
became aerioua.
"flcaatiae Appltad to Ufa”
The funeralaervicea were held at
• a a
the home in Holland, Tuesday aft- PROFESSORS. JUDGE.
ernoon, Rev. Thomas W. Davidson,
PREACHER LISTED TO
pastor of Hope Church officiating.

TithSlS

TO TEACH SCOUT CHIEFS

The remaim were then taken to
Allegan where Rev. Samuel Kelley
pastor of the Congregational

Instructorshave been named for
the course in principlesof scoutmastership for scout leaden and
others of more than 18 yean who
are interested in boys. Faculty
members of Hope College will deliver many of the lectures, to be
is given in the educationbuilding, be-

church conducted the services.
Interment took place in Oakwood
cemetery in Allegan in the Sherwood family plot, where the late
Mr. W. J. Garrod,
1

also buried.

In Holland, Mrs. Garrod

mourned by hosts of friends and associates as ahe has been, for many
years one of the best known women, in religious, civic and social
circles. She was a charter member
of the Elizabeth Schuyler chapter
MICHIGAN TO REGISTER
Daughters of the AmericanRevoluAIRPLANES
tion of Holland and was regent during the World War and served as
The 1931 law requiring registra treasurer of the organization for
tion of airplaneshas been in effect many years. She was also a memsince Sept. 18, and only three man- ber of the Woman’s Literary club
ufacturersand 14 planes have reg- and devoted member of Hope
istered. As soon as all planes are church.
registeredthe Departmentof State
In social circles Mrs. Garrod was
plans to make an analysis of the beloved by hundreds of friends, her
use of planes in pleasure and com- staunch, lovable character,attractmercial flying in Michigan.
ing many to her. She was married

ginning Thursday evening, and
continuing on alternateThundays
until

March 17.

Lecturers will include:Pneldent
Wynand Wichers of Hope College,
Prof. Albert E. Lampen, Milton L.
Prof.

Tappan, Chester L. Beach, Prof.
Supt E. E. Fell, M. B. Rogers.
S. Barrows, E. Pace,

A.

Drf^Uenl

Mean and

E. Babcock, of

Gnnd Hal

veiL

FATHER RESCUES

giSSSSrsS

-

___

a

Wm. C Vandenberg ,

G

Much]Beloved

n

report.

J.

Mr.

just

v

Henry

Norakor

in 1893 to William J. Garrod and
BOY. 6.
they lived in Holland during the
AS BOAT TIPS IN RIVER years of their married life. Mr.
Garrod died in 1919. Since that
In m effort to aid the uneraployCharles Rumsey, six years old, time Mrs. Garrod and her only sisson of Mr. and Mrs. Julius Rumsey, ter, Mias Martha Sherwood,have
Grand Haven, was saved from made their home together in Holdrowning in Grand river this mom land. The deceased was born in will be placed on sale Nov. 14. This
ing by the quick rescue work of his Allegan and lived there until her date is 15 days earlier than in
father. Mr. Rumsey, his son, and marriage.
former years, but it is thought that
Fred Mastenbroekhad been huntRather an unusual incident la the the advance in date will stimulate
ing on the river when the duck
that as a member of the Cen- the purchase of new model automoMUSKRAT TRAPPING STARTS boat they were in capsized, Mr. fact
tury club she was the last to enter- biles and thus provide increased
IN LOWER MICHIGAN
Rumsey caught his son by the col- tain the giembers at her beautiful employment for Michigan workNOVEMBER 15
lar and held him above water. The home on West 13th street on Oct 5. men.
accident occurred near the EagleIt waa the first meeting of the
No change has been made reThe muskrat trapping season in Ottawa Leather company plant season, and because of her death garding 1931 license plates.They
the upper peninsula
la and the rac- where two men, the Ver Berkmoes the club officialswithdrew invitamay be used legally until March 1,
coon hunting
season in the lower brothers were drowned last year tions for the second meeting of the
‘
1932f but an appeal based on state
peninsula will open November 1.
when their boat capsized. City po- organization which was to have patriotism, has been made to all
The upper peninsulamuskrat lice rushed the respirator to the been held last Monday.
persons, financially able to do so,
season will be open from November river and worked over the boy, who
Mrs. Garrod was also chairman to purchase 1932 plates by Jan. 1,
to November 30, inclusive.No- was taken to headquarters for fur- of the education committee of the toaasist Michigan in financingits
vember 16 the season will open in ther aid and later taken home.
Woman’s Literary club, which pro- $10,000,000 winter highway conthe lower peninsulanorth of Townvides college scholarshipsfor struction program, affordingwork
line 16 and west of Saginaw Bay.
Holland hunters opened the sea- worthy girl*.
to about 30,000 men.
It will open south of that line and son at dawn with pheasants claimMiss
iss Rubie Sherwood Garrod was
east of Saginaw Bay December 1. ing their particularinterest Sev- born in Allegan and graduated SUES HER EX-MATE FOR
The cost of the license will be eral local hunters, including Chief from Allegan
ran H'
High* school!* For two
ESTATE OF SON. AFTER$2.00 for 20 traps. An additional of Police Peter A. Lievense, and years she studied music in Oberlin
MATH OF GOING DOWN
fee of 10c will be charged for each Wm. Deur, chairmanof the police college, Ohio. In 1893 she married
OF GRAVEL BOAT
additionaltrap over 20. Each li- board, bagged their- day’s limit. William J. Garrod in Allegan and
Other
hunters
who
went
out
were
six years later moved to Holland
censee is restricted to 100 traps.
Mrs. Pearl Zietlow has brought
Elbem Parson, Oscar Peterson, where she has resided since.
o
suit in Ottawa County circuit court
William Deur, Dick Van Tatenhove,
The funeral was largelyattended against her former husband,
SOUTH OTTAWA REAL
ESTATE TRANSFERS Bill Van Etta and Martin Klompa- in Holland by friends from this city liam Zietlow of Grand Haven,
rena.
and from Grand Haven and also at claims allegeddue from the
the special servicesheld at Allegan of her son,
Elmer J. Schepers and wife to
rlost
____
i, Earl,
in
Rev. Richard Jager of Hull. la., where she spent her girlhooddays. disaster Sept. 9, 1929. Mr.
John V. Holst and wife, The W. tt
of Lot 4, Blk. 2 of S. Prospect Park is spending the w eek in Holland vis- Floral tributes from home and Zietlow were divorced
iting friends.
abroad were ma^r and beautiful.
ago and
Add. to City of Holland.
The Immediaterelativessurviv- was take
The Big Bay Realty Co. to Dr. G.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Van Kamjren ing are the brother, B. P. Sher- have
J. Stuart, Lot numbered 124 of
Chippewa Resort Plat, Twp. of of East Sixteenth street and Mr. wood of Grand Haven, and sister,
and Mrs. John Vos of Colorado Miss Martha Sherwoodof Holland,
Holland.
Theron A. Stone and wife to Springs, Colorado, have returned also many nieces and nephews.
Martin Van Den Bosch the SE. % from a trip through the northern Mrs. Kate Garrod Post, prominent
in this ^t^ is a sister-in-law of
of SW 14 Sec. 3, T 6 N, R 15 W. section of Michigan.
Twp. of Olive.
Earl Working, formerlyof the
Jacob Van Diune et al to Ralph
A
.
Raak and wife, the 8. % of SW 14 Colonial Barber Shop is now emof Sec. 12. Twp 6, N of R 16 W, ployed at the White Cross Barter .tailed on the flrit floor ot
shop.
hall recently.
Twp. of Holland.

$1200.00.

5.

of

few

davs announce committeeswhich
will participate in the work of this

past year

pamcfpuM^r
umtSship
Ortotar IS

any

life

Meehe

Vaudie Vandenbergof the VandenBros. Oil Co.; and C. A.
Gross, Secretary of the Chamber
of Commerce.
The Community Chest headquarters will be at the Chamber of Community Chest not only needs
Commerce, which organization has but should have from every citizen
during the past year without of Holland.
charge taken care of all records "With the splendid record of
and other detail connected with ad- stewardship of funds intrustedto
them, as shown by the financial
ministrationof the campaign.
Dr. A. I^eenhouts,president of .statement at the close of the first
the Holland Community Chest year’s operation,and the carefully
planned budget for the ensuing
Board of Directors, has during the
year, I feel sure it will meet with
past week secured the co-operation
general approval.
of the Holland Exchange Club and
"I am glad that the board saw fit
the Holland Rotary Club in the to includeseventy-fiveper cent of
work of Holland’s Community its total budget for special relief
Chest drive. Dr. Leenhouts in his work among our needy citizens for
talk to these clubs outlined the the coming year. Every item in the
work of the past year which was budget is very worthy of our suphighly commended upon because of port.”
its efficient administration.

you

for $16,786.73;

Tko^axtlr*coano out ta eoa»tata4 la 11

Bor a Noafe-

berg

Chest asked

}

’

drive to start in Holland October
28th and 29th. As chairman of this
year’s drive, the followingpublicity
committee has been appointed.
Charles A. French, Holland Evening Sentinel; Ben A. Mulder, Holland City News; Henry Carley of

Hearts” of the Community to support our
that appeal was marvelous.

i

a*

the Holland Theatre Company;

One year ago an appeal was made
first Community Chest Campaign. Your

Fatah?, la arSar
«a4er ike
m? and cSatalloa,faraltr awkai* af
Hepe College wtU Kite man/ ef tke leetaree. Otker loafer*ta mcUI week will
ke wsei, aa w*0 a* acaet am *f Was ax-

’

^

chairmanof the Community Chest

Attention Please!

9W

F.«fh itudrnt
•nl will meeii BanSkaak far
Sroutmaitfri,
*. H
H.nfeoak far Bara. Haafe
book for PatrolLoafer*.Hr
Bafen Powrll. Tkaaa k*ok* wtU k* M
1
or met he k*rr*vta tar fko ferattaa *1
tko roarto. Otkor keoka ax4 Ml?klata "
will k* arallaMo for ?wr atafe.
>••£•4. Troo* and Patrol ornxlafetaa|
UI ta malnlaiM*tk root boot tk* cmim.
Tko rontontof tko cmn* will k* Mfroni

Active arrangementsare being

of Holland!

t

emi at Sill.
Holland U fe^rafktaalb the ternUt el Am am. It waa 4adM that tka
Meetlflfi la ktM hi that eH?, thaa,
it Mr* ceavenientter all

Hlnre

made by William Vandenberg,

munity Chest and Citizens

TMi
•in toffia Octal* n. uA
win U cMSMtci
____
Mkcr Tkentar.
Meeting* *U1 tad* »r*M?tir
Ml? at
« Till ui

ever?

IS GREAT NEED THIS
YEAR FOR LIBERAL RESPONSE
FROM THOSE WHO HAVE
AND CAN GIVE

Com-

TIMS-rLAfS-rACULTr

•pay your foxes

THERE

Memtars

HELD IN ONE OF COLLfGB
BUILDINGS WHERE
CLASSES WILL
Scout ExecuUve Peter Norf hai
provided a lUndard course for
scout leadership for Holland and
the Ottawa-AUegan area that will J

Chest Drive

To

TWELVE MEETINGS TO

BEHELD

Being Made for

v-

when 5 penf af home
me dollar neIptV
same
-/

many

£

Starts on the

on dis-

play at the Michigan Auto Parts
dian cemetery, four miles from CloNEST
ROOFS
quet, Limit, to watch for an appawindow, Grand Haven, grown by
BANDIT USES BANDAGES AS
HOLLAND’S SCHOOLS
rition reported seen for a week in
A.
Larson of Robinson townshin.
MASK; STRIKES CUSTOMER the old burial ground.
IN MIDSUMMER
The
he
squash weighs 86 pounds, a
ON HEAD WITH GUN
The phenomenon,witnesses say,
>und for every inch in length. It'
Exodus From State to Dixie aa
takes the forms of two lights sim28 tt inches in circumference in
Winter Advances
Grand Haven Tribune— A stick- ilar to the headlightson an autothe largest nart. Mr. Larson remobile.
The
lights
are
reported
to
up man masqueradingas a victim
Originally the favorite nesting fuses to tell nis friends the secret
of a terrible accident with his hands rise from the ground, turn red at places of the night hawk were on
of his success with this vegetable,
and head swathed in bandages times and either flutter away or gravel beaches, open fields or bare which is causing much comment
held up- the Ewald Drug Co. at disappear when approached.
rocks. Many of them still rest in from all who see it
Grand Haven Sunday night at
§uch locations, but hundreds more
about 8:16 p. m. and secured about
apparently have learned that they
$115. He escaped out of the back failed to open Are and proceeded as are safest near the homes of men
Michigan in early summer.
door and thus far the officers have quickly as possible
seible to the back
bac door and have moved into the city, where
Both the whip-poor-willand the
no trace of the bandit.
where Mr. Ewald opened the screen they find nesting sites much to
night hawk have small, weak feet,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ewald and door and he was seen to run down
their liking on the flat gravel roofs
poorly adapted for perching, and
Miss Blanche Rosin were in charge the alley toward Third street.
of tall buildings. Holland High
of the store. They were herded at
City, state and county officers School and Junior High have been wide shovel-like bills which enable
the point of a black-nozzledgun. were notified. The state police said
them to gather in their winged in
a nesting place for these birds for
sect quarry in full flight The whipheld tightly to the bandit’s side, be- last njfht that it believed a man
years.
hind the counter on the west side of answering to the same description
poor-will,however, has a “musFew
prowlers ever reach those
the store, where the cash register is has been seen trying to enter a cottache” of long bristles about the
located. Mr. Ewald emptied the tage near Spring Lake. They also roofs and the night hawks brood bill, which is lacking in the night
and rear their young there in al- hawk. The night hawk in search
register and was then ordered,with got a report from some boys who
the others to go to the rear of the claimed that they chased a man most perfect seclusion,
for food will climb higher and
store and point out the safe and the running down Third street near the stories above the noise and bustle higher in his flight and then sudof
the
streets.
back door.
Pere Marquette depot, but they lost
denly voloplanenearly to earth and
This curious bird, which is not when it rights itself a strange
As the party was moving back track of him.
a customer whose name is not
Mr. Ewald did not know the remotely relatedto the hawk clan, buzzing noise is heard he is putting
known, came in.
names of the customers, but after builds no nest at all, laying its on the wing brakes for a turn and
“Hands up,” the robber ordered he was released,bandaged up the eggs on the bare ground and never another flight aloft. Your editor,
and appeared from behind the wounds of the young man, who had in the cover of brush or trees.
living across from Holland High
Few bird* are better served by School, has watched their strange
counter with his bandaged head, been knocked on the head.
their
protective
coloring
than
the
showing only his eyes and mouth.
The owner said he noticed a man
graceful flying for hours. They
The young man thought it was a come into the store and immediate- night hawk and an intruder may seem tireless and appear never to
pass
by
within
a
pace
of
the
broodjoke and began to parry with the ly felt sympathy for one evidentlp
light. When they do they are awkbandit.
so badly hurt. He was standing ing mother without suspecting her ward, having creepers rather than
"No fooling,” he said, and struck near the cigar lighter at the en- presence, so perfectly does her feet.
the voung man over the bead with trance of the store directly in back black and buff barred plumage
the butt' end of the gun, Mr. Ewald of the robber,as be entered.
blend into the shadow patterns on
HOLLAND PLANTS 200,000
thought, and the customer dropped
Mr. Ewald inquiredwhat he could a gravel roof or open beach.
TULIP BULBS IN LANES
on the opposite side of the counter do for him. The bandit turned
Although often confused with the
with his head and face badly lac around quickly and stuck a gun in whip-poor-will, to which it is
erated. With no more trouble Mr. Ewald's ribs and demanded he closely related, the night hawk is
New tulip lanes have been laid
from that source, the party moved get behind the counter. He saw an entirely different bird. Its wings out under directionof John Van
bade to the rear of the store and Mrs. Ewald nearby and ordered her are much longer and more pointed Bragt, superintendentof city parks.
while at work on the safe Sam Gar- to come close, together with Miss than those of the whip-poor-will The lanes lead to Centennial and
vin of Chicago, owner of the build- Rosin, who attended the soda foun- and are marked with a conspicuous Kollen Memorial parks along
ing occupied formerly by the Chi- tain.
white bar that is lacking on the streets and boulevards.
cago File and Rasp Co. walked in.
He was quick and determined, wings of the whi
About 200,000 bulbs have been
He advanced to the middle of the said Mr. Ewald, and evidently knew
Th. night haw*
the
it has no song, its planted along curbs and street inbuilding and was ordered to come what he was about as he quickly nearest
neare
approach being
tersectionsand the balance of a
on and get with the others. He dir-patchedthe customerwhen he nasal cry fr
frequently heard
consignment of 400,000 will be
failed to do so. Another order from failed to recognizethe order to birds swoop above city streets or
planted in additional lanes and city
the robber and he began to move “stick ’em up." Police say the ban- open fields in the dusk of early eveparks. The next May tulip festival
back toward the rfont of the store dage garb is a trick that is used as ning, while the pulsing song of the
will find 2,500,000tulips in bloom
and then made a quick jump and the bandages can be quickly re- whip-poor-willis well known to all
with the new and old bulbs all
fled through the door. The robber moved.
who frequent the woodlands of blooming.

MANY

Scout Training

Our Dollar Talk

14

Directors, passed away

Chest and the Board gready

is"*

HOLLAND CARES AND SHARES

pay
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THE HOLLAND CITY

NEWS
will conduct the tnininf meeting work apparently will make a good lea to provide them with atom to
for leaden of boya handicraftclubs gain in memberahipaa it has in Ot- carry them safely through the
winter. He will also demonstrate
and girla clothing and hot lunch tawa County since 1926.
the simplest,safest and cheapest
clube. Anyone interested in dab
----work may attend the meeting but
Beekeepers of Ottawa county are method of packing coloniesto proshould notify either Misa Lott, the holding their last fall meeting of tect them through the winter.
home demonstration agent, or Mr. the season on Tuesday, October 27, Meetingswill be held at 10 A. M.
Milham, agriculturalagent, 10 res- accordingto C. P. Milham, agricul- at the Colon C. Lillie farm near
ervationsmay be made. Many new tural agent. J. C. Kremer from the Coopersvilleand at 1:80 P. M. at
communitiesare organising clubs State College will demonstrate the Grandview Poultry Farm at

HOLLAND FOLKS ABROAD
P. Sierema of S66 Maple Avenue
is viaitinf his ions in Syracuse, N.

LocalNews

0

Y. and Stafford, Conn.— Mr. and
Mra. A. J. Dragoo of 270 CollomThe following: residents of HolAvenue visited in Detroit and viland have moved recently: Mr. and
cinity.— Dr. and Mrs. M. J. Cook
spent the week-end in Elkhart, In- Mrs. William Topp and family from
diana.—Mrs. Jacob Ixikker and 290 West Twentieth street, have
Miaa Laura Knooihuixen spent the moved to 390 West Twelfth street;
week-end visitinr relativesin De Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kline, from
troit — Miss Florence Schmus 646 Washington Avenue to a resispent the weekend at her home in dence at 183 West Nineteenth St.;
NapCTville.— Adrian Westerhof Mr. and Mrs. H. Bredeweg from

for the winter projects and club the methods of feeding weak colon- Zeeland.

HUH'

W.

spent the week-end visiting friends

142 West Fifteenthstreet to 139

St. John and Mr. and Mrs. Francis

Walters and family from the rural
route to 316 West Sixteenthstreet.

in Kalamacoo.— Mr. and Mrs. Joe Fifteenthstreet; Mr. and Mrs. John
St John spent the week-endvisiting relativesin Flint— Mr. and
Mrs. Elbem Parsons spent the

W H WlttOWAM.

imiM
Born to Mr. and Mrs. George
home of Mr. Souter’s

week-end in Kingston.

sol 10

Souter, at the

m*

parents, 108 East Twenty-firstSt.,
on October 15, a daughter, Joan
Delores; to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur

w
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1000
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John Lemmen, 287 West Twentysecond street, on October 14, a

FOR GOOD

daughter.

UNEMPLOYED COULD PLANT
NEW FORESTS FOR
MICHIGAN

Save— Sound

est trees is a method of employing
men who will be released from work
when the field crops are harvested,
and Prof. P. A. Herbert, Michigan
State college, says this method has
none of the disadvantages of some

Automobile
Insurance

of the relief measures.

InOldLineCompani

es

j

No Assessments
Phone 2120

d/lnodsbonUnc,
'U WTTTTT^W
J.

uSURANCE -RiAL ESTATE

Cor. 8th and College

Holland, -

^

lands which should be growing for-

Windstorm

J

/

Replanting some of the Michigan

Fire

Michigan

The men engaged in tree planting are working outdoors and arc
performing a useful task in planting trees which will furnish a
profitable crop in future years. The
land is not adapted to the growing
of field crops and the produce from
this land does not compete with the
farmers’ cultivated acres.
Millions of seedling and transplant trees are produced by the college forest nurseriesand these are
sold to Michigan residentsfor forest plantings at the cost of production.
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THREE ESSENTIALS FOR

GOOD

EGG HARVESTS
Recent increases in the
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This radiant Gas Fireplace Stops the icy wind at your

PERCH HAVE STARTED

$3,500

TO BITE

LOSS CAUSED BY
FIRE IN G. HAVEN

doorstep.
HOME

The home of William Tietz at
Lake Michigan perch have started biting in Black lake and some Grand Haven was damaged about
fine strings are being caught by $3,500 by fire Saturday. The flames
visiting fishermen. Fall fishing for
perch is a popular sport at Holland.
Local fishermen say the fish appear
to be running larger this year than
last.

a

The match

are believedto have originatedbehind the stove in the kitchen and
spread throughout the frame dwelling after mountingto the roof tim-

No

bers.

farmers get for eggs have aroused HOLLAND SCHOOL BIOLOGY
CLASS GETS NEW FISH
interest in ways to increase the
SUPPLY FOR STUDY started. A neighbor, Mrs. William
production of eggs in Michigan
Shashagway, turned in the alarm
flocks,according to the poulti7 husBiology classesin Holland High and the department had some
bandry department at Michigan
school have received a new supply trouble getting in, as the doors
State College.
of fish for study. The varieties in- were locked. The department
The three essentials for good egg clude AJbino brook trout, a medium fought the blaze for more than an
harvests mentionedby the College sized fish with pink eyes, from the hour, as the flames, lodged in the
poultry men, are well bred birds, state fish hatcheiy through the roof timbers, were fanned by a
good rations,and proper housing. courtesy of Jacob Lievense, secre- fresh wind.
These basic requirements can be tary of
<
the Holland Fish and Game
met by the flock owner at only a Club; black bass, bluegills, sunfish, j r. w. Tardiff is spending the
slight increase in cost above hit golden shiners, mud minnows, dart- j wepk1n Louisville, Ky., where he is
ami miss methods which result in ers, stone rollers and cray fish, attendingthe National Laundir
failure.
from the club’s rearing ponds. The Owners convention.He also will
Houses need not be elaboratebut state hatcheryat Comstock Park attend school there for three days.
they must provide protection will send a complete shipment distv
against sudden weather changes, play. The biology classes are in
REMARKABLY
FINE APPLES
adeauate ventilation, and light. One charge of Miss Lyda Rogers, who
is using several displays of coral
hundred birds will need 350 to 400
Attorney Clare E. Hoffman of
square feet of floor space which fungus for study.
Allegan is owner of a large and
should be covered with clean, dry
GRAAFSCHAAP PASTOR MAR- fine apple orchard near Constanlitter.
tine from which he is marketing a
RIES SPRING LAKE
Laying hens should have access
large crop. He conferred upon the
COUPLE
to a good dry mash in a self feeder
’Gazette” man this week a bushel
at all times. Birds in the laying
The marriage of Miss Wilhel- of perfect Sj>y apples, highly colcontest at the College are fed a mina Luluofs of Muskegon and ored and of large size. Mr. Hoffmash mixture made from 150 James C. Whitcomb, son of Mr. man has 800 bushels of the same
pounds com meal, 100 pounds and Mrs. J. Earl Whitcomb of which he has sold at a large price
ground oats, 100 pounds standard Spring I^ke, took place at the to go into cold storage. He has not
bran, 100 pounds flour middlings, home of the bride’s parents, 223 had the trouble from insufficient
50 pounds meat scrap, 50 pounds Mason aye., Muskegon.
spraying which Is prevalent upon
alfalfaleaf meal, 15 pounds bone
The ring service was read at the lake shore region.
0
meal, and five pounds of fine table 7:00 p. m. by Rev. John Bouwsma,
In emergencies — when you need a
salt.
pastor of the Christian Reformed OTTAWA COUNTY FARM
AGENTS NOTES
A scratch feed made from equal church of Graafschaap, Mich., who
doctor, firemen or police — the teleparts of cracked com and wheat is is an uncle of the bride. The couple
given twice daily, the larger por- was attended by Miss Cornelia
James Hays, dairy specialist,
p phone saves many precious minutes.
tion beini? fed at night. The hens Timmer of Muskegon and Albert will give two talks on feeding
You need a telephone in your home.
also receive green feed, and grit Zuidema of Spring Lake.
dairy cattle at Holland Town Hall,
and oyster shell is kept in hoppers
October 27, at 2 P. M. and at BlenYou can have a telephone for only a
NOT EATING DEER LIVER
before the birds.
don Town Hall at 8 P. M. fast time.
UNHEALTHY FOR POACHERS Latest developments in feeding
few cents a day. To place an order
rations, new materials,such as soy
FORMER SHERIFF
just call the Telephone Business Office.
CANDIDATE CELEBRATES Liver may help toward a longer bean oil meal and lower costs of
rations will be discussed by Mr.
life for those who eat it, but a piece
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Israelsof of deer liver which they did not eat Hays- AgriculturalAgent Milham
Holland were among the many held a q lieter life for two residents will have a talk along economic
guests who attended the 25th Wed- of Ontonagon County, Michigan, lines. The dairy business if properding Anniversaryparty given by says a bulletinof the American ly managed will produce a greater
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Rosema of Fer- Game Association. The liver was profit this winter than last, says
rysburg. The decorationswere the clue which led to jail sentences Mr. Milham, providing dairymen
beautiful bouquets of flowers of 80 days for Reginald Gauthier remove cull cows from their herds
brought by the guests, 64 in num- and Clarence Seeley on charges of and give proper feed and care.
lycadersof bovs and girls 4 H
ber. Also an unusual array of gifts
illegally possessing venison.
club winter projects arc meeting
was presented by several groups.
at the Allendale Reformed Church,
Mr. Rosema is well known in Hol- BUSH & LANE PIANO
Wednesday.October 29. at 4 P. M.
land, he at one time being candiFILES BANKRUPTCY with a sunper and a training meet
date for sheriff of Ottawa county
ing. P. G. Lundin and Mrs. Haron the republican ticket.
Bankruptcyproceedings were riet Shaver from the State College
startedFriday in United States district court by Bush & Lane Piano
Co., of Holland, whose attorneys
Get in touch with us at once. Eggs have advanced and are goset forth the firm’s liabilitiestotal
ing higher. You can ship to the New York market, and to your
$220333.71 and assets $166,207.72.
‘
advantage.
The action was approved by the
comnany’sboard of directorsWedBank of America, 257 Broadway, N.Y.City
nesday when President Arthur A.
And produeersin your own home town.
Morris was empowered to start the
proceedings to surrender the cor
U.
0*'1
,0
c„
poration’sproperty for the benefit
of creditors. Diekema, Cross & Ten
Cate and Charles H. Mitchell, attorneys, representthe firm.

-
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is

your kindling;

logs to be hauled in;

No ashes

Mr. Tietz was working on his
farm and other occupants of the
house were away when the blaze

prices

Touch a match, turn a lever and there’s your heat ....
clean steady glow at any temperature you desire.

to haul

COME

IN

away.

OR CALL OUR OFFICE.

These Auxiliary Heaters are suitable for any Fireplace

Gas Is Inexpensive

Michigan Gas

Holland,

&

-

Electric Co.
Michigan
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(Jome

at once,

Doctor!

-

-

Large Enough To Sene You

—

Small Enough To Know You

This bank is large enough
to serve you in all your bank-

ing needs. It is progressive

EGGS- We Want - EGGS

enough

HOLLAND

of speed

Poultry Producers

Acid

STOMACH

REFERENCES:

"L

L MELONEY, Inc.

PHONE 4651
Dustless Fuel
& Van

Gebben

den Berg

275 East 8th St.

RULES

3
big
What

help

to

BOWELS

joy to have the bowels move
like rlockwork,every day I It’s easy,
if you mind these simple rules of a
famous old doctor:

Or Endariag It
For all too many of us. middle
ago means that period of life when
we spend a good share of our time
anticipating some new ache or pain
—Fort VTayn# News- Sentinel,

a

1. Drink a

big tumblerfulof water
before breakfast, and several
times a day.

Electric Light

iXCESS

the common cause
indigestion.It results in pain and
sournessabout two hours after eating. The quick corrective is an alkali

for a bowel movement at
exactly the same hour every day.

Far oily

$10, and

for

$12.50

just fresh laxative herbs, pure pepsin,

Uppar t Lowar

FILLINGS $1. AND

IS

UP

EXTRACTIONS 50c

|

S

and other helpful ingredientsthat
couldn’t hurt a child. But how it
wakes op those Iftzy bowels! How
good you feel with your system rid
of all that poisonous waste matter.

|

DR. BARTON, DENTIST

l

W.

B

Ca

FOR SALE-Fioe

FRIDAY
QB

StOO a. m. to 4s00

EXAMINATION

p.

building

cheap. Inquire News

DR

EL J.

Office.

HANES

OSTEOPATH
Office at 84 W«st 8th St
Office Hours: 9-12 A.
24P.M.

M.

mw m's

Langdand Funeral Htne

In Holland, 27 W. tth St.,
Every

m.

SYRUP PEPSIN
A Doctor* Family Laxative

acid

•

*

will find it

pays to bank

here in this strong bank where

is

you are known.

MORTICIANS
21

W.

16th

8t

nesia. It has remained standard with
physiciansin the 50 yean since its
invention.

One spoonful of. Phillips Milk cf
Magnesia neutralizes instantly many
times its volume in acid. Harmless,
and tasteless, and yet its action b
quick. You will never rely on crude
methods, once you learn how quickly
this

method acts.

Be sure to get the genuine.uMiIk
of Magnesia’” has been the U. S.
Registered Trade Mark of the
Charles H. Phillips Chemical Com-

Phone 4580
11

rv y

banking needs and to give you
that careful aid which only
comes when dealing with a
friend who is interested in your

which neutralizesacid. The best
corrective is Phillips' Milk of Mag-

ead by appotntneat
Og.

know you, to know your

You

self.

3. Try

Set Of Teeth

however, small enough

personal success.

2. Get

Everyone’s bowels need help at
times, but the thing to use is Dr.
Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin.You’ll get
a thorough cleaning-out, and it won’t
leave your insides weak and watery.
This family doctor’s prescription is

and accuracy through
the latest equipment.

It is,

to

you the benefit

Chaim

In order to find the drop chain
on electric bulbs and the buttons
on the switch In the dark, paint the
end qf the chain and the buttons
with a luminous paint.

plenty of outdoor exercise
without unduly fatiguing your-

I I

all

to give

Peoples
State
Bank
v
HOLLAND,

MICHIGAN

W
Report of Board of Education
Holland, Mich., Oct. 12, 1931
The Board of. Educationmet in
regular session and was called to
order by the President.
Members all present,except
Trustee Brouwer.
Trustee IVKoster opened with

LOOLNEWS

Manual training ......
Domestic science .....
High School clerks ____

424.22
69-81

A rummage

Dr* J. 0. Scott

Shrines In American History

sale will be held Sat-

BROOKS —

By JAMES W.

59.50 urday at the Grace Episcopal
27.27 church.

Health .......... ...
Printing ...... .....

were visitors in this city Saturday.

’

down IXAa

storf run

Uritx) of Eld

f

1

of Gloucester Sfred- in •Hits

will brinj -the iravclcr fottre sifoof

avinoh-

emtamwad
how accorded byttie HouaeofM-

cdCapHol. Here. W»Hir^lon once became foo
to reply to a vole of
e&rtes.

One member with a

vSshif^bn that hb geat course vies exceeded only by
his modesty. The Capitol b being rebuilt upon

its

orig-

foundation.

Free, Or. and Mrs. Otto Vande given at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
John Siebelink,Sr. Gamen were
played and a delicious two course
lu
unch was served. Miss Jager received many beautiful gifts. About
Vander Pool.
thirty guests were present.

Smilin’ Charlie Says

[Place of
—It

is

SAFETY!

the first and most important

thing you ask oi your bank.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Beintema, 125 East Sixteenth St,
was the scene of a pretty wedding
last Thursday evening, when their
daughter,Miss Wilma Beintema,
was united in marriageto Harold
Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph

Assurance of permanent safety in
the Holland City State Bank

is

found

in the character of its management, in

its

membership in the

serve System,

Federal Re-

Smith of Lakewood Farm

and in the extent of

its financial responsibility.

CAPITAL
SURPLUS

.

$200,000.00

.

100,000.00

UNDIVIDED PROFITS 133,554.72

HOLLAND CITY
STATE

BANK

boule-

was spent and

delicious refreshments were served.

Miss Rolene Van Voorst conducted the Christian Endeavormeeting
at the Sixth ReformedChurch Sunday evening. The meeting was op
aned with a song service after
which Miss Van Voorst gave an interesting discussion on the topic
“How to Answer Wet Arguments.
rai
didn't put th’hoK*
Several questions were discussed
th*
during the open meeting including
“Did the Passage of the Eighteenth
-it
into
Amendment Take Away Personal
Liberty?” by John Hieftje; ‘'Why
.
Should We - Obey All Laws?” by
William Andringa; “Is it Wrong to
Make and to Drink Home Brew?”
13006-Eip. Oct. 24
by Andrew Slager; “‘Why Should
STATE
OF MICIJIGAN-Th.Pro
We Always Think of the Welfare of
Our Souls?” by Gerald Vanderbeek. bate Court for th* County of Ottawa.
At a ataiion of laid Court, hald at
Several other members also took
part in these discussions.About 45 th# Probata Offic# in th# City ofGrand
members and friendswere present Havan in aaid County, on th* 5th day
of October A.D.. 1931
at this meeting.

"TV automobile

into

BANK

Model Drug Store

put Kim

vard. The ceremony was performed
at 7 o'clock by Rev. J. Vanderbeek
in the presenceof the immediate
GIBSON
families.The bride wore a beautiful gown of salmon-colored silk
Mr. Samuel Mize left for Chicrepe and carried a bouquet of
cago to take a position.
roses and baby brea|h. Miss Daisy
Mrs. Leonards of Goshorn I>ake,
Smith, sister of the groom was the
bridesmaid and wore a dress of who was returning from Chicago,
brown crepe. She carried a bouquet damaged her car when she went inof snap dragons and carnations. to a diitch near Covert.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Bovce spent
George Thalen attended the groom.
After the ceremony a «v.n..„u0
delicious some time with Mr. Boyce’s parents
luncheon was served to the guests. of Gibson while his airplane was
Mr. and Mrs. Smith will make their being repaired after a slight accident in South Haven.
home at 156 Central Avenue.
A Flint touring car was found in
William Mokma led the Christian the ditch a little north of the East
Endeavor meeting at Bethel Re- Shore garage, Sunday morning. No
formed church Sunday evening. occupants were found.
id. The car was
Followingthe devotions a short a complete wreck.
preprayerservice was conducted.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Lindberg and
The leader's talk on “Answering daughter Alice, Mr. Emil Lindberg
Wet Arguments"was followedby a and daughter Ruth also Henry
general dircussionby various Margeson were guests of Mr. and
members of the society.
Mrs. E. N. Ebbeson over the week-

-

MICHIGAN

EXPERT TRUSS FITTING
WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION

WM.

A.

-

SC-.

ANNA RLGRR.
BKRTHA RLGRR.
Mortgagee*.

DILLRY A DILI.RT.
Attorneysfor MarlgageM.
BailneaaAddreMt
SIS Michigan Trust Bolldlng,
Grand Rapids,Michigan.

Expires Oct. 24

AU kinds df ELECTRIC PUMPS and SEPTIC TANKS
installed. Guaranteed. These are especially adaptable
in outlying and rural districts.

It is Ordered, That ill creditorsof said
deceased ara required to presenttheir
claims to said court at said Probate
Office on or before th#

bv reason of such default, there is
claimed to be due by the debt secured by said mortgage, as principal and interest paid by said Mortgagee, and an attorney fee of
10th Day af February, A. D. 1912
$35.00, as provided by law, the toat ten o'clock in the forenoon,said time
tal sum of Seven Thousand Two
and place being hereby appointed for
Hundred Eight Dollars and Seven
the examinationand adjustmentof ail
Cents ($7,208.07), and no suit nor
claims and demands against aaid de
nroceeding in law, or in chancery
ceased,
It Is Further Ordered.Hut public notice having been institutedto recover
thereofbe rieun by publication of a copy said moneys secured by said Mortend.
of this order for three successive weeks gage or any part thereof.
Mrs. Peter Norg entertained a
Mrs. Scholl and children of Chi- previous to said day of hearing, in the
Now. therefore,notice is hereby
group of Kalamazoo teachers with cago spent the week end with Mr. Holland City Nrws,a newspaperprint- given that by virtue of the power of
a 1 o’clock luncheon Saturday noon and Mrs. V. Scholl of Goshorn lake. ed and circulated in said county.
sale contained in said mortgage,
at her home, 284 West Seventeenth Mrs. Scholl’s mother, Mrs. Hilleeey,
and in pursuance of the Statute in
JAMES J. DANHOF,
street.Following the luncheon two returned from Chicago at the same A tro*
Jadf* of Probate. such case made and provided,said
tables of bridge were in play. Hal- time.
CORA VANDEWATKR
Mortgage will be foreclosedby a
loween color scheme was used as
The officersof the Gibson P.T.A.
Register of Probate.
sale of the mortgaged nremises on
decorations.
and members of the program comthe front steps of the Court House
The Woman’s AthleticClub will mittee met at the home of Mr. and
in the citv of Grand Haven, Ottawa
12790 -Exp. Oct. 31
have a Hallowe’en masquerade Mrs. McAllisteron Friday evening
County. Michigan where the Circuit
party Tuesday evening,October 27, and planned for both the regular STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate Court for th© Countv of Ottawa is
Court
for the County of Ottawa.
in the Junior High school gymna- November meeting, also for the
held, on Thursday, the 29th day of
At a session of said Court, held at October A. D. 1931, at 10:00 A. M.
sium. Members and friends are in- Annual Package Sale* to be held Devited to attend this party. All are cember 4th. Those present were the Probate Officein the city of Grand Said mortgaged premises are derequestedto appear in costume.
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Ebbe&on, Mes Haven in said County, on the 14th scribed aa follows:
dames Emily Hemwall,Anna Wil- day of Oct. A. D. 1931.
All that part of the Northwest
Miss Albertha Jager, a bride-to- bur, C. Gustafson,Maud Sundin
One-Ouarter(NWV4) of SecPraaeot: Hob. Jamaa J. Danhof, Jo4p*
be, was the honored guest at a mis- and Irene and Mabel Bauhaher.
of ProbeU.
tion Thirty-four (34), Town
cellaneousshower Friday evening
Eight (8) North. Range ThirIn th* matter of the Estate of
teen (18) West, lying south of
FRANK BRAZEE, Deceased
the Detroit and Milwaukee
Railroad,except that piece of
Peter F. Boone having filed
in said court his final adminisland conveyed to Ottawa Countration account as special adminis- ty Road Commission described
trator, and his petition praying for
in warranty deed recorded in
the allowance thereof and for the Liber 195 of Deeds on page 20.
alko except that strip of land
aaeignmentof the residue of aaid
estate, to the general administrator conveved to William Wilds by
of said estate.
quit-claimdeed recorded in Liber 232 of Deeds on page 355.
It is Ordered, that the
All in Wright Township,OtNEURITIS
tawa Countv, Michigan.
17lh Day af NovemberA. D., 1931
Dated this 29th day of July, A. D.
at ten o’clock in the foreneon, at said
1931.
Probate Office, be and is hereby ap
ALICE SCHALL,
pointed for examining and allowing
Mortgagee.
Wheneveryou have some nagging
•aid account and hearing
insaid••petition;
‘ M. Den Herder,
ache or pain, take.some Ublets of
Attorney for Mortgagee,
It is Further Ordered, That public
Bayer Aspirin. Relief is immediate!
417-18 Ashton Building,
notice thereof be given by publication
There's scarcely ever an ache or
Grand Rapids, Mich.
of a copy hereof for three sacpain that Bayer Aspirin won’t relieve
eesaive weeks previous to said day ef
—and never a time when you can’t
hearing, in the Holland City Newt, j
take it.
newspaper printed and circulated in

~

NEURALGIA, COLDS

.....

CHILDREN
CRY FOR IT-

tnpensl

The

Marble and
Granite Blocks

BAiLtril

MEAD

In our monument plant
we detign and carve markers and other memorials
in the hardest of marbles
and granites. These ob*
jects of art are imperishable and ao firmly set upon
their foundations in the
cemetery as to dely the ages.

From our many beautilul and appropriatedesigns there

is

tablets with the Bayer

croa

OHILDREN

the heart, or otherwise harm you.
Use them just as often as they can
spare you any pain or discomfort
lust he sure to buy the genuine.
Examine the package.Beware of

the taste of Castoria. And this pure

HOLLAND MONUMENT WORKS

St

4284

A

copy—
CORA VANDEWATER,
Register of Probate.

harm lei as the recipe reads.

DYKSTRA
FUNERAL HOME

When BabyV

cry warns of colic,
a few drops of Castoria has him
Aspirin is the trade-markof Bayer
aoothed, asleep again in a jiffy. Nothmanufacture of monoaceticaddester
ing is more valuable in diarrhea.

of salicylkarid.

coated tongue or bad breath
tell of constipation, invoke its gentle

Friend Tavern
Holland, Michigan

DANHOF,

tro#

as it tastes; just as bland and just as

When

J.

Judge of Probate.

vegetable preparationis just as good

V

R.

Ambulance Service
Phone SMS
Mb
BoUaad

81

Doesburg

Drugs, Medicines and

.

Toilet Articled
E.

j.BACltaLLER
D« C*, Ph

.

C.

bowels. In colds or children's
jroq should use it to keep the system

is

sold in every drugitore;

the genuine always bears Chat.
Fletcher’s signature.

E

Dr.

CLARE

Specialist of

CARL

B.

E.

HOFFMAN

HOFFMAN

Expires November 28

MORTGAGE SALE
WHEREAS, default has

19049-Exp. Oct. 81

STATE OP MICHIGAN—

Present, Hon. James J. Danhof,
Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of

BESSIE N1ENHUIS, deceased
It

sppearingto the court that the

me

for presentation of claims sgalns
•aid estate should be limited,and tha
a time snd place be appointed to receive,examine and adjust all claims
snd demands against said deceasedby
and before said coart:
It it Ordered. That creditors of Mid
deceaied are required to presenttheir
claims to Mid court at Mid Probats
Office on or before the
10th

made in the payment of tnoruqrR
mortgagedated

Ths Pro* cured by a

bat© Court for the County of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held at
the Probate office in the City of
Grand Haven in Mid County, on
the 7th day of Oct. A. D. 1931

Dsy of February,A. 8. 1932

j

1926, executed and given

Benjamin G. Timmer and Ml
Timmer, his wife, of Holland,

__

igun, an mortgagors, to the First
State Bank, of Holland,Michigan,a
rnorationorganised and
ider and by virtue of the lawn
the State of Michigan, aa
gee, which mortgage waa n
in the office of the
ter of Deed# for Ottkwa
ty, Michigan,on
o
the 10th
of Bepte>mber, A. D., 1928, in
147 of Mortgages, on page 272, on
which mortgage there Ii claimed to
be due at thie time the sum of Six
ThouMitd, Throe Hundred Sixtyfive and 40/100 Dollars ($6365.40]
principaland interest, end an attorney fee of ThlrtjMive Dollar*
$35.00)

being the

legal at

'ee

t^ten o’clock in the forenoon,Mid made

in the payment of moneys •*time and place being hereby appointed cured by a mortgage dated January
for the examinationand adjustmentof 20, 1927, executed and given by aaid
all claims

deceased

AND THROAT

Attorney!

SL

Office

Over Fris Book Ctore

10 to

80 W. 8th SLPhone 4488

Hours:

12, 1 to 4,

7 to

13082— txplre# Oft. 31

As

ATI OP MICHIGAN Proketa
Court for tho County of OtUwu.
At s aaariooof aaM Court, held at the
P robot# Office ta tho GKy of Oraad Horae
io said County, on the 10th dsy of
Oct., A.D. 1981.
ST

Present, Hon. James J. Danhof,
Judfte of Probeie.
In the Matter of the Estate of

JOHN PLAKKE, Deceased
It appearingto the coart that the
time for presentation of claims against
said estate should be limited,and that
a time and place be appointed to receive, examine and adjust all claims
and demands against said deceasedby
and bofore aaid court:
It is Ordered, That creditors of said
deceased are required to presenttheir
claims to said court at said probate
office on or before the

17th Dsy ef February A.D. 1932
ten o'clock in the forenoon, aaid
time end place being hareby appointed
for the examinationand adjustmentof
all claims and demands against said
deceased,
at

It is Further Ordered, That Public
notice thereofbe feiven by publication of a copy ofthis order for thrae
successive weeks previoua to said day
of heerinf)in the Holland City Now#,
a newspaper printed and circulated ic
said county.

JAMES

copy:
Cora Vaade Water,
A

J.

DANHOF.

JudAe of Probate

true

RotWtur of ProbeU.

12653

|

Kxp, Oct. 31

STATE OP MICHIGAN— The Probate
Court for the County of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held at
the Probate Officein the City of Grand
Haven in said County, on the l2th day
of Oct, A.D. 1931.

Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of

DANKER

LEYS, Deceased

Mary C. Leys having filed in said
court her final adminiatration account, and her petitionpraying for
the allowancethereof and for the assignment and distribution of the res*
idueof said estate:
It is Ordered, That the
17th Day of November, A.D. 1931

It is Farther Ordered, That public
notice thoroo4'be8>vtn
by publication
ofa copy of thie order, for throe successtveweeks previous to aaid day of
hoarinb. >» the HollandCity News, •
newspeper printedand circulated in

Mid County.
JAMES

EYE, EAR, NOSE

Over Meyer’s Music House

W

-

at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
Of tee: HoHand City Bute Bank Mid probate office, be and ii hereby
Houni. 18-11 :S0 *.«.: t-8 * 7-8 p.se appointed for examining and allowing said account and hearing said
petition;

M.E. House

17 West 8th

TRY THE WANT ADS FOR RESULTS

copy—

CHIROPRACTOR

aid to cleanse and regulate a child’s

Castoria

Warn

JAMES

from dogging.

one that we leel will meet your requirements*

1 Block North and One-Half West of
18 West 7th
Phone

hate to take medicine

as a rule, but every child loves

imitations.

H. R.

said county.

are always safe. They don’t depress

true

Cora Vandewater
Register of Probate

copy,

HEADACHES

PLUMBING AND HEATING

A

snd deminds against Mid above mentioned mortgagor!
Mid above mentioned mi
Whereas default has been made
It la Further Ordered, That pub- which mortgage
(age waa recorded"in
in
the
conditions
of
a
mortgage
Present, Hon. Jamas J. Danhof,
lie notice thereof be given by pub- 1 the office of the Register of Deeda
dated
Octooer
16th,
1930,
executed
Judfc#of Probata.
a copy of this
this order
for for Ottawa County,
Cou
________
Michigan, gt
by Glenn R. Munshaw and Ethelyn lication of _
In tha mattar of th# EsUtt of
L. Munshaw. husband and wife, of three successiveweeks previous to the 22nd day of January,A.
Mnrne. Michigan, Mortgagors, unto said day of hearing, in the Holland 1927, in Liber 147 of MortfefM* on
FANNIE W1ERSMA, Deceased
Alice Schall. (formerly AlltJe Dan- City News, a newspaper printed and page 367, on which mortgage there
It appearing to the court that the forth) of the same place, Mort- circulatedin said county.
la claimed to be due >t this time the
time for
to presentation of claimia&ainsl gagee, which said mortgage was
JAMES J. DANHOF, sum of One ThouMnd, Thirty-eight
said estateshould be limited, and that recorded in the office of the RegisJudge of Probate. and 58/100 Dollars ($1038.60),
a time and place b* appointed to re- ter of Deeds of Ottawa county, A true
e
principaland interest, end an atceive,acemin* and adjust all claims Michigan, on the 7th dav of March
Cora Vande Water,
torney fee of Twenty-five Dollars
and demands a&ainst said deceased by A. D. 1931, in Liber 122 of MortRegister of Probate.
($26.00),being the legal attorney
and before said court:
fee in said mortgage provided and
gages at page 458; Rpd whereas

MORTGAGE SALE

PAIN

THOMSON
- - MICHIGAN

Cor. 19th SL and Washington Ave.

HOLLAND,

Standard Tlmei tk* d*ecriptlon of
which VaM •r*mle«a containedIn th* aald
mortfag* la aa follow# i
Tho Narth nine fact af I«l nlnotrthro* (||), antlr* lot nlnaty-faar(14)
and that part af Lot nlnaty-Sr*(II),
commancingcl*ht roda waat of Ronthcoat corner of aald lot nlntty-§*a(II.)
runningtkcnca Northwcalarly la n
point thrao feet north af Ranthweot
corner af aaM let. thence aootherly
along Mat lint of Mill pond to Sanlhweat earner of Mid lot, thenc* aaat
along Ronth line of Mid lot to legluntnr. being on that part af tha Kaat
one-half (KW) of th# HouthMat oneuuarter (RRt4> af Sarllan thirty-four
(14) TarnmlilpKlght (1) Narth Rang*
thlrtMU (IS) WMt, aM Is deerrtbeJ as
foUewe, vl# i rammenringat a point In
tha ranteraf th* Stela Road where It
lha Rest lie* of Sertlonthirtyfair, thenc* North twauty-three(22)
rods, thenc* West to tha ode* af Mill
gaud at hlih watar mark, thenc*
Roetherly along edgo of millpond to
center of Mid stato mad, thenc# M#t
along cenlarof road ta beginning!ell
In the Village of Berlin, sometime*
called Marne. Wright Township, Ottawa
Ceupty, Michigan.
Dated at Grand Rapids, Mfchlgan this
llth day of Augo.t. 1121.

copy—

33-35 W. 8th St.

HOLLAND,

discard

&ociety,,->

‘

OTTAWA COUNTY’S OLDEST

18108— Bxp. Oct. 24

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro.

Court for the County of Ottawa
hate Court for the County of Ottawa.
At • teition oi snid Court, hald at
Ataasasion ofaaid Coart, held at
the Probate Office in the City ofGrand
tho Probate Officela the City of Grand
Hevan in aaid County, on the 5th day
Haven in aaid County, on tho 7th
of October A. D. 1931.
day of October A.D. 1081.
EiSlrv*N«*. 1
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
Present,Hon. James J. Danhof. .
MOntlAGK HALF
JudA# of Probeti.
Jndgo of Probata ;
Whtrrat NtllW Is. rsnkry. *f
In th# matter of th* Estate of
Wrlcfct Towiuhlp, Ottawa Coaratr,MlrhiIn the Matter of the Estate of
tan mad* an4 fiatalad a wtaln martBLANCHE L. BENGE, Deceased
nt* cantalnlnra power of aalr and ktarROSE FISCHER. Deceaied
Inr dal* tha 21th da? of Marrk, 1111 to
It appearing to the court that tha
Anna Hf*r
Kltor and Rortha Klr»r af Grand
time for presentation of claima Lucy Plaohor having Bled bar
Kanlda, intntly
Intlr ar th* aarrltorth*r*of,
petition praying that an instrawhlrli mortvav* waa word'd la tha afflra against aaid eataie should be limited
nt, duly ad mi tu
•f tha Rafiattr of D**da of Ottawa CMntf, and that a time and place be apMlchitan an th# tlth dor of Marrh, A. I).
Slate of Illinois, b
im In Llhtr 122 af MartrarM an pafo pointedto receive,examine and ad- bats and Recorded in Michigan and
just all claims and demands against
l(S: and
Wh*r*aa th* aald Ntllla M. Cankajran. said deceaied by antj before aaid that admtniatrationof Mid satate be
ta-wit, Auruit 2nd, IIM. ran**rad tha aald
granted to Henry Oosting or m
court:
prrmiiM ta Jadaan F. Cohh and BraalaM.
It is Ordered, That creditorsof other suitableperson. And bat
Cobb, hnaband and wlfa, Jolntlr hr land
rontrart. and tho aald Cobha ar* now #*- aid deceaned are required to pre- filed all exemplifiedcopies
nprlnr tho pramlaoo ro**r*d hr tho aald sent their claims to said court at by ststuto,
martrara aa h*r*lnaft*r daarrlbod. and
It is Ordered, That the
Wh»roaatho amawnt rlalmrd la b* daa aid Probate Office on or before the
apon tha aald nertrata at tha data af thla
10th dsy tf November A. D. 1131
10th day el February,A.D. 1932
notlra Inrladlnf principaland lnt*r*at
at ten A. M.( nt said probate
taiaa, inraranc*.attom*yftoa, Inaa and
•ipanaaa la tha aam af Thirteen Handr*d at ten o'clock in the forenoon, said be and is hereby appointed for
Rllhty-thr**amt 17/ltO (ItSIS.IT) Dot time and placa being hereby appoint- hearing said petition:
Ur*, and
ed for the examinationand adjustIt U Further Ordered. That Public
Wh*r*a* dffaalthaa b**n mad* In th*
payment af tha meaty a*mr*d hy tha aald ment of all claims and demands notice thereof bo given by publication
mniicaa* whmby tha p#w*r af eat# to- against said deceaied.
of a copy of this order for throe sne*
tal n*d thartln haa bttom# apcratlvai
It la Further Ordered, That public cssslvs weeks previous to Mid day of
Now, th«r«fore.natlr* ta hereby fl**n
that hy vlrtae af th# aald paw*r af aaU and notice thereofbe given by publication hearing in tijs Holland City Nows, a
In pennant*th«r**f, and of Ik* atatat# tn
of a copy of this order, for three news paper, printed snd circulatedla said
earn rat* mad* and provided, th* aald
martaata will ha fcrtrloaadhr n eat# of successive weeks previous to said day county.
tha mortvavad prtmletaat publit vtndaa to of hearing,In the Holland City Newa
JAMES
M J. DANHOF,
tha hlch«at bidder at tn* narth door
JedAe of Probate.
of tha Coarthauaaat Grand Haven, Ottawa a newspaper printed and circulated h
CORA VA!
INDEWATER
Cauntr, Mlrhiian. that h*tne th* plat* said county.
of holdlna th* CircuitCourt within aald
• Rektater of Probate
JAMES J. DANHOF,
County, *n Tu*#day, the 24th day af NoJudge of Probate.
T*mb*r. nil at IS o’clock In tho forenoon.
Central

A group of relatives and friemte
gathered at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Witteveen last week on
Thursday evening,the occasion being Mrs. Witteveen’s birthday anniversary.An enjoyable evening

Nothing Takes the

12933— Exp^ Oct. 24

STATE OP MICHIGAN- Thi Probate

_

courteous bow assured your^J

Velde, Mr. and Mrs. Neil Bergen,
Mr. and Mrs. Hansom Everett,Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Bosch, Mr. and
Mrs. Randall Bosch and Russell

1

l

Evenings— Tued? and Saturday
7:80 to 0:00

5c Each

Stood

and Throat

Office houva:

Holland City News

a Vanished Capitol
WlLUAMttM*,VlROINI/S

Now

[Vander Vm Block]
M0 jl m. M >

Bank
Holland. Mich*

\$here

HMi.

Dr. A. Leenhoul

Offise— over the First State

For Sale at the

Among those from Holland who
attended the Michigan-OhioState
football game at Ann Arbor Saturday were Mr. and Mrs. Wm. J.
Olive, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth De

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Olthuiscelebrated their fifty-firstwedding anniversary last week Thursday at
their home in Montello Park. Mr.
Olthuis is 81 yearn old and Mrs.
Olthuis is 82. They were born and
married’ in Germany and came to
America about 40 years ago. They
made their home on a farm at
Hamilton until 15 years ago when
they moved to Holland to live. Their
children include Mrs. F. Rennick of
Detroit and Mrs. Henry Looman,
Mrs. H. Hamelink, Mrs. Albert De
Maat, Mrs. Edward Hassink and
John Olthuis, all of Holland.

212 Mod.

Bya, Bar,

Signs

Above Boston Restaurant

2:00 H

8:80 to 12:00
1:80 to 5

GRAND RAP
PIDS. MICH.

Attorneys-at-Liw

inal

Henry Geerlings, Secretary

&

Ten Cate

.

Board adjourned.

Itist

Hours:

Trapping

Mrs. Jacob ifuizenga,151 West
School supplies ...... 77238
17th street,underwent an operation
Library .............
9.79 at the Holland Hospital
‘ ' Sat
‘
Saturday
prayer.
Other instruction exp.
6.13 morning.
The secretarypresented a com- Janitors'salary ....... 1,705.00
munication from the Parents Light, gas, janitor
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Borgman
are attending the Natiansl Laun
_____
Teachers Club of Van Raalft
supplies .........
259.18 dry Owners’ Conventionwhich is
School thankingthe Board iorthe Fuel ................
172.19 being held in Louisville, Ky., thie
improvements made in the school Other operating exp...
16 43 week.
during the summer. Filed.
Repairs ............
936.61
More than 150 Boy Scouts of Ot*
. The committee on teachers re- Interest .............
16,779.62
tawa-Allegancountiesand Peter
ported progress on the Teachers’ Temp^ary loan .....
15,000.00 Norg. Scout Executive attended
salary matter.

20.85
Teachers’ salary ....... 16,51035
Text books .......... 1,044.46

Cross

Or

190.26

the Notre Dame-Drakefootball
The committee on schools recTotal....$54,29349 game in South Bend, Indiana, Satommended the purchase of an Ali/rdayws guests during the observMoved byTrustee Arendfhorst ance of Boy Scout Day there.
pine Sun Lamp for the Crippled
Children Dept, at a cost oi $255.- supported by Trustee Geerlings
Mr. and Mrs. A. Lindberg have
00.
that the report be adopted and
moved from 89 West Seventeenth
Also the purchase of 24 chairs orders drawn for the several street to Douglas where they will
for the music room in Junior amounts.
make their home.
The committee on Ways and
High at a cost of $4.85 each.
Gerrit Elenbaas, formerly of the
Moved by Trustee Zonnebelt Means reported the purchase oi
Tavern Barber Shop, has pursupportedby Trustee Kollen that $4,000.00 of Hudsonville School chased the White Cross Barber
the report be adopted. Carried Bonds to net $435.
Shop from Leo Blair.
Same committee recommended
all members voting aye.
Miss Myra Rose Ten Cate and
The committee on Claims and the purchase oi $13,000.00 oi our
Vernon Ten Cate attended the OhioAccounts reported favorablyon school bonds due 1937*
State Universityof Michigan footMoved by Trustee Zonnebelt ball game at Ann Arbor Saturday.
the following bills:
Clerk’s salary ......... $ 141.65 supported by Trustee Vander
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. YoeAttendance secretary--100.00 Hill that the recommendation be
muns attendedthe Chicago-Yale
adoptedCarried.
Office Supplies. ......
14.54
game Saturday at Chicago.
The visiting committee— TrustTelephone ...........
30.45
Other Board expenses.
2&Q ees Kollen and Beeuwkes report- Mr. and Mrs. Thomas N. Robinson and family of Benton Harbor
ed for October.
Secretary ............

Diekema

No Hunting

8.

.

alfljflrri

_____

J.

DANHOF.

no suit or proceedings having been
institutedat law to recover the
debt, or any part thereof, secured
by Mid mortgagee whereby the
power of __
_ Mid
sole contained in
mortgege has become Operative. 3
NOW THEREFORE, notice U
hereby given that by virtue of the
said power of sale end in pursuance
of the eUtute in such ease mod*
and pro
provided, the said mortgages
will be fot .closed by aalilp of th©
premises therein described at public auction,to the highest bidder,
at the north front door of the court
house In the City of Grand Haven,
Ottawa County Michigan, that being th© place where the circuit
court for the County of Ottawa is
held, on Monday, the 30th day of
November, A. D. 1931, at two
o’clock in the afternoon of that
date, which premises are described
in naid mortgages as follows,to-

____

wit:

All that part of the South
one-quarter of the Northeast
quarter of Section thirty-two
(32), Town five (5) North of
Range fifteen (15) West, describod and bounded as follows:
Commencing on the East line
of lot eight (8) of A. C. Van
Raalte'aAddition Number two
(2) to the City of Holland at a
point one hundred thirty-two
(132) feet North of the North
margin line of Twenty-fourth
Street, running thence North
on the East Line of said lot
eight (8) of A. C. Van Raalte’e
Addition Number two (2), one
hundred thirty-two (182) feet
to the South margin line of
Twenty-thirdStreet; running
thence East along the ______
South
margin line of Twenty-third
Street thirty-three(33) feet to
the
Bloc Ten
— - Weat
----- line of
-- Block
(10) Prospect Park Addition to
Holland; thence South along
the West Line of said Block ten
(10) ProspectPark Addition
thirty-three (33) feet to the
Southwest cornrt- of said Block
Ten (10) Prospect Park Addition; thence East along the
South line of said Block Ten
(10) Prospect Park Addition
one hundred seventeen(117)
feet to West margin lind of
Proapect Avenue; thence South
ilong the West line of Mid
Prospect Avenue ninety-nine
(09) feet; running thence Weet

—

ail Ul

AJ1UIIV

Kwffjpvt

Holland, according to the recorded map tbereef. on record
in the officeof the Register of
Deeds for said Ottawa County,

Ottawa, and

_

Van

A

Park Addition to the City of

Judge of Probate
A true copy—
Cora Vandewater
Register of Probate.

Tyler

_

____

__

Holli

St^

M

—

*-

.

m

—

--

...

.....

............

......

.............

Four

THE HOLLAND CITY
Stviour’i birthplace sUnds the
Saugatuck, Douglas,
Church of the Nativity, built in 880
Fennville and Vicinity
A. D., thought to be the oldest
ChristianChurch in the worid.
The first Christian Church wee
Albert Cook of Grand Rapid* was
built by the Emperor of Constan- arrested bv Conservationofficer
tine. In the 5th centui7? the Old Potts of Allegan county for shootTestament was here translated ing a hen pheasant Arraigned befrom the Hebrew. Many chargee for Justice Charles Orther at Fennhave been made U> this buHdma ville,he was ordered to pay a fine
since that time. It is revered by aU of $50 and costs of $7 Within 10
sects of ChrisVanity. The doorway days or serve 69 days in jail.
to this Nativity Church is so anafi
that in passing through it one must
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Mulholland of
bend very low. I had trouble being Saugatuck have received news that
so tall. The word or expretaion their only son, Dr. W. J. Mulhol‘“Low Bridge” became almost a by- land of Chicago, has been accepted
word for me since so many of the as a member for fellowshipin the
old doorwayswere always built ao American College of Surgeons. He
low to keep camels from entering left Saturday for New York to rein. The small entrances are often ceive his degree. Dr. Mulholland
referred to as needle eyes. The good spends his summers here.
old book speaks about the difficulty
of a camel passing through a
J. Alden Barron, manager of the

Goes In Motor
Car To Birth
Dr. and Mr*. Roy Hill of Chicago
spent the week-end at the home of
BlrTand Mrs. Mrs. L Hill, 23? E.
DR.
I Elmnth street

Place of Christ

BROWER GIVES SOME INTERESTING VIEWS IN AND
AROUND BETHLEHEM

Mks Gergis Deters, studenU at
Western State Teachers’ College at
Kalamasoospent the week-end with
her parents on West Thirteenth St.

(By Dr. A. J.

-o

we

loft Jerusalem by way of the Jaffa
gate for Bethlehem, the Bethlehem
Miss Theodor'sSchumacherspent of Judea, David’s city over a magthe week-end visiting friends in nificient military macadamized

Milwaukee,Wia— Miss Ann Van
Oert and Miss Dorothy Bittner
spent a few day* in Benton Harbor
last week — Mr. and Mrs. C. Van
Tongeren have returned from a two

road, winding in and out among
sloninghills, the road the wise men
took from Jerusalem to Bethlehem.
It took us through the Valley of
Hinnom past the Hill of Evil Counweeks' trip out East.— Mr. and Mrs. cil then through a fertileplain
Peter Michaely spent the week-end referred to as the probable Valley
in Wisconsinvisiting relative*.— of Ephraim. We stopped at the
Mrs. Tony Steinfort visited with traditionalWell of Magi, where
friehd* and relative* in Grand Rap- the wise men had temporarily lost
ids. — Mr. and Mr*. A. J. Fairbanks sight of the Star that was leading
and Mr. and Mr*. C. M. Pippel them over and on and finally stood
•pent the week end in Sheboygan, over Bethlehem.It's an open well,
Wis., at the home of Mr. and Mrs. a watering place by the wayside.
Dave Beebe.
This well is about three miles from
Jerusalem.It is alleged that this
CO. PRESIDENT is the well from which the Holy
SPEAKS OF BUSINESS REVI- Family could have drank on its
flight to Egypt, to escape with the
VIVAL; DISCUSSES OBSERchild and to get from under the
VATIONS ON MIDDLE
power of King Herod for he wanted
the child plain. Travel very likely
WEST TRIP

needle’s eye.

Fennville Fruit exchange, has tendered his resignationto the board
of directors of the exchange, effective about Feb. 1. Barron has been
actively associated with the exchange for the last 17 years, with
the exception of 1924. Barron was
largely responsible for the local
fruit packing plant becoming one
of the most modern plants of the
middle west He states he has no
plans for the future. Directors
would not say whether any one has
been considered for the managership. The annual meeting of the
stockholdersusuallyis held in February.

Bethlehem is only a small village in the land of Judea. It lies in
a valley with the fields of Boaz on
the North and East not far away.
Gardens and vineyards and olive
F* DR. A. J. BROWER
groves all around it. These run up
brought his family burial cave and the slopes in terraces, giving a
the Moslems have not built a mos- pretty view. The streetsare narque over it.” Gen. 23 verse 2 “And row and very irregularand windSarah died in Kir-jath-ar-ba,the ing. Very rough and uneven atone
same is Hebron. Gen. 23 verso 9, pavements, perhaps very old. The
“That he may give me the cave of buildings all old and all of stone
Machpelah, which he hath, which is and mud and brick, and roughly
in the end of his field, for as much constructed.There are about 10,000
money as it is worth he shall give people in this city. The main street
it me for a possessionof a burying leading from the Church of the Na* • »
was by donkey. The donkey is a place amongst you." Gen. 23 V19 tvity has no sidewalks but in its
place a slight depression so that
The
Saugatuck
legion auxiliary
Bgaa
"Abraham
buried
Sarah
his
wife
in
lighter
footed
animal
than
the
camConfidencethat the business tide
sewage may run off. The width of has installed:President, Irene
is turning toward better times was el, and easier to ride for Mary and the cave in the field of Machpelah,
this street in many places is not in Campbell; vice president, Mrs.
expressed Thursday by Albert H. the Babe. But donkeys are always the same is Hebron.. Gen. 49 verse
excess of 15 feet. In the bleak bare John Bird and Mrs. H. Whipple;
Morrill, president of the Kroger very thirsty beasts, and at every 31 "There they buried Abraham and
walls of the buildingson either secretary, Mrs. H. M. Morris; treasGrocer A Baking Co., who was in watering place they must surely Sarah his wife, there they buried
side are the small doorways to the urer, Miss Boyce.
Isaac
and
Rebekah
his
wife
and
drink.
I
rode
them
myself
and
have
Grand (Rapids on an inspection tour
• • •
houses.
there
I
buried
Leah.
This
is
what
first-hand
experience.
of middle western branches.
Mrs. Cora Bliss Taylor of SaugaJacob
relates.
In
this
place
AbsWe
believe
the
natives
still cling
Several
little
villages
we
go
Mr. Morrill was named president
tuck has just completed a portrait
of the company less than two years through before we reach our desti- solen conspired against David, his to Biblical customs in their manof Mrs. E. Hart It is a large comago. Since that time he reports nation. Four miles from Jerusalem father. The country round about ner of dress and business. We can
positionpainted out of doors with
there has been no appreciabledrop we stopped at the Tomb of Rachel. Bethlehem looks better than most glean this evidence from the garb
the trees for an interestingbackin sales volume although commod- It was on this road that Rachel,the places of Palestine. The fieldsof the worn in those day as its portrayed
on the ancient Greek and Roman ground. The sunlight playing over
ity prices show considerable de- daughter of Laban and the wife of Shephards are close to Bethlehem.
Jacob died in giving birth to Ben- Here is where Ruth the Moabitess monuments.. Not all are humble the lovely silver hair added an unlaborers.Many have returned as usual touch not often found in for“I have been in all parts of the jamin and was buried “in the way.” gleaned among the sheaves.
Here is where the rich Boaz who travellersthrough all countries of mal portraits. The paintingis to be
How true it is today, like of old,
middle west in the past two
months,” Mr. Morrill stated. that we shall die from one cause or had much land bargainedto buy the world as peddler and so built hung over the fireplace in the new
another. Thousands of women have Ruth as his wife. As a token the up fortunes,and now are conduct- Ravinia home of Mrs. Hart and her
“While there are admitted depressdied since Rachel, under similar seller gave his shoe to the buyer. ing retail stores or operating as daughter Avis.
ed conditions in aome parts of the
• • •
conditions. We try to improve by Ruth IV, verse 7, “Now this was wholesalers to their kin in various
country,it is basically sound. The
Dumping of rubbish along county
our mistakes ,and better our tech- the manner in former times in Is- foreign countries. In going through
highways is to be met with punishtry placed it in a pre-eminent posiJH? laborRu.nJ,er,^^po®si* rael concerning redeeming and con- their shops, we saw wares of all d«
cerning changing, for to confirm all scriptions, much of it made in their ment throughout the state. Instances of such disregard for roadthings,a man plucked off his shoe own land.
pressionwith flying colore. We will Sv^nrcod
side appearancehave become too
have we that we have not received ? and gave it to his neighbor, and
Bethlehem
youths
still
think
look back at the period through
His will be done. Gen. 35, vv. 18 to this was a testimony in Israel.”
much of the parting plessing of numerous, that offenders caught
which we are passing and will rec20. “And it came to pass, as her While I was at the Isle of Marken their parent®, and they attribute will be prosecuted to the full exognise it as a time of great opporsoul was departing,(for she died) in the Zuider Zee in The Nethermuch of the parting blessings of tent of the law. We have enough
tunity to improve our methods, as a
that she called his name BEN-O- lands, I was told by nativesthat beof it in Allegan county and lithard work and sacrifice they mantime to buy cheaply and as a time
NI; but his father called him Ben- for a man could marry another
tering up the beautifulhighway is
age
to
save
enough
for
steerage
to learn from experience what one
jamin.” “18’ And Rachael died, and man’s daughter, the would be
hoggish to say the least.
ticketsto cross the Medeteranean
has to do to meet important probwas buried in the way to Ephrath, bridegroom had to presentthe fath- or the Atlantic.This custom re* * *
lems.
which is Bethlehem.”“And Jacob er of the bride with a pair of finely
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan St. John and
minds ua of Rebekah how ahe was
*“I find confidence returning to
sons, Donald and Kenneth, of Alleset a pillar upon her grave, that is carved wooden shoes, made by the
blessedby her mother when she left
those who have money to spend.
the pillar of Rachel’s grave unto groom. This had always been a cusgan called at the homes of Mr. and
to
join
Isaac
in
a
new
land.
How
This is a good sign. It means, I
this day.” From time immemor- tom of the island and is so today.
Mrs. Henry Van Dragt and Mr. and
Jacob received a parenUl blessing,
heavi
believe,the beginning of heavier
ial this has been accepted as RachBethlehem is where David later when he departed for his uncle La- Mrs. Edgar Beery, Douglas, last
purchasing which, in turn, will give el’s b,urialplace. About where we
spent his boyhood days. He was a
ban. They tell us that when these Sunday afternoon.
larger ana more orders to manufac• • »
stood the PatriarchJacob, with his great-grandson of Ruth. Best of
Palestiniansleave their native land
turers with a resulting upturn in
eleven sons stood 36 centuriesago all it is the birth place of Jesus.
Several from the vicinity of Sauthey go with the fullest assurance
employment.
when Rachael’sbody was laid away. We think of the stable, cattle and
gatuck and Douglas are planning
that the blessingsspoken for them
Mr. Morrill reported the Grand
They saw the same hills and roll- manger, as we might see today on a
entries in the Bangor fruit show
will abide. /
Rapids branch of his company em- ing land like we saw. The tomb has
farm, but in all probabilityit wss
(Mt. of Olives and Garden of to be held in the Bangor high
ploys nearly 700 persons.He as- been built and rebuilt without any
a cave in the rocks. The manger is
school, Oct 29, 30 and 31. Fennville
---—ajvi share,
DU.IC
U1C doubt this can be gleaned from the a trough in the stone and not of Gethsemme next)
,a major
of the
high school will not hold a fruit
constructionmaterial. There is no wood. This does not look much like
show this year due to a new econBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew omy program.
real evidence that this is the true a stable, where cattle are stalled.
tory will be spent in
in the community
commnnitv place , but if not, it is very near the The cave is now about 40 feet long Knoll, 326 West 12th street, on Octory
<$> <3><?>
i® “kriw* wages, taxes, rent, etc.
ancient
•
and about 12 feet wide. Rather a tober 14, a daughter, Marcia Leone;
Mrs. Alice Miller, Mr. Wm.
The Kroger executive spent the
In I Samuel X verse 2 we read nice appearing place, wall lined to Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Kolean, Bjork, Dr. Methven,Henry Acton,
day with L. 0. Griffin, general “When there art departed from me with marble, hung with lamps, and 125 West 29th street^ on October Mrs. Bayard Barton, Miss Laura
manager of the Grand Rapids today, then there shalt Arid two everywheredecorated with golden 14, a daughter, Lois.
Schuman, Jay Force, Miss Eleanor
branch, inspecting the warehouse, men by Rachel’s sepulchre in the ornaments and candles. In the floor
Beuchner, Miss Elizabeth Jones,
bakery, office and stores. A dinner border of Benjamin at Zel-zah. is set a silver star with an inscripStuart N. Sessions, C. A. Lynds,
was held in his honor Thursdayev- This verse would make the site far tion on Latin, “Hie de Virgini MaForce’s Florists, Mrs. T. P. Martin,
ming, attended by branch execu- to the north. We saw Hebron be- ria Jesus Christus natus est.”
A1 Lundberg, L. R. Brady, Wm.
tive* from Western Michigan, in- fore we came to Bethlehem. Heb- (Here Jesus was born of the Virgin
Devine, J. S. Dudley, Mr. Galvin,
cluding those of the Holland Kro- ron seemed to have been a home to Mary.)
Mrs. G. Johnson, James Kanera, E.
ger stores.
Abraham. There ,i§ where he
Over the traditionalsite of our
E. Weed, Maxie Barber, Rob Robinson, John M. Bird, G. J. Chamberlin are liberal boy scout givers.
The above have contributed toMATINEE DAILY AT 2:30
wards Saugatuck’s share of the Ottawa-Allegan Council expenses
Oct. 23, 24, Friday and Sat.
More names soon. A dollar spent
in Scouting today may save fortunes in penal and social instituto Singapore tions tomorrow. Have you done
your share?
William Powell, Doris Kenyon
e e e
The Ssngatuck high school paper,
and Marian Marsh
the Tdeyox* ha* the follovring officers: Editor, Don Bird; assistant,
Added-SHARKEY
Rowena Sheffer; business manasrer,
FIGHT
Betty Eingraber; assistants,Don
PICTURES Bird, Bud Strader and Roland Howard.

KROGER
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j
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BUYERS’ WEEK SPECIALS

.........

BROWER)

In a big Buick automobile

HOLLAND FOLKS ABROAD

_

.

“^u,e

_

—

Among the

Rolled

SOAP CHIPS

TROUPERS

Oct. 26,27,28

$8 os. Jar

It's

Alaska 3

Genuine

pkf.

tall

can.

Club 5

Country
Make* better pies and cakes

PUMPKIN

pumpkin

KIDNEY

50

BEANS

LIMA

or

Ib.pkg.

No.

3

Choice quality

BLOCK SALT

lb.

cans

block 37c
lb. 12c

Bulk

A saving price - stock up

Preserve*

Pure

lb.

smart to buy a supply when prices are low

FLOUR

PASTRY

5

now
SS ot. Jer

b"nd

Pure fruit and sugar - exceptionalvalue

Dill

Pickles
SCRATCH

FEED

J.Pw^^nU,„.

u„.,

quart Jar 1

dill.

100

ib.

JQ

$1.39

bag

Finest qualityfeed - stock up

BULK PEAS

Scotch green
Ideal for

MILK

EAGLE BRAND
PEAS

ib.

making tasty soups
y«. know ,h.

TOMATOES

or

qu.m, ««

20c

3 No.2«n.

25c

A fine quality - buy now - save

PANCAKE FLOUR

Makes better pancakes 2

WHITE CORN

20 os. pk»s.

2

Country Club

No. 2

15c

cans 26c

Finest quality white corn

SALADA TEA
Ib.

-

1 FOULD’S

Many

Ib.pkg. 35c

‘A

19c

Clifton braird
Soft, gentle - safe for everyone

Toilet Tissue

Free

Black, green or mixed
pkg.
Small pkg. 8c

NOODLES with the purchase of S pkgs.
Macaroni, Spaghetti or Noodiee

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLESare the fresh fruits and vegetables that lend themeelves to cooLinc and baking.
See the fine selection at Kroger’s.

Grapefruit

19c

80 size - full of julco

CELERY

Crisp and fresh

SWEET POTATOES
HEAD LETTUCE
Make

Bananas

fwsh crop

-

right in season

2

for

tasty health-givingsalads

21c

Fancy ysllow fruit

—CHOICE QUALITY MEATSFRIDAY and SATURDAY SPECIALS

Pork Roast

Lean fresh picnics

lb.

PORK SHOULDER ROAST

Ib.

9V2C

12V2C

Choice center cuts

LEG

of

SLICED

LAMB
BACON

oiioph.™

HAMS

SMOKED

Whole or

string

ROAST

BEEF POT

lb.

Ch°'“-

wt.pp^

ib.

Ib.

u.

end

Young and tender

Rolled Rib Roast

Rolled and

lb.

boned

Ib.

19C

Watch our Window Streamcre for Outetanding Week-End Specialt

YOl R

DOLLAR BIVS MORI \l

\ KKOCI R STOKI

8roro*&romromrommmmtt888£

in Saugatuck.

ess

Devotion
Ann

Miss Jeanne Van Tyl of Holland
was a guest in Mrs. M. P. Heath’s
home at Saugatuck.

Harding

Oct. 28, Wed.,

•

GUEST

is

Added

SOUL

attraction

— A

and installed: President,
Mrs. E. N. Ebbeson; secretary-

elected

FREE

with Norma Shearer will

ess
House

As Dr. W. B.

of Saugatuck,

accompaniedby Mrs. House, Richard Meyer and Betsey Meyer, was

Honor of

the

Family

Bebe Daniels

23 West 9th St.

treasurer,Mrs. Olaf Sundin.

run alter the second performance
at night.

Oct. 29, 30, Thurs., Fri.

EDWARD LEEUW

e

At the first meeting of Gibson
PTA the following
were
g officers
0

NIGHT.

SUITS

driving north on US31, his car skidded on wet pavement six miles
south of Muskegon and turned over.
While no cuts or broken bones were
received by the occupants, Mrs.
House was severely shocked and
shaken and was taken to Hackley

COLONIAL
Oct. 23-24, FriM Sat.
Matinee at 2:30 on Saturday

•

O. L .Smith, prominentDetroit
attorney,will address the Fenpville
Woman’s Club Wednesday,Nor. 14.
day and Smith will talk on “FishThis meeting falls on Armistice
ere and Choppers and Plowmen.”

• •

*

L. H. Cone will be ordained rector

the Church of the Good ShepLasca of Rio-Grande of
herd at Allegan, some time in No-

Newest styles— single or double breasted-2 buttons-peak or notch lapels. Also conaervative 3
button models. New patterns— colors:

Basket'Weaoes

Blues

Pencil Stripes

Browns
Grays

Silk Stripes

4

Shadow Checks

Black

Extra sturdy fabrics— suits tailored to

wear

long

DRESS BETTER FOR LESS

27— Mon., Tues.

Co

o

a Bar

Room

28,

29,

Wed!, Thurs.

Grand Rapids. Funeral

services

were held Monday afternoon from
the Dykstra funeral home, with
Special Matinee at 2:30 on Wed.
. J. O. Randall of the Methodiet Episcopal church of this city
dt
offldating.Interment
_ ____ was
wss in Holland Township cemetery.
Many years ago Mr. Woodruff
Elista Landi and Victor McLaglen was a resident of Holland and his
parenU lived on West 14th street

Wicked

Oct. 30, Friday

8:30-5:30. Sat 8:30 to 9:30

for the past couple years

has been with the Szekely Aircraft and Engine Co.

when

knew aomething about motors and generalmechanics

1 joined the Szekely organization,but If I did, I have certainly

added aome very practical things to my atore of knowledge.
The aame delicate adjustments so nepesary for perfect performance in airplane engines are wanted, I know, by mahy particular
drivers of motor care.

When I was formerly in the automobile business,my friends
were kind enough to say that they appreciated the type of eervie*
which I wea able to render and the spirit in which It wa» rendered.
Many have indicatedto me that they wished they could get the seme
brand of serviceand the same expert mechanical work again.
This, plus my own deske to get back Into bualnesa for myself,

FORMER HOLLAND CITIZEN
DIES AT PORT SHELDON

Marion Woodruff, age 70, died at
Specicl Matinee at 2:30 on Tues, the home of hia daughter,Mrs.
Earl Pixley at Ottawa Station. Mr.
Woodruff, who was a resident of
Port Sheldon, was born in 1861 at
in
Beaverdam,Mich. He ia survivedby
a daughter, Mrs. Earl Pixley of Ottawa Station;a son, George Woodruff of Wsylsnd; a sister, Mra. Ids
William Farnum and Thomas Hall of Macatawa Park, and three
brothers,Frank and Fred Woodruff
Santschi
of Holland and Pearl Woodruffof
Oct.

&

26,

Ten Nights

and hold their shape. Fine rayon linings. You’ll
marvel we can make the price so low.

Ms^tgomery Ward

-

Brown.
Oct.

.

-

vember. The date will be announced
Carillo, Slim Summerville,later by Bishop John N. McCormick,
Dorothy Burgess, and John Mack Grand Rapids.

Leo

Holland, Mich.

TO MY FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS :As some of you may know, my work
I thought I

• •

2083

Telephone

hospital.

6T0RE HOURS—

Club

pkf*.

Mr. and Mra. A1 Lundberg have
moved from Holland to their home

Mon., Tues^ Wed.

ON SATURDAY WITH ALL

Country

2SC

large 88 os.

2

Easy task -makes work easier

SALMON

PINK

HOLLAND

8

makes better bread and cakes

Delicious on toast or biscuit for broakfast

THEATRES

CARNERA

finest -

BUTTER

APPLE

site.

Road

Oats

49c

Csuatrr Club Flour

and

in view of

my

special training In thia particularHeld, has influ-

enced me to “open shop.”
I am opening not with a blare of trumpeta— not with beautiful
engraved announcements.I hare no sgendea, no fancy show rooms,
nor anything in the way of unneceasary overhead expense which ray

MY

customers will have to psy for. On the contrary— I'VE GOT
OVERALLS ON-in order to fire the work my personal supervision.

’

Pd like to be able to serve you.

"V

to pay for

My

my work will either be
It Come in eny

enable, and

charges,rest assured,will be res*

aatiafactory or you

time,

Please Note-The location

ia

*ont be asked

Youre sincerely,

ED LEEUW.

23 Wert 9th St, adjoiningCity Stor-

age Garage. The telephone number ia 2083. The type of service— not
specialized, just anything that’s wrong with your car. I'll fix it

_

AIR SUCTION OF

OAKLAND

WELL PUZZLES OBSERVERS

Riders of the Purple
Eighth Street - Phone 3188 - Holland, Mich.

Sage
George O'Brien

_

A vaeflum cleanerwell which has
a suctionso powerful that it draws
objectsheld several feet away into
ita mouth is puzzling well drillers Pontiac, Mich. '
The well was drilled 90 feet when
who have inspectedit on the B. J.
Powers farm on the Pontiac-Lske the suction developed. John 8.
rilled the well, says
Orion Rosd near Walton Blvd., near White, who drilled

that in years of experience he has struck which empties into a deeper
never encountered a similar phe- channel. As the water is drawn
nomenon. He believesthat an un- away air is drawn in to All the
derground river may have been vacuum.

N

